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For Location Of Scout Museum At University

Murray State Presents
Proposal To Committee
A private tour of the interim student
center, a reception at the Pogue
Library and a helicopter tour of part of
the Land Between The Lakes' campground facilities entertained the site
selection committee for the Johnston
National Boy Scout Museum Monday
afternoon.
Five of the seven committee
members were in town for a two-hour
presentation by Murray State University for relocation of the Boy Scouts of
America (BSA Museum at the campus
facility.
(See related photos on page 9.]
Members attending were Reuben
Jensen, chairman of the committee and
executive vice president of the General
Motors Corp.; Phil Caning, past
museum director and retired executive
of the BBD&O Advertising Agency;
William Frank Gay, chairman of the
National Corrununications Committee
of the BSA and president of the Howard
Hughes Medical Center; William H.
Fetridge, president of the Darnell
Corp.; and Gale F. Johnston Jr., investment broker for Smith, Moore ile Co.
Chuck Kauffman, director of communications of the BSA; and Tom
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Kron, state commissioner of tourism;
also attended the tour.
Committeemen not attending the
Murray tour included Sandy McDonnell, president of the McDonnellDouglas Corp.; and Duff Hanks, of the
Mormon Church.
Alter flying in from the CincinnatiCovington area, another possible
museum site, the committee members
met in the office of MSU president Constantine W. Curris, who fostered the
idea for location of the museum on campus and who has acted as chairman of
the location group.
A private tour of the interim student
center, formerly the laboratory school,
was given to the committee.
A reception; with representatives of
the area boy scout councils, local location group, university officials, political
officials and interested groups; was
held in the Pogue Library.
Following refreshments, Curris
reviewed his proposal to the site selection committee and to the audience.
Included in the proposal is that the
national museum, supported by an endowment from the Johnston Trust
Fund, be established as a separate and
identifiable component of the university.
Special features of the 48,450 squarefoot facility include a 365-seat
auditorium with media presentation
capabilities, a gymnasium that can
serve as a major display area, a large
entrance foyer with glassed display
areas and adjacent offices and sufficient space for specialized museum exhibits such as the Baden-Powell illustrated writings room.
The Murray State Board of Regents
adopted a resolution March 72 in support of establishment of the museum on
campus.
A tour of the LBL campgrounds in
Gov. John Y. Brown's new helicopter

followed the reception and concluded
the presentation.
After the reception, several officials
attending stated they were very optimistic about Murray being chosen as
the museum site.
Other resolutions in support of
locating the museum at MSU have been
adopted by the Four Rivers Council, the
Audubon Boy Scout Council, Middle
Tennessee Boy Scout Council, West
Tennessee Area Boy Scout Council and
the Buffalo Trace Boy Scout Council.
Various civic and professional
organizations in the area also have
given their support to the museum's
location on the university.
The museum formerly was located in
North Brunswick, N.J.. It had attracted
about 40,000 per year.
Materials included in the museum
are 30 Norman Rockwell originals, the
Baden-Powell writings, one of the
world's finest compass collections, a
replica of the Friendship 7 space capsule, an operating weather station and
an inclusive collection of Boy Scout
memorabilia.
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attending also were given a private tour of the student center and a helicopter tour of the land Between
campgrounds. A reception at the Pogue library was held for the committee members.

Sadat Is Only Chief Of State Present

Deposed Shah Is Buried In Exile In Egypt
By ALEXANDER G.HIGGINS
Associated Press Writer
CAIRO, Egypt (AP) — The deposed
Shah Mohammad Reza Pahlavi of Iran
was buried in exile today with all the
pomp and ceremony accorded a ruler,
but with only one chief of state present,
Anwar Sadat.
Former President Richard M. Nixon
stood by Sadat's side.
The state funeral, a traditional
Moslem ceremony, was surrounded by
the greatest security precautions ever

seen in Cairo, but no major incidents
were reported.
Pahlavi, who died Sunday at the age
of 60 after a six-year battle with cancer,
was laid to rest in Al Rifaie Mosque, a
huge Islamic house of prayer where his
father was interred briefly in 1944, and
where members of Egypt's former
royal family lie.
The shah's widow, former Empress
Farah Diba, and their three eldest
children attended the burial. As the
mourners entered the mosque, a can-

fair but hazy
Fair but hazy skies with a warming trend through Wednesday.
Lows tonight in the low and mid
60s and highs Wednesday in the
low and mid 90s.
Kentucky Extended Forecast
Chance of showers Thursday
through Saturday. Morning lows
in the mids 60s to low 70s. Highs
generally in the mid 80s to low
90s.
Lake Levels
Lake Barkley
Kentucky Lake

358.22
358.15

Speaker Says Iranian Parliament
Will Discuss Hbstages In August
By The Associated Press
The speaker of the Iranian Parliament says parliamentary committees
will begin discussing what to do with
the American hostages early next month, according to a Japanese report. But
Tehran Radio announced a new delay,
the postponement of the lawmakers'
vote to confirm the Iranian republic's

first prime minister.
Japan's Kyodo news service said
Speaker All Akbar Rafsanjani told a
religious meeting Sunday the death of
Shah Mohammad Reza Pahlavi changed the problem of the 52 captive
Americans somewhat,and a committee
of the Majlis, the new Parliament,
would take up the problem in early

Carter Gives Farmers Boost In
Federal Price-Support Loan Rates
WASHINGTON (AP) — President
Carter is giving the nation's farmers a
billion-dollar boost in federai pricesupport loan rates in a move that administration officials say will have little impact on food prices for American
consumers.
Officials said retail food prices will
edge slightly higher as a result of
Carter's action.
Carter told farm leaders at the White
House that he felt "deep concern about
the unfortunate plight of farmers and

ranchers in particular this year with
the unbelievable pressure on them from
the cost-price squeeze."
"Increases in the cost of fuel, fertilizer and other production items have
out-paced increases in farm receipts,
causing net income for many farmers
to fall this year," he said, noting that
some of the nation's farmers also have
been "hit by the effects of drought."
Jack Felgenhauer, president of the
National Association of Wheat
Growers, said he was "just elated" by

President Will Answer
Questions About Billy
By DARREll,CHRISTIAN
Associated Press Writer
WASHINGTON (AP) — President
Carter told a House committee today he
will answer the panel's questions about
his brother Billy's links with Libya by
Aug. 18, the day Congress reconvenes
after the Democratic National Convention.
The president's letter was received
as the Foreign Affairs Committee considered a resolution demanding a wide
range of information about Billy
Carter's activities as an agent of the
radical Arab nation.
Rep. Clement Zablocki, D-Wis., the
committee chairman, recommended
that the resolution be sent to the House
floor without recommendation.
Rep. Benjamin A. Gilman, R-N.Y.,
argued that the committee should endorse the resolution, clearing the way
for the House to act upon it before adjourning next week for the convention,

at which the president is seeking
renomination.
Carter's letter said "all relevant information': would be made available,
but that this could not be done sooner
than Aug. 18 because of the time It
would take for White House attorneys to
conduct the necessary interviews.
Rep. Robert Bauman, R-Md., the
principal sponsor of the resolution, suggested it be amended to seek information on Attorney General Benjamin
Civiletti's recent revelations that he
and the president talked about Billy
Carter's case. Bauman suggested that
the president's diaries covering this
conversation should be amoilg the information sought.
Two senators, meanwhile, said
fugitive financier Robert L. Yearn told
them he put the Libyans up to paying'
Billy Carter in. order to embarasa the
administration as revenge for pro-,
secuting him.

the announcement.
"I think this is the best thing that has
happened to the wheat industry in two
years," Felgenhauer said, adding that
it will put more money in farmers'
pockets "and we certainly need it."
Price-support loan rates determine
the amount of money farmers can borrow from the government using their
grain as collateral.
Agriculture Department officials
said retail food costs will be slightly
higher because of the move, but they
noted that "more grain will be in
reserve to protect against crop shortages" in the future.
"Consumers of wheat products will
pay about $150 million more for those
products — less than 0.3 cents per loaf
of bread," a background paper said."If
the higher feed (corn and other grains)
were all passed on to meat consumers,
meat prices would rise by less than 0.5
cents per pound."
Overall, it said, the higher crop supports could boost the government's consumer price index by about 0.1 percent.
The higher loan rates will be
available to farmers for their 1900 crops
as quickly as new regulations can be
put into effect, officials said.
The price-support loan rates for
wheat are being raised to $3 a bushel
from the $2.50 previously in effect for
1980. The rates for corn, with adjustments also for other feed grains,
were raised to $2.25 a bushel, up from
the previous $2.10 a bushel. Soybean
loans,at $4.50 a bushel for the 1979 crop,
were announced at $5.02 for the 1900
harvest.
The package also will raise "release"
and "call" levels for the government's
grain-reserve program to reflect the increased loan rates.

August.
Later, however, Tehran Radio - announced that Prei dent Abolhassan
Bani-Sadr asked thiMajlis to postpone
its vote on his nomination of national
police chief Mostafa Mir-Salim to be
prime minister. Since a prime minister
must be installed before the Majlis can
get down to other business, the new
delay indicated discussion of the
hostages would also be postponed.
The postponement of the vote touched
off speculation that the nomination of
Mir-Salim had run into opposition, and
that more weeks of political deadlock
and maneuvering were in prospect.
Press reports received in London said
he apparently was opposed by some
fundamentalist members of the Islamic
Republican Party, which has a majority in the Majlis.
Radio Tehran said the Majlis had set
up a committee to examine the
qualifications of nominees for the
premiership and ministerial posts. It
said because of this, Bani-Sadr asked
the Majlis to leave the vote on MirSalim "dormant until further notice."
The newspaper Islamic Revolution,
which is close to BaniSadr, said in an
editorial that the death in Cairo Sunday
of the deposed shah solved one problem
for the United States, but it must still
return his assets before the hostages
can be released. The paper urged the
United States to "come to its senses"
and "transfer all of the shah's assets to
Iran."
The Iranian government has filed a
suit in New York demanding $56.5
billion which it contends the shah and
his family diverted from the national
treasury and transferred abroad. But
Robert Arrnao, the American public
relations man who was the shah's principal spokesman during his exile, said
in Cairo that he left a fortune of
between $50 million and $75 million.
Today was the 52 American hostages'
269th day in captivity.
In another development, six more
people were reported executed by the
revolutionary regime. Radio Tehran
said they included an Iraqi spy in Abadan, the oil refinery center in the
southwest; two drug dealers in the
southeastern province of Baluchistan, a
man and a woman convicted of
adultery, corruption and prostitution in
the northeast town of Neyshabur and a
man executed in the western city of
Kerman for distributing heroin ald
resisting officers.

non fired a 21-round salute.
An Iraqi Shiite clergyman led the
prayers for the deiid inside the burial
chamber. Princess Ashraf, the shah's
twin sister, broke down during the
burial and had to be rushed out.
Pahlavi's body was brought earlier in
the day to the Abdeen presidential
palace from Maadi hospital, where
Pahlavi had spent the past month
fighting cancer and its.complications.
There it lay in state in the palace's
main hall, in a closed coffin wrapped in
the Iranian flag, with four generals
standing around it, swords out but held
down to the floor.
The former empress arrived in a
black limousine with the shah's oldest
son and heir, former Crown Prince
Reza, 19. Princess Ashraf came next in
a separate car. Both women were
dressed in black, with black scarves on
their heads.
They were met by Egyptian President Sadat, wearing the uniform of the
commander-in-chief of Egyptian armed forces, and his wife, Jihan.
The two families paused briefly by
the coffin, went upstairs to Sadat's office,then came back down again for the
reading of prayers from the Koran
after the arrival of other relatives.
The shah's family,including his other
son, All Reza, 13, and his two daughters
by Farah Diba, Farahnaz, 16, and
Leila,9,stood by the coffin while the entourage recited the opening lines of the
Koran.
After the readings, mourners inside
"the palace came out to a large tent set
up in the outdoor square for
observances during the Moslem holy
month of Ramadan. Other mourners
had waited there,including foreign ambassadors, Nixon and former Greek

King Constantine.
The mourners sat in the•tent as six
sailors in white uniforms with sky-blue
trim carried the coffin out of the palace.
The coffin was strapped to a caisson
drawn by six black Arabian horses.
4-mile route along
/
Police lined the 11
which Sadat and the PahlaVi family
walked for 30 minutes behind the closed, flag-draped coffin to the Al Rifaie
Mosque. Sadat led the procession
behind the caisson, flanked by Nixon
and Prince Reza.
Reporters accompanying the procession estimated tens of thousands watched the procession.
Nixon came as a private citizen, to
pay his "last respects to a friend for 30
years, a loyal friend and ally of the
U.S.," he said on his arrival Monday.
He told reporters the Carter administration's failure to give decisive
support to the shah during the revolution against him was "one of the black
pages of American foreign policy" and
his treatment by the administration
after he left Iran was "shameful."
The White House declined to answer
Nixon, and the State Department
designated Ambassador Alfred Atherton to attend the funeral.
The shah died after a sixyear battle
against lymph cancer which resulted in
removal of his gall bladder and his
spleen and spread to his liver.
Chemotherapy for the cancer so
weakened his body's resistance that he
developed a series of infections, and it
was a hemorrhage from one of these, an
abscess on the pancreas, that killed
him.
His 10-man team of doctors in a statement Monday said death was due to a
"shock to the circulatory system"
brought on by complications from
cancer.

Cleanup Reduces Threat
Of Explosion At Site
By DIANA TAYLOR
Associated Press Writer
MULDRAUGH, Ky.(AP) — Cleanup
efforts are reducing the threat of
chemical explosions and toxic fumes at
the site of Saturday's train derailment,
but some 2,000 residents probably will
have to stay out of Muldraugh until
Thursday, officials said.
As workmen continued to haul away
derailed cars that were not still burning, federal, state and local officials
were meeting today to try to decide
what to do about the cars still on fire.
An estimate of how much longer the
evacuation will continue also was expected after the meeting, which included officials of the U.S. Environmental
Protection Agency, state Division of
Disaster and Emergency Services, and
the state fire marshal's office as well as
the railroad and the company removing
the cars.
A news conference was scheduled
later in the day to discuss the results of
the meeting.
Officials Said Monday'that the town
won't be reopened until two Illinois Central Gulf Railroad cars holding toxic
vinyl chloride burn-themselves out.
No one knows when that will happen,
but the danger was reduced Monday
after several derailed cars, including

one carrying chlorine, were pulled
away from the flames.
Officials said that if the fire isn't out
by Thursday,they may add water to the
cars or puncture them to increase vaporization of the vinyl chloride.
Burning vinyl chloride gives off toxic
phosgene gas, but officials said tests of
the air at ground level in the work area
showed no traces of gas, and workers
labored without face masks.
Hulcher Emergency Services, an Illinois firm that specializes in cleaning
up after train derailments, brought in- a
25-man crew and heavy equipment to
put cars back on the track.
Seventeen of 37 cars in the train
derailed Saturday, shearing off 700 feet
of track. Twenty feet of ties were
thrown from the railbed, and the cars
were scattered like discarded toys.
Work crews removed eight derailed
cars from the site Monday, including
•
one filled with toxic chlorine.
Removing the chlorine car "was a
major factor" in reducing the danger at
the site, said Rodney Raby of the
hazardousmaterials division of the
state fire marshal's office.
Fred Stroud of the U.S. Environmental Protection Agency said the
burning tankers have caused no environmental damage so fy.
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Tuesday,July tit
Men's Church Softball
League will play at 6 p.m. at
the Murray-Calloway County
Park.

Tuesday,July Z9
Singles Class of Seventh and
Poplar Church of Christ will
meet at 7 p.m. at the church
building.

Murray High School Band
Home Drying Vegetables,
Fruits, and Herbs will be the Boosters will meet at 7 p.m. at
program featured from 10 the band room of Murray High
a.m. to 2 p.m. at The School.
Homeplace-1 850,
Land
Wednesday,July 31I
Between the Lakes.
Ladies day will be held at
Lakeside Singers will per- the Oaks Country Club at 9:30
form at Kenlake State Park at a.m, with golf with Murrelle
Walker as hostess and bridge
8:30 p.m.
with Joyce Thomas as hostess.
Twilight Cabaret will perWomen of the Murray Counform at 8:30 p.m. in the old
beach house area of Kentucky try Club will play golf at 8:30
a.m. with Patsy Miller as
Dam Village State Park.
hostess.
Murray TOPS (take off
Home Drying Vegetables,
pounds sensibly) Club will
meet at 7 p.m. at the Health Fruits, and Herbs will be held
Center, North Seventh and from 10 a.m. to 2 p.m. at Empire Point, Land Between the
Olive Streets.
Lakes.

Artwork To
Be Sold At
The Festival

FRANKFORT, Ky. -Original artwork will be sold
during the 1980 Arts and
Crafts Festival Aug. 30 and 31
at Kenlake State Resort Park.
Woodworking, jewelry,
ceramics, macrame, pottery;
photography and paintings
will be displayed by approximately 100 exhibitors.
The festival will include art
demonstrations, -musical
entertainment
and
refreshments. Art will be exhibited from 10 a.m. to 5 p.m.
each day.
There will be a $10 charge
for exhibiting. Exhibitors may
register in advance or from 8
to 10 a.m. Aug. 30 at the
festival site. More information
- may be obtained from Keniicky's Western Waterland,
Rt. 1, Grand Rivers, Ky. 42045.
Kenlake State Resort Park
is located near Aurora in Marshall County.

Thursday, July 31
Family MIEN for all Murray
Units of the Woodmen of the
World will be held at 6:30 p.m.
at the WOW Hall, Third and
Maple Streets, Murray.
Barbeque, ffied chicken, and
all the trimmings will be furnished by the units to all
members and their families.
"The Boyfriend" will be
presented at 8 p.m. in the
freight depot of City-County
Park by the Murray-Calloway
County Community Theatre.
"The Rainmaker" will be
presented at 8 p.m. at Ken-bar
Inn, Gilbertsville, by the Purchase Area Repertory Theatre
Home Drying Vegetables,
Fruits, and Herbs will be
shown from 10 am. to 2 p.m.
at Empire Point, Land
Between the Lakes.

Night Visual, a 1
hour
Murray Bass Club will have drive with the naturalist with
6:30
p.m.
a called meeting at
transportation provided, will
at the Sirloin Stockade.
start at 8 p.m. at Center Station, Land Between the Lakes.
Lakeside Singers will perform at Kentucky Dam
Lakeside Singers will perVillage State Park at 8:30 p.m.
form at 8:30 p.m. at the Lake
Twilight Cabaret will per- Barkley State Park.
form at the old beach house
Twilight Cabaret will perarea of Kentucky Darn Village
form at 8:30 p.m. at the old
State Park at 8:30 ry.m.
beach house area of the KenActivities for the Senior tucky Dam Village State
Citizens will be held from 10 Park.
a.m. to 2 p.m. at the CityEllis Center will be open
County Park.
from 10 a.m. to 3 p.m. for acDouglas Center will be open tivities by the Murray Senior
from 10 a.m. to 2 p.m. for ac- Citizens including lunch at
tivities by the Senior Citizens 11:30 a.m. and table games at
including lunch at12/toon and 12:30 p.m.
square dancing at 1 p.m.
Hazel Senior Citizens will
Hazel Senior Citizens will meet from 10 a.m. to 2 p.m. at
have activities at the Hazel the Hazel Center with lunch
Center from 10 a.m. to 2 p.m. served at 11:45 a.m.
rith lunch at 11:45 a.m.
•
Douglas Center will be open
Thursday,July 31
Junior Golf will be held at 9 from 10 a.m. to 2 p.m. for aca.m. at the Murray Country tivities by the Senior Citizens
with lunch served at 12 noon.
Club•
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Named As Director For
Harmony Singing Group
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$5.00 A Carload

Mrs. Riley A. Kay has been
named to a three year term on
the board of directors of "The
Society for the Preservation of
Southern Harmony Singing,
Inc." Mrs. Kay and her husband live on Johnathan Creek
in Marshall County. She
replaces Kerry Lovett.
Dr. Glenn Wilcox was reelected to a new three year
term. The holdover directors
are: Novalee Blackie and
Clarance Blakney, two years;
Margaret Heath, Nina Joyce,
and Dr. Ray Mofield, one
more year.
Following the annual
membership session at the
Benton Library, the board met
and re-elected all officers for
another one year term: President, Dr. Ray Mofield; vice
president, Miss Margaret
Heath; secretary, Mrs. Nina
Joyce; and treasurer, Mrs.
Estella Smith, all of Benton.
In the absence of President
Mofield, Vice President
Heath, presided.
The following calendar for
the year 1980-81 was adopted:
Thursday, Sept. 25, 1980,
song practice, 7:15 p.m. Benton Library.
Thursday,Oct. 23, 1980, song
practice, 7:15 p.m. Benton
Library.
Thursday, Nov. 20, 1980,
song practice, 7:15 p.m. Benton Library.
Friday, Dec. 19, 1980, practice concert, 7 p.m. Cedarcrest, Possum Trot.
Thursday, March 26, 1981,
song practice, 7:15 p.m., Benton Library.
Monday, April 20, 1981,
practice concert, 7:1:03 p.m.,
Murray Woman's Clubhouse.
Thursday, May 21, 1981, 7:15
p.m. final practice, Benton

orWe are pleased to
announce that Connie
Lawson, bride-elect
of Kent McCubbin
has made her selecLtions at the...

Happiness Place
1104 Story Ave.
753-4567

/II

Library.
The 98th Big Singing will be
at the courthouse in Benton on
fourth Sunday, May 24, 1981
from 10:30 a.m. to 1:15 p.m.
The next annual meeting of
the membership will be at the
Benton Library, Thursday,
June 25, 1981 at 7:15. The mail
price for the stereo record is
$6; the book, $7.50 until any
postal rate changes.

OSPIIRLNEWS

Deborah Kay Finch Is
Wed To Mr. Anderson
Ms. Deborah Kay Finch and
Denis Lee Anderson were
united in marriage in an afternoon double ring ceremony at
the Briensburg Baptist
Church in Briensburg. The
Rev. C. C. Braiser officiated.
Ms. Gretchen Bebb of Murray, played the flute, Mark
Futrell, Paducah, was the
soloist and guitarist. The
pianist was Ed Garrett of
Murray.
Parents of the couple are
Mr. and Mrs. Sam E. Finch of
Grayville, Ill. and Mr. and
Mrs. Thomas Anderson, Benton, Route 1.
The bride was escorted
down the aisle by her father
and given in marriage by her
mother and father.
She wore a white chiffon
over taffeta gown adorned
with chantilly lace. The fitted
bodice featured a Queen Anne
neckline and full sleeves of
sheer chiffon with lace cuffs.
The full flared skirts had an
accordian-pleated insert in
front. The skirt fell to a
chapel-length train accented
with a panel of chantilly lace.
Her white finger-tip veil was
edged with chantilly lace. She
carried a nosegay of silk white
and-yellow daisies and baby's
Mr. and Mrs. Denis Lee Anderson
breath.
Ms. Ann Postel, Grayville,
dress with a chiffon accordian Laura Morgan, Benton, the
Ill., was maid of honor and
pleated overlay. The groom's groom's cousin, registered the
bridemaids were Mrs. Pam
mother wore a blue floor guests.
Sides, Murray, and Ms.
length knit dress with a sheer
The groom is the grandson
Suzanne Potter, Grayville, Ill.
fingertip jacket. Both mothers of Mrs. Lona Anderson of BenThey wore matching yellow
quiana knit dresses with chif- wore yellow and white daisy ton. The bride's grandmother
is Mrs. Buenita Burroughs,
fon daisy print shawls. They coursages.
A reception followed in the Can't*
wore baby's breath in their
The couple left for a wedhair and carried white baskets basement of the church.
Serving were Ms. Sharon ding trip to Nashville, Tenn.
filled with silk yellow and
Mudd, Bardstown, Ms. and the Great Smoky Mounwhite daisies.
The silk flowers and 'ar- Darlene Littlefield, Beech- tains National Park at Gatlinrangements for the entire mont and Ms. Tracy Wright, burg, Tenn. The bride wore a
knee length white lace dress
wedding party were made by Vienna,Ill.
The director was Mrs. with baby's breath in her hair.
the bride.
The couple now resides in
The groom chose Anthony Loretta Morgan of Benton, an
Fike of Murray as best man. aunt of the groom, and Ms. Beechmont.
Groomsmen were Larry
Clayton, Benton; and Kevin
D'Angelo of Murray. Ushers
were Barry Anderson, Benton,
brother of the groom, and Dan
Finch, St. Louis, Mo., brother
of the bride.
The groom wore a white tuxedo with tails, and a yellow
daisy boutonnier with baby's
breath, the groomsmen, usher
and fathers wore walnut
brown tuxedoes with white
pleated shirts and yellow
daisy boutonniers.
The mother of the bride
wore a mint green floor length

Adults 156
Nursery 4
7-23-80
NEWBORN ADMISSIONS
Colson, baby girl (Carolyn),
Rt.8,Box 825, Murray.
Hill, baby boy (Kathy), Rt.
1, Dexar.
DISMISSALS
Mrs. Rebecca A. Chadwick,
Rt. 1, Box 140, Almo; Mrs.
Rita F. Shelton, Rt. 1, Box 24,
Hazel; Mrs. Morine Grooms,
102 North 13th Street, Murray;
Marty W. Dedmon, Rt. 3, Box
410, Murray; Mrs. Tammy
Neill and baby girl, Rt. 1, Box
85, Wingo.
Mrs. Brenda K. Howell and
baby girl, Rt. 3, Benton;
Chriatopher S. Carr, 236 Covey
Drive, Murray; Donald W.
Rose, Rt. 3, Box 1723, Benton;
Mrs. Judy H. Tucker, 1906
Gatesboro, Murray; Mrs. Anna C. Felts, Rt. 7, Sol 133,
Mayfield.
Mrs. Betty M. Valenta, Rt.
4, Box 225A, Benton; Mrs.
Laura M. Taylor, CR Box
240A, New Concord; Mrs. Betty J. Cleaver, Box 1373, Paris,
Tenn.; Mrs. Robbie Lowe, 714
Depot, Paris, Tenn.; Barry E.
Hall, Rt. 2, Martin,Tenn.
Mrs. Madine B. Turner, 106
North 12th Street, Murray;
Herbert C. Denham, Bel Air
Center, Murray; Joseph Bradford Belcher, 1603 Ryan, Murray; Cande C. Bethel, 6075

Merrydale Drive, Paducah;
Joseph F. Duncan, Rt. 1, Dexter.
James E. Crutcher, Rt. 2,
Box 235, Dover, Tenn.; Obid
D. Burkeen, Rt. 1, Box 22A,
Almo; Mrs. Lucille Hargis,
Rt. 3, Box 165, Murray; Mrs.
Ovie Galloway, Rt. 3, Murray.
Mrs. Aline E. Jackson, 807
Hurt Drive, Murray; William
Luke Futrell, 503 Vine Street,
Murray; Mrs. Dottie Garner,
Fern Terrace, Murray; Mrs.
Sula M. Cathey,603 Sycamore
Street, Murray.

PADUCAH PATIENT
David Roberts of Dexter has
been dismissed from Lourdes
Hospital, Paducah.
_ MAYFIELD PATIENT
Glenna Kay Taylor of Murray Route 5 was dismissed July 17 from the Community
Hospital, Mayfield.
7

Diamonds in South Africa's
Orange River delta are
mined by dredging the seabed while huge dikes of
sand hold the water back.
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•MANY STORES
WITH BARGAINS
BOTH INSIDE & OUTSIDE
Rev. and Mrs..Ricliard W.Poe
-appointed as missionaries

Murrayans To
Go To Chile
RICHMOND, Va. - The
Rev. and Mrs. Richard W. Poe
were among the 28 persons
named missionaries by the
Southern Baptist Foreign Mission Board during its July
meeting at board headquarters in Richmond,Va.
The Poes will work in Chile,
where he will be a youth and
student worker and she will be
church and home worker. He
is campus minister at Murray
Ky.) State University. They
re members of First Baptist
Church,Murray.
Born in Manchester, N.H.,
Poe also lived in several Tennessee towns while growing
He attended University of
Tennessee, Knoxville, and
received the bachelor of arts
degree from Carson-Newman
College, Jefferson City, Tenn.,
and the master of divinity
degree from Southern Baptist
Theological
Seminery,

Louisville.

The Poes were US-2 missionaries in New York for the
Southern Baptist Home Mission Board. He was youth
minister and later associate
pastor and youth minister at
Jeffersontown (Ky.) Baptist
Church. He was a youth
bureau detective for the Jefferson County Police,
Louisville.
Mrs. Poe, the former Carol
Hutchinson, was born in
Atlanta, Ga., but also lived in
Philadelphia and Pittsburgh,
Pa., while growing up. She attended Muskingum College,
New Concord, Ohio; CarsonNewman College; and Murray
State University. She was a
bank teller in Pittsburgh and
Louisville.
The Poes have two sons Randall Scott, born in 1972,
and Richard Wayne, 1975. The
family will go to Pine Mountain, Ga., in September for a
12-week orientation before
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Family Fights-

211, HSI

Back After Getting Help From The
Consumer Credit Counseling Service
By LOUISE COOK
Associated Press Writer
NEW YORK (AP) - Five
years ago, R.W. had a good
job,•happy family life and a
pocketful of credit cards.
Then came the effects of
recession. A business loss.
Some bad investments.
In the space of only a few
months, R.W.'s world of credit
collapsed. His debts added up
to more than many people
earn in a year. His creditors
wanted their money. His wife
talked about leaving.
"I was out of control," he
recalled recently, sitting in his
office at a Manhattan employment agency. To get out from
under, he said, "I would have
soldmy soul to the devil."
&W., who didn't want his
name used, has paid off his
debts. "We even have a savings account now," he bragged.
He cleared his financial
slate with the help of the local
Consumer Credit Counseling
service, one of some 200 such
nonprofit groups operating

under the umbrella of the National Foundation for ConCredit, 1819 H St. NW.,
Washington, D.C.,20006.
R.W., 38, is a native New
Yorker. After graduation
from college in 1963, he served
in the military and worked for
a manufacturer before forming an employment agency
with a partner.
Financial success was important and it seemed easy."I
was making $32,000 a year
when I was 28," R.W. said.
Credit also seemed easy. "I
was getting credit cards mailed to me unsolicited."
By 19Th, however, the recession had hurt the employment
business. R.W.'s partner used
company money to pay
gambling debts. And R.W.lost
money in the stock market.
"All my savings," he said.
"I really started to have to
scramble to pay my bills ... I
was so far behind, my debt
was a solid, five-figure
debt..."
When business had been
good, R.W. lived well. During

THE ACES'

IRA G. CORN, JR.

"Nothing makes one so
vain as being told that one is
a sinner." -- Oscar Wilde.

NORTH

7-29-A

•J 1013
•A K 7 3
•PEQ.18
411 3

There is little vanity for
those who commit their sins
WEST
EAST
at the bridge table. It's not
Q53
•4 2
only an unhappy partner •
•I04
•Q J 9 2
who takes note of the things •6 5 3
•A 10 9 4
you do; the opponents are •K J 9 4 2
+1075
always there to enjoy their
SOU'
own condescending thoughts
•A 9 7 6
about your play.
•11! 2
•7 2
Dummy's heart ace won
49 A Q
the first trick as East signaled with the queen and
Vulnerable: Both. Dealer:
declarer crossed to his
trump ace to lead towards South. The bidding:
dummy's diamonds. East
captured one of dummy's South West North East
Pass
2•
Pass
honors with his ace and shot I.
2*
Pass
4•
All pass
back his last trump. Declarer refused the finesse, but it
Opening lead: Ten of hearts
made no difference. He
could no longer make his 10
dummy's high diamond
tricks.
bring the total to 10 tricks
Declarer could discard his
heart loser on dummy's high (the defense gets only a
diamond, a trump and a
diamond, but he could not
heart).
avoid the loss of two club
It's nice to lead toward
tricks and the high trump to
one's honor cards. But that's
limit his total to only nine
only if one can afford the
tricks.
time to do so.
Declarer can make the
hand if he starts his work
early. After winning
Bid with Cora
dummy's heart ace, he must
lead dummy's diamond king South holds: 7-29-B
instead of leading to a high
trump. East wins and
•J10
returns a trump, but declarA K 73
er can maintain control (a
trump finesse and a trump
+83
return would prove disastrous).
North South
Declarer wins a high
1•
trump, leads a diamond to
ANSWER: One heart. Three
dummy and tries a club
diamonds is an alternative,
finesse. This loses to West's
but one should not bypass a
king, but West cannot attack
good four card major suit to
the trump suit. A heart exit
raise a minor.
is won in dummy and now
declarer is virtually safe
Send bridge questions to The Aces
from harm.
P0 Box 12163, Dallas, Texas 75225.
with self addressed, stamped envelope
He cashes his other high
for reply
trump and his ace of clubs
and a club ruff and

slow periods, he borrowed. U
you think there's a good month
coining, he said, "you don't
reduce your spending. You use
credit cards."
After his business failed,
R.W.said,"there was a period
when I was making zero." He
finally found another Job with
a base salary of 112,000, but it
waan't enough. "When the
checks came in they were all
spoken for ... We were getting
dunning calls ... I had lost my
car. My wife said if we could
afford it,she would leave."
The family visited a credit
counselor who worked out a
budget. R.W. gave the
counseling service a fixed
amount every month to be us-

FURCHES
JEWELRY
113S 4th
Member National Bridal Service

Providing the music will be
Mrs. John White as pianist
with Mrs. Ronald Wright as
vocalist.
Miss Jones has chosen Mr:,
Susan Hopkins, as her matron
of honor. Bridesmaid will De
Mrs. Pam Collins and Mrs Jo
Ann Mathis, all of Murray
Miss Sandy Ellis .of Mafieid

Approximately 1,000 people are expected to attend the
ninth annual Between The Rivers Homecoming for former
residents of the area and their friends and relatives in TVA's
Land Between the Lakes to be held Sunday, Aug. 10,at the old
Fenton airstrip east of the Eggner's Ferry Bridge on U. S.
Highway 68.
Dolly Gillahan,a former resident and secretary of the committee, said everyone interested in the event is invited to attend. Beginning early in the day and lasting until late in the
evening, the event will have no scheduled activities other
than a picnic lunch at noon because the day will be devoted to
friendship renewal.
All visitors are requested to bring their own food and lawn
chairs, but TVA will provide water and restroom facilities.
For additional information persons may contact TVA-Land
Between the Lakes, Golden Pond, Ky., 42231, or phone 1-9245602,extension 220.

Dean)
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By Abigail Van Buren

Railroad Widow Forced
To Cover Her Tracks
DEAR ABBY: 18 it possible to be married in the eyes of
God only? As the widow of a retired railroad man,if I marry
again, I'll lose my widow's retiremenhenefits.
Five years ago I fell ih love with a fine and decent man -a
retired disabled widower. We love each other and want to
marry, but that means giving up my widow's benefits, and
we can't make it on his check alone. So we are forced to live
in sin.
I'm a God-fearing woman, Abby, but we love and need
each other, so we're living together.
We are trying to get a law passed (like Social Security)
that will permit widows of railroad men to marry, but until
we do, we are in a bind.
Please print this, Abby, because we railroad widows don't
have anyone fighting for us. We are the forgotten people.
Thank you.
M. IN PASSAIC
1)EAR M.: I have heard that there are some compassionate ministers who will bless a common-law
union such as yours,enabling you to be married in the
eyes of God even though you are not married in the
eyes of the law. If there's one in Passaic, 1 hope he
contacts me. I also hope someone champions your
cause so railroad widows can remarry without losing
their benefits.
•••

DEAR ABBY: A very good friend of ours is in the real
estate business. Several months ago we gave him a referral,
and he got the listing and sold the house. He said when it
closed escrow he would either give us a gift certificate for a
department store, or he and his wife would take me and my
wife out to dinner.
Last night we went out to dinner with them at a very trice
restaurant. When the check came, you can imagine our
shock when he said, "Well, let's split the bill."
He must have forgotten his offer, so I paid my half and
didn't say anything.
Should this be ignored? Or is there a way I can mention
his promise without causing embarrassment on either side?
JUST DON'T KNOW

DEAR ABBY: My problem is that I am always in debt and
can't seem to get out. I don't know what to call myself except
maybe "stupid."
My husband makes a good .living, but the only bills that
get paid on time are the rent and the utilities because he
pays them. I write checks for everything else and also do a
lot of charging. Right now I am overdrawn at the bank,
have several unpaid bills staring me in the face and am
scared to death to tell my husband.
I am not extravagant with myself. It's usually something
I buy for the children or the house. This is nothing new - I
have always been behind in my bills - but this time I can't
see my way clear. I'm ready for a nervous breakdown. I'm
considering borrowing some money, but the interest rates
are so high. What should I do?
DROWNING IN BILLS
I)EAR DROWNING: First I will tell you what NOT
to do. Don't borrow any money without your husband's knowledge! Then close your charge accounts.
hand your husband your checkbook and tell him
about the mess you're in. If he doesn't immediately
remove you from the treasury department, resign!
You can learn how to budget if you really want to,
and you should. But until you do,let Hubby handle the
family fortune.
•• •

Do you wish you had 'bore friends? Get Abby's
booklet, "How To Be Popular; You're Never Too
Young or Too Old." Send $1 with • long, selfaddressed. stamped (28 cents) envelope to: Abby,
Popularity, 132 Lasky Drive, Beverly Hills, Calif.
4
90212.

will be the flower girl.
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Itcher as his best
man. (;,,,Tp-Titsmen will be
Lunch Adams and Tony
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Between The Rivers
Homecoming Planned

•• •

Every other week throughout
1980, the National Bridal
For brides-to-be Service wit award another
who could use lucky couple $1,000 cash.
In addition, twenty-six free
$1.000 cash... honeymoons
and many
more merchandise prizes. The sooner you
register,the greater your chance of winning!
No purchase is necessary. Stop by and
register.

Final plans for the wedding
of Miss Mary Ann JOTIrs,
daughter of Mr. and Mrs. G.
B. Jones, and David Barrow,
son of Mr. and Mrs. Clinton
Barrow have been completed.
The wedding will take place
in the chapel of the First Baptist Church on Saturday, Aug.
2, at 4 p.m. with the Rev. Bill
Whittaker officiating.

ed to pay off his bills.
Ft.W.'s wife went to work.
"My wife is quite extraordinary," he said. "She was a
young girl. I swept her off her
feet ... promised her the world
... Then, all of a midden:
Whammo! We're living like
paupers. Chicken backs and
spaghetti."
It took R.W. two years to
pay his debts. "It was clearly
a lesson. It was a lot of
lessons. I'm paranoid almost
about going out and spending
money."
R.W.has been unable to get
new credit cards, but he is not
sure he wants them."I'm a little bit afraid. I'm afraid that
I'll fall back into that old pat-

DEAR JUST: He's probably forgotten his promise,
so don't mention it. But if he reads this column, you
may collect after all.

TM

Jones & Barrow Vows
Will Be Read ,Saturdal

Miss Lisa Carol Gilchrist .
-to wed Philip Edwin Mischke
Mr. and Mrs. Orville Lee Gilchrist of 156 Hillside Drive,
Adamsville, Tenn., announce the engagement and forthcoming marriage of their daughter, Lisa Carol, to Philip Edwin
Mischke, son of the Rev. and Mrs. Walter E. Mischke, Jr., of
Murray.
The bride-elect is the granddaughter of Mrs. Robert L
White and the late Mr. White, and of the late Mr. and Mrs.
Grover C. Gilchrist, all of Adamsville, Tenn.
Miss Gilchrist is a graduate of Great Mills High School of
Maryland and of Southwestern at Memphis, Tenn. While at
Southwestern, she was an active member of the Kinney
Foundation arid an officer of Kappa Delta Sorority.
The groom-elect is the grandson of the Rev. and Mrs.
Walter E. Mischke,Sr., of Memphis, Tenn., and of Mrs. H. J.
Burkett and the late Rev. Burkett of Dyersburg, Tenn.
Mr. Mischke graduated from Dyersburg High School and
from Southwestern at Memphis, Tenn., where he was president of the Honor Council, captain of the Southwestern football team,and a member of Omicron Delta Kappa and Alpha
Tau Omega. He is presently a student at the University of
Tennessee College of Law.
The marriage will take place on Saturday,Sept. 6, at 2 p.m.
at the First Presbyterian Church, Adamsville, Tenn. A
reception will follow the ceremony.
All friends and relatives are invited to attend the wedding
and the reception.

OSPITAL NEWS
7-21-80
NEWBORN ADMISSIONS
Oakley, baby girl (Anayansi),Rt. 1, Box 309, Hardin.
DISMISSALS
Lori E. Robinson, 30
Riviera, Murray; Mrs. Jeanie
M. Ruggles and baby girl, Rt.
7, Benton; Mrs. Kimberly A.
Burton and baby girl,
Puryear, Tenn.; Mrs. Nida J.
Puckett, Box C,Dexter; Mrs.
Eva Gardner, Rt. 1, Box 58,
Hardin; William F. Buie, Rt.
2, Puryear,Term.
Mrs. Martha A. Tharpe, 400
Ash, Murray; Mrs. Sarah V.
Wilson, Rt. 1, Box 203, Murray; Mrs. Deism S. Curtner,
Rt. 9, Benton; Edward J.
Dowdy, Rt. 1, Puryear, Tenn.;
Mrs. Carol L. Crass, Rt. 1, Box
7, Kirksey; Mrs. Janice
Capps, Rt. 1, Box 159, Paris,
Tenn.
Mrs. Marlene Lemonds, Rt.
3, Box 161A, Paris, Term.;
Carl W. Ellis, 538 Brand,
Mayfield; Mrs. 011ie R.Smith,
Almo; Mrs. Erma Perry, 500
South Second Street, Murray;
Mrs. Audis M. Gooch, Rt. 4,
Box 104, Murray; Herman
West(expired),at. 1,Sedalia.
Adults 150
Nursery 4
7-22---80
NO NEWBORN ADMISSIONS
DISMISSALS
Mrs. Stella M. Cavitt, 417
Cherry, Murray; Mrs. Linda
L. Mathis and baby girl, at. 1,
Grand Rivers; Angela G.
Hoke, Rt. 2, Box 358A, Murray; Mrs. Cheryl Edwards,
Rt. 5, Box 450AA, Murray;
Jane E. West, Sr., Rill, Box
534, Hardin.
Mrs. Jean A. Lawson, Rt. 1,
Box 34IB, Mayfield; James
Eric Welch, 114 W. Oak, Benton; Bobbie Leighan Bear, Rt.

W Event Maimed]

The Family Night for all Murray Colt, of the Woodmen o,
the World will be held Thursday.
.41 A
m. at the
WOW Hall at Third and Maple Streets, M I .,••.
Awards will be presented at the Special ,x•iiii•oort.
Barbeque, fried chicken,. anti all the tri-ronings for the
evening meal will be furnisliuslliy_theimati..
-_ All members and their familieI to attend,
WOW spokesman said.
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HOSPITAL PATIENT
Truman Jackson of Murray
has been dismissed from
Lourdes Hospital, Paducah.

WO

• AN Itnit-•

•.:9442.

PATIENT AT PADUCAH
Recently dismissed from
Lourdes Hospital, Paducah,
was William Hudspeth of
1Clrksey.

I

5, Box 371, Murray; Jerry D.
Morris, Fit. 1, Dexter; Quinton
Baucum, Rt. 1, Box 430, Paris,
Term.; Mrs. Mattie Winchester, Rt. 4, Box 419, Paris,
Term.
Mrs. Beckham Duncan, at.
1, Dexter; Hattie Vaughn, 300
Woodlawn, Murray; Mrs.
Modena T. Latimer, -Rt. 1,
Puryear, Term.; Mrs. Pearl
Elkins, Rt. 2, Hazel; Ira B.
Taylor, Rt. 2, Hazel; Mrs. Effie M. Myers (expired), Rt. 7,
Box 164, Murray.

PP-

PADUCAH PATIENT
Teddy Crider of Murray has
been dismissed from Lourdes
Hospital, Paducah.

Final plans have been made f.exington
for the wedding of Miss Sally
Mr. Hopkins los
Clay Matarazzo, daughter of his best -man, his :
Dr. and Mrs. Salvatore Kevin liopkins..-Groont.smeli;
Matarazzo, and Warren Keith in' tide Phil Maloney of Les
Hopkins, son of Mr. and Mrs. itiF,ton. Stewart Peek of
- ,
Ben Hopkins. Their vows will S,iiiithia.ndj_l_itly Rodden of
'li"`77:""
be solemnized Saturday, Aug
Vi-anta;.-r
- ka-.- antt-Mark
2, at 2:30 at the First chester of Murray.
Presbyterian Church.
Alsr• atteniling the couple
Officiating at the ceremony will tic MaLl Bryant, nephew will he the Rev. Walter Sutton of t lie hi «de-elect.. as
of Atlanta, Ga., and the Rev. ringhe
••.ct Amy Bryant,
Roy E. Rabatin of Murray.
nits e of
'wide-elect, as
Miss Matarazzo has chosen' Fi1,•vier:_•3.:
•
Jana Jones of Murray as her •
tile music will be
maid of honor. Attendants will M's
'lark as organist
be Miss Janna Hopkins, sister ar-id :
Mason
of the groom-elect, Miss Julie \"`;.• 4rstli
or
Harris, of Charleston, w. V.,
A ce«iptiiiii will follow insMiss Diane Kincaid of Naples; ineciiiitely at
Murray
Fla. and Miss Linda Miller, of Country. i"litb
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Looking Back

ts, 1980

inion Page

10 Ye(trs Ago

We diversified
after the beer
venture went
belly-up.

EDITOR JAL

Stop Complaining
How hot is it?
It is so hot that we heard a
few folks around town say they
'will be glad when winter gets
here.
That's what is so nice about
living in an area of the country
which has four distinct seasons.
If you don't like one — or you
just get tired of it — another
one will be along soon.
But, as for those people who
are already trying to push summer out of the way, we want to
remind them what it has been
like around here the past few
winters in January and

February.
Remember all that snow?
The zero-degree weather? The
The
highways?
slippery
sneezes, sore throats and sinus
attacks?
As the old saying goes, the
weather is something that
everyone complains about, but
nobody can do anything about.
Next time you catch yourself
complaining about the heat,
remember that January and all
its problems — frozen pipes,
dead batteries, furnace repairs
— are just five months away.
Feel better now?

Garrott's Galley

11 Teenagers Learn 'Parenthood'
Can Be Confining And Expensive

Letters To The Editor

D.A.V. Expresses Thanks
To The Editor:
The Disabled Americans Veterans,
Murray Chapter 50, wish to express
their gratitude to all those who took
part in our ceremonies honoring the
50th anniversary of the Veterans Administration and the 60th anniversary
of the Disabled Americans Veterans
that was held at the American Legion
Hall on July 24. It was a huge success
and attended by a large crowd..
We want to thank all the visiting
members from the other D.A.V.
chapters in this area. I am referring to
the distinguished guests from Benton,
Mayfield, Paducah and Hopkinsville
and the Ladies Auxiliary from these
chapters, and our own Ladies Auxiliary
Unit 50. These ladies surely put on a
•

Says Thanks
Dear Editor:
I would like to thank the Murray
Ledger and Times for the support and
publicity given the Adult Farmer Program for the YFA Summer tour held in
Murray and Calloway County July 18
and 19. I would also like to thank the
many businesses that supported the
program making the tour a success.
People from all over the State were
very complimentary on our community
support of the business
and without
and indust community this activity
would not ve been possible.
We would also like to thank you for
the tremendous help in advertising for
the various programs offered at the
Center. We look forward to your continued support.
Again,thank you.
Sincerely,
James Lawson
Coordinator

Thoughts
In Season
By Ken Wolf
"Fish, if capable of thought, would
surely assume that their salt-water environment was the entire universe."
These words from Louis Halle's Out of
Chaos (Boston: Houghton-Mifflin, 1977)
are designed to challenge our belief
that man is not only the summit but also
the end point of God's crration. Halle
continues:
The three dimensions of space we
know and the one of time, are but
features of the particular ocean
to which we are confined. What
we cannot know is that there is
wider universe
not a
beyond...Since, when it comes to
ultimate matters, we are all as
Ignorant of what is not as of what
Is, all possibilities must be
regarded as open.
Halle may. of course, be in error in
assuming that creation is still open; if
he errs, however, he does not do so on
the side of timidity...or modesty!
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beautiful banquet.
Mayor Melvin B. Henley gave the
opening address and made one of the
most courageous and best speeches I
have ever heard given to a group of
veterans. He was given a well-deserved
ovation.
He also presented a flag that has
flown over the U.S. Capitol to the
membership on behalf of U.S. Rep. Carroll Hubbard, who sent us the flag. We
will proudly fly that flag in honor of our
hostages and hope and pray for their
safe return.
Freed Curd of Murray, state
representative for the Fifth District,
gave the closing address, and he, too,
gave a wondeilul speech. Curd also
presented a podium flag, staff and all,
that was donated by Bettye Baker,field
representative of the Woodmen of the
World Life Insurance Society.
We also wish to thank Gene McCutcheon, editor of The Murray Ledger &
Times, and his entire staff for the
coverage he has given us.
Many newspapers have a tendency to
quietly forget the veteran. But McCutcheon has never failed, even in his
editorials,to speak out and take a stand
on the veterans, and even the Social
Security recipient.
I know I speak for all veterans
organizations and the 30 million
veterans in this country on your stand
on registration. It is cheap peace insurance.
Sincerely,
Alex Pall,
Publiqty Chairman,
D.A.V., Chapter 50

For three days and nights recently, 11
high school age girls in the Wednesday
night Bible Study program at Seventh
and Poplar Street Church of Christ
learned first-hand how harried,
frustrating, confining and expensive
life can be for the mother of a young
baby.
Karen (Mrs. Jerry) Boles and Marsha (Mrs. John) Dale came up with the
idea. Karen is a substitute teacher in
the city and county school systems,
while Marsha is a registered nurse.
Theirs was an exercise in "Rarenting"
— taking care of a baby and involving 2
a.m, feedings, buying its food and
clothing, getting sitters, coping with
unexpected company and a dozen other
commonplace situations and baby care
responsibilities.
+++
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By M.C. Garrott

The Murray Optimist Club yesterday
undertook the tremendous task of moving all of the books from the public
library at the corner of Main and
Seventh Streets to the newly constructed library building on Main Street
between Seventh and Eighth Streets.
The moving task took 14 hours and was
spearheaded by Dr. Peter Whaley.
Parker Ford, Inc., furnished the trucks
used in moving. Members of Boy Scout
Troop 77 also assisted in the moving
task.
Deaths reported include Bobby Gene
Bryson, 32, Robert I. Parrish, and Mrs.
Eurah Davenport,77.
PFC Gary D. Lamb, son of Mrs.
Ronald Dodd, has been assigned to
oversaes duty in South Vietnam.
Jerry L. Kalberer of Murray and
Randall B. Taylor of Hazel have
enlisted in the United States Navy.
The Murray Little League Baseball
All Stars advanced to the Regional
finals by beating Henderson in a game
here. Frank and Hudspeth were pitchers for Murray.
Births reported include a boy to Mr.
and Mrs. Kenneth Imes and a boy to
Mr. and Mrs. Alex Barrett, both on July
26.

By Dorothy and Kerby Jennings
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Bank of Murray instituted an electronic bookkeeping system
during the spring to facilitate records of 7,500 depositors on a
minute to minute basis. The modern equipment was explained
to patrons from a display in the lobby of the bank.
The Murray Improvement Association, a self-explaining title,
placed for the second year huge tubs of summer flowers and ivy
about the town square in a beautifying project directed by Mrs.
Herschel Corn, chairman; Joe Pat James, president of the CIA
(Murray variety); William Davis, treasurer; Mrs. William Nall and
Mrs. George Hart, advisers.
The sensational murder of one of Calloway County's native
sons, Parvin (Bill) Lassiter, in Detroit, Mich., April 6, 1959, attracted national attention as it also did the headlines in Murray
newspapers. Three former employees were given life sentences
on pleas of guilty to second degree murder. The imprisoned men
subsequently implicated a former business associate of Lassiter's,
Gordon Watson, and Bill's wife, Mrs. Nelle (Rhoads) Lassiter in
the crime. Trials of Watson and Mrs. Lassiter were sensationally
covered by the metropolitan press of the entire nation. During the
joint trial in Detroit, Mrs. Lassiter collapsed during the proceedings.
Temporarily, her case was a mistrial, however Watson was cleared
on the charge June 5, 1961. Mrs. Lassiter was also freed of the
charge on June 9. Bill was bludgeoned and shot to death by the
three men after alighting from a plane and accepting a ride with
the men. His body was thrown from the car enroute to his Royal
Oak, Mich., business and residence. Mr. Lassiter was a World
War II veteran, wounded on an Italian battlefield, and may well be
remembered campaigning with his leg in a cast in behalf of another
World War II battlefield-wounded veteran, L. D. Flora, in his
unsuccessful sheriff campaign of 1957 before Bill left for Detroit
where he amassed a fortune in import automobile sales.
The voting primary of 1961 lacked much of the color of
former campaigns early in the year, but turned into a torrid contest primary Week. Winners were Charlie Lassiter, representative;
Bob Miller, county judge; Douglas Shoemaker, county court clerk;
Woodrow Rickman, sheriff; Charles E. Hale, tax commissioner, and
Holmes Ellis, city mayor. The large field of candidates, the referendum issues, the complexity of the new voting machines, and
heavy participation disfranchised hundreds of voters still waiting
in line with the closing of the polls at 5 p. m., or had given up the
ghost in the tedius queues, but over 9,000 pulled the triggers.
To Be Continued

the cos o disposal
First, though, Karen and Marsha met wear, compared
ones and gave
washable
with
diapers
girls'
the
with
night
Sunday
a
on
prices.
clothing
the
all
related
them
in
program
the
explained
mothers and
While there, each girl "bought" their
detail. A great ides, the mothers said,
one outfit for the "baby."
and gave them the green light.
On Friday afternoon, the full-day
The following Wednesday night, Mrs.
included the exasperating
Linda Clark, an associate professor in schedule
of having the husband call at
the Department of Nursing at Murray situation
p.m. to say he was bringing comState, started things off by speaking to 4:15
for dinner. The call was to
the girls on prenatal care and childbir- pany home
as the little mother, exth. Many of the mothers were present come just
from a day of caring for a fretand observed as a lively question-and- hausted
ful baby, was lying down for a muchanswer session followed Mrs. Clark's
needed nap.
remarks.
Then each girl was given her "baby"
+++
to care for until the following Saturday
The girls threw. themselves into the
night. The "babies" were eggs — simpexercise and conscientiously met their
ly hen eggs which would break and
schedules. None of the eggs were
splatter if dropped or,crushed.
broken. They were carefully taken all
A detailed instruction sheet explained
over the county — to the swimming
that each girl was to have FULL
— but
responsibility for her "baby," or egg, pool,skating rink, what-have-you
always in someone's care.
for the next three days and nights.
Some painted faces on the eggs, perIf they wanted to go out, they were to
sonalizing them, and now that the exereither take the egg with them, leave it
have carefully drained the
is
in someone's care, or hire a baby sitter. cise over,
yolk and white from inside and preserv"And," they were told, "if you see you
of a most inare going to be late getting home, it is ed the shell, a memento
teresting experience.
your responsibility to call and so inform
They got the message.
your sitter."
One, Karen Carraway, IS, daughter
The girls also were directed to keep a
of Tommy and Peggy Carraway,for exdiary of each day's activities. They
ample, experienced a real baby sitting
were then given "50 dollars" each with
problem one evening when she wanted
which to buy food for the "baby" as
go skating. No, her father said, he
to
record
A
outfit."
complete
"one
as
well
watch over the "baby," for he
couldn't
purchased
they
wiet
of
was to be kept
had to work in the fields.
and what was spent.
Her grandmother agreed to, but at
Then they were given a typical young
because of a
mother's hour-by-hour daily schedule, the last minute couldn't
call to the hospital. Her grandfather,
which they were to follow, beginning
up with
with getting up and giving "baby" a 6 John L. Williams, finally ended
Karen's "baby" while she went
'a.m, bottle and bath. Although they
left it unless socould go back to bed after this, they skating, but she never
after it.
were honor-bound to stay up a meone was looking
"Mom, it's tough to get a baby sitminimum of 20 minutes at this time.
Cleaning the nursery, doing the laun- ter!" she exclaimed to her mother after
dry,feeding the "baby," preparing lun- the ordeal.
The exercise ended on a Saturday
ch, taking a walk, arranging for a sitter
and all the other normal chores that ac- night when the girls met at the church
company the care of a little one were with their "babies" and with most of
the mothers along. There, Ann Carr,an
listed for the girls to follow.
+++
associate professor in the Child
On Thursday,they learned two shock- Development Center at Murray State,
ing lessons — how much it costs to feed and Millie Ward, who operates a day
and outfit a baby. Of their "50 dollars," care center,spoke to them.
A big pizza party wound it all up, and
they found baby's food for just one week
— formula, cereal, fruit and juice — the girls returned to their normal
teenage routines and activities, but
came to $28.50.
That night, they met Agnes (Mrs. much more wiser about the wide scope
Jim)Payne at her Lad and Lassie store of the responsibilities of parenthood in
and she showed them the things babies the early years.

Business Mirror

30 Years Ago
Gordon Clapp, chairman of the Tennessee Valley Authority, arrived in
Murray yesterday on a tour of West
Tennessee and Kentucky. The party
made a trip to Calvert City and had
lunch at Murray State College yesterday.
Max B. Hurt, national treasurer 4,
the Woodmen of the World, Omaha,
Nebraska, spoke at the picnic held by
the Jackson Purchase Log Rollers
Association of WOW at Kentucky Lake
State Park.
The Rev. Tom Brown will be the
evangelist at the revival services, July
30 to Aug. 6, at the Cherry Corner Baptist Church.
Mrs. T. B. Culpepper was elected
president and Mrs. Curtis Hays was
elected secretary-treasurer of the
Calloway County Homemakers Council
at the meeting held July 26 at the Murray Woman's Club House. Mrs. Thomas
Parker lathe retiring president.
Donald S. Brumbaugh, Thomas B.
Hogancamp, Daniel Kenneth Johnson,
Violet M. Halpert, and Eugene H.
Smith, all of Murray,are enrolled at Indiana University, Bloomington, this
summer.
Betty Jean Carraway of Baton
Rouge,La.,is the guest of Ann Lowry.

Today In History

Problem In The Making
NEW YORK (AP) — Here are the ingredients of an astounding national problem in the making:
—The number of new housing units
needed annually over the next 10 years
is nearly 1 million units more than the
average number begun between 1970
and 1978.
—The number of housing starts has
instead been declining. The industry
averaged 1.8 million units during the
1970s., The current rate, although temporary,is down around 1 million units.
—According to the US. League of
Savings Associations, more Americans
will become age 30 in this decade than
ever before in our history. Typically,
ages 25 to 34 are homebuyer ages.
—Prices are rising as availability
diminishes. The median price of resale
homes now exceeds $61,000, or about
three times the median family income.
Because of demand, median prices
may continue to rise. Thi result:
Millions of would-be buyers cannot afford to own — and probably never will
own — despite their belief that homeownership is the birthright of all hardworking Americans. They must rent.
—The number of rentals units is
shrinking, perhaps by 2 percent a year,
according to an economist with the National Association of Home Builders.
Financing costs, and rent controls, are

20 Years Ago
The new Calloway County High
School and the elementary centers at
Almo, Faxon, Hazel, Kirksey, Lynn
Grove, and New Concord will open on
Sept. 6, according to Buron Jeffrey,
superintendent of Calloway County
Schools.
Deaths reported include Huston
Cook, 81, Mrs. Flora Phillips, 86, and
Dr. Robert L. Collier, 27.
The interest of J. M. Marshall in the
Dees Bank of Hazel has been purchased
by H. Glenn Doran and Associates.
Other directors of the Dees Bank are
Ellis R. Paschall, H. A. Newport, Make
Erwin,and Bert Taylor.
Miss Donna Lou Tuck, daughter of
Mr. and Mrs. Richard Tuck of Murray,
was married to Jesse L. Riley, son of
Mr. and Mrs. J. L. Riley of Russellville,
on July 23 at the First Methodist Church.
Births reported at the Murray
Hospital include a boy to Mr. and Mrs.
Wallis Willoughby, a girl to Mr. and
Mrs. Paul Cunningham, a girl to Mr.
and Mrs. T. B. Cavitt, a girl to Mr. and
Mrs. Leland Johnston, and a girLto Mr.
and Mrs. Hobert Jameson.
Lester Flatt and Earl Scruggs and
the Foggy Mountain Boys will appear in
person at the Murray Drive In Theatre.

generally blamed.
—Rents are rising. And, because of
the housing shortage, they are likely to
rise faster than they have been.
—Families already are cutting certain routine expeditures, such as entertainment, in order to meet housing
bills. And this is in spite of the fact that
two incomes are often needed to support a household. Homebuyers on
average must budget $550 for monthly
housing expenses, up 37 percent from
the median figure of $400 two years ago,
says the savings associations group.
Rental expenses aren't much lower.
—Housing authorities see costs exerting severe pressures on family size
and lifestyle (one child, both parents
working,less entertainment and travel,
for example).
—The job-making ability of some
communities is likely to be lessened by
the lack of or high cost of housing. It has
already occurred in some areas of
California.
The possibilities add up ominously.
An entire generation of Americans,
denied housing they had come to expect, is made to forgo family activities
because of high price, perhaps forced to
radically limit family size and even job
choice.
The question is: Will they stand for
it Or in some manner will they revolt?

By The Associated Press
Today is Tuesday, July 29, the 211th
day of 1980. There are 155 days left in
the year.
Today's highlight in history:
On this date in 1959, Hawaii held its
first election as a state.
On this date: —In 1883, Italian dictator Benito Mussolini was born in
Dovia,Italy.
—In 1890, Dutch painter Vincent Van
Gogh shot himself to death.
—In 1914, transcontinental telephone
service began with a conversation carried between New York and San Francisco.
—In 1940, Germany began its all-out
blitz against Britain during World War
—Ten years ago: A crippling twoweek dock strike was called off in Britain.
—Five years ago: The Organization
of American States ended its 11-year
embargo against Cuba.
—One year ago: Basque separatists
in Spain dealt one of their bloodiest
blows to the ruling government, with
bomb blasts that left four dead and
more than 100 wounded in Madrid.
Today's birthdays: Choreographer
and dancer Paul Taylor is 50. Attorney
Melvin Belli is 73. Cincinnati Reds'first
baseman Dan Driessen is 29.
Thought for today: When you have
,got a thing where you want it, it is a
good thing to leave it where it is. — Sir
Winston Churchill, British statesman
( 1874-1965).
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Household Cleaning Hints
By BARBARA MAYER
AP Newsleatures
House cleaning may be the
world's most ordinary and irritating task. But one way to
make it leas annoying is by
doing it more quickly and efficiently.
Coming just at the time when
some families need it most
( with more husbands and wives
both holding down full-tune
jobs outside the home), is a
compendiumofhousehold
cleaning hints by Virginia Habeet). a home economist.
Ms. Habeeb says a recent
study by Cornell University
found that some situations inroom is ordinarily cleanable in
15 to 30 minutes, a kitchen
takes about 45 minutes, and a
bathroom about 30 minutes. If
you are spending a lot more
time than this, something may
be wrong with your work pattern.
To find out, make a smallscale time and motion study by
clocking your steps for an entire cleaning )ob. You may be
jumping from one task to another, wasting steps, or even
daydreaming the time away.
Household tasks usually fall
into daily, weekly, monthly or
seasonal categories, according
to Ms. Habeeb, a home economist who has written widely on
many aspects of home care.
Daily tasks usually include

creme housework. These include inadequate storage space,
inefficient room arrangement,
extra dirt from outside — if,
for example, there is construction in the neighborhood or bad
weather - and involvement
with a party
Householders can reduce
some -cleaning problems by
rearranging their homes with
more efficient storage space,
using door mats to trap some
of the dirt from outside and by
cleaning entrances frequently.
To prevent disorganized
possessions from slowing you
down, sort your things into
those items used regularly, seasonal items, and things used
- only once in a while. Then put
the things you use often in accessible spots. You may be able
to find storage space where you
think none exists by putting up
shelves or a closet under the
stairs, using basement joists
for lumber storage or other
bulky items, installing foldaway
desks, putting up pegboard and
rearranging the closets with
double tiers of hanging rods
and additional shelves.
After getting the house organized, take a look at your own
working habits.
"Don't budget more timi
than necessary for doing routine cleaning jobs," says Ms.
Habeeb. For example, a child's

Here's the Answer ffEll
By ANDY LANG
AP Newsfeatures
Q. — I am having my roof
reshingied soon. The roofer
tells me that the heavier the
shingle, the longer it will last.
If that is so, why is it that the
manufacturer doesn't print the
shingle weight on the bundles
the way he used to do?
A. — Generally, it is true
that the heavier the shingle, the
longer its life expectancy. Manufacturers rarely print shingle
weight on their bundles these
days because normal variations
in shingle manufacture could
make the print weight inaccurate, although some catalogs still mention the approximate weights. As for the life
expectancy, while it is true that
the heavier the shingle, the
longer it is likely to last, there
is an exception to this. Asphalt
shingles with a fiber-glass base
mat are comparatively lighter
than those with an organic base
mat of equivalent life expectancy. Customers should
consider "design life" when
comparing roofing materials.
With asphalt shingles, the usual
life expectancy range is 15 to 25
years.
Q. — I put up "good faith"
money — 6100 — on a house my
husband and I liked and intended to buy, but we have
changed our minds. Are we entitled to get the money back?
A. — That's a question for
your lawyer, since the circumstances determine each individual case. One factor is what
2aused you to change your
minds.
Q. — Our house has wooden
shingles that have never been
finished. I wanted to have them
stained, but my husband wants
to paint them. I am afraid he
has won out. The next thing to
decide is whether a sealer must
be put on the wood before applying latex paint. Can you help
us?

A. — It usually is wise to use
a latex undercoating on raw
wood if the final coat is to be
latex. When you purchase the
paint, read the label carefully
and follow the manufacturer's
recommendation as to the type
of undercoater.
Q. — An old bedroom vanity
that was given to us apparently
has several coats of varnish on
it. We cleaned it thoroughly,
but finally decided to paint it to
match the decor in the room
where it will be placed. Can we
paint right over the varnish or
must it be removed?
A. — If the varnish is in good
condition, it is not necessary to
remove it. Paint can be applied
right over it. But if there is any
gloss on the varnish, it must be
dulled with steel wool or sandpaper, using the finest grade
you can get. As with all refinishing when one coat is applied over another, the top coat
will stay intact only as long as
the bottom one does.
('fie techniques of using varnish, shellac, lacquer, bleach,
stain, remover, etc., are dotailed in Andy Lang's booklet,
"Wood Finishing in the Home,"
available by sending 50 cents
and a long. STAMPED, self-addressed envelope to Know-How,
P.O. Box 477, Huntington, N.Y.
11743. Questions of general interest will be answered in the
column, but individual correspondence cannot be undertaken.)
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emptying ashtrays and waste
buckets, straightening up,
throwing out trash, dry mopping and dusting, making the
beds, putting away clothes,
cleaning the bathroom sink and
tub and, in the kitchen, putting
away food and washing the
dishes and keeping the range,
counter and sink clean. These
tasks can be accomplished each
day in a tnuuniuni amount of
tune.
Once a week, clear out clutter, wipe smudges off walls,
vacuum and dust thoroughly,
take care of house plants,
change bed linens and clean the
entire bathroom with disinfectant Clean out the refrigerator and wipe off kitchen appliances, mop and wax the
kitchen floor, if necessary, and
clean the garbage can. The
laundry completes the week's
housework tasks.
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serious health hazard.
The carbide-tipped
blades, thicker than original
equipment blades, may not
stay attached securely to
the motor shaft of the saw.
they can come off and,
while still spinning, strike
the user, officials said.
Three such incidents, including one resulting in
serious facial injury, have
been reported.
The carbide-tipped blades
are used most often on soft
metals. Saws capable of using these blades are two
models, numbers 315.23730
and 315.23731, of the Craftsman Motorized Miter Saw,
which sold,for about $200
between July, 1978, and
June, 1980. Approximately
55,000 were sold.
Consumers with these
miter saws should contact
their local Sears store or
telephone toll-free 800-8454781 to arrange for a free
correction kit.

Your kitchen looks like a
disaster area; the top is rolled
and cracked. The backsplash
is turned loose, the sink chipped and worn and the faucet
goes drip, drip, drip. How
about the doors, are they all
sagged and twisted? Stiles
pulled loose, hardware missing? What to do?
At this point, its past time to
remodel. If the cabinets ate in
the condition as discribed
above, it quite unlikely they
can
be
patched and
strengthened to give satisfactory service. So my recommendation is to remove them
completely and start from
scratch.
At this time, you should consider any relocation of appliances that you feel will
make your work in the kitchen
more convenient. Keep in
mind that a triangular work
pattern makes easier working
and depending on weather you
work right to left or left to
right should help you determine the layout of the appliances, etc.
Now, which is best for your
cabinet needs; units built in
place or what is called factory
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ment in and around the house,
the roof drainage system must
be kept in good working order
or major problems will develop
later. It is wise, therefore, to
inspect the gutters and downspouts periodically to be certain they are performing as
they should. The next time
there is a rainstorm, put on the
right protective gear, go outside and see what's happening.
Especially observe whether
water is flowing over the sides
of the gutters and whether, as
water emits from the downspouts, it is quickly flowing
away. Overflowing is generally
caused by an accumulation of
leaves and other debris in the
gutter channels. In cleaning out
this unwanted material, get it
out of the gutter. Don't push it
into the downspouts, where it
may get stuck and cause further trouble.
If water is flowing out of the
downspouts and staying there,
use splash blocks to take it
away. And if splash blocks are
not sufficient, consider the use
of dry wells, situated about 20
feet from the house. Underground pipes should run from
the spouts to the wells, sloped
to allow the water to flow properly.
Sometimes the drainage system is not operating well because one of the gutters is sagging at some point along its
length. With wooden gutters, a

bit of carpentry is called for,
since such gutters are attached
to the house in a variety of different ways, depending on the
skill of the person who made
the installation. All that can be
done is to inspect the length of
the gutter to determine how it
is attached and how it can be
repaired. Occasionally, it is
necessary to replace the gutter
entirely. With metal gutters,
the attachment is via brackets
or similar supports. Either add
one or more extra supports, or
see whether an old one merely
has become loose and can be
reattached.
Should there be a leak in the
metal, patch it with one of the
special patching kits available
in hardware stores, lumber
yards and building-supply centers. Another method, in use
ever since the first metal gutter sprang a leak, is to spread
asphalt cement over the area of
the leak, not on the outside of
the gutter but on the inside.
Take a piece of aluminium foil
and press it down into the cement, then cover it with another layer of the cement. When
set, the patch will be leakproof.

nr Captain Ws.

( Do-it-yourselfers will find
much valuable information in
Andy Lang's handbook, "Practical Home Repairs," which
can be obtained by sending
61.50 to this newspaper at Box
5, Teaneck, N. J. 07666.)

If you're all bundled up for a
winter's journey outdoors, but
forget your socks, your cold ankles will quickly shiver your
timbers and make the rest of
your warm clothing less effective.
Or, if you carefully apply a
sunscreen on shot summer day,
but forget your midriff, all of
the areas you covered won't
make up for the painful sunburn
you'll get on your stomach.
Well, much the same holds
true for your house.
Although you may recently
have added fiber glass insulation to your attic, if you've forgotten the joist band—that
space between the top of the
basement wall and the floor
joist above—you're leaving
your house open to cold ankles
in the winter and a scorched
midriff in the summer.
This critical part of your
home can be a major source of
heat loss during the winter and
of heat gain during the summer.
experts at the CertainTeed
Home Institute caution.

Although the space may not
be very wide, it encircles your
entire house and creates quite a
gap in the energy efficiency of
your home.
You can easily check • your
joist band by making a visual
inspection of the area between
the foundation and the first
floor.
If it's been insulated, you'll
be able to see the insulation. If
the band is uncovered, you
should consider adding a layer
of non-combustible fiber glass
insulation.
For those of you who need to
insulate your joist band, you'll
be pleased to learn that it's one
of the most inexpensive and
simplest of home improvement

projects.
The first step is to measure
that joist basso cavity s'o you'll
know how much insulation to
buy. Multiply the length of the
band by its width. and the answer will be the number of
square feet you'll need.
To insulate, simply cut strips
of unlaced fiber glass insulation
that are just a bit bigger than the
cavity itself. Then,just tuck the
strips of insulation into
the cavity and you're done!
Your house will boa lot more
comfortable and your family's
feet will feel the difference.
(Savings vary. Find out why
in the seller's fact sheet oh -Rvalues. Higher R-values mean
greater insulating power.)

AGRICULTURAL LOANS
Assistance for farm purchases, farm refinance, convert short-term to long-term, livestock and machinery
Minimum $I 50,000. Call toll free,
1400-228-2702
Awaswkwa Miami lac.
2145 Se. 132.4 S1.
Omaha, 11•Marwska 48144

4LT

MM Roam Paksi
•Ou.ck drying dwrable flat f.nosh
*Resists bhsters peol.nq crock ong
•Fosy water [lean

likkiew's IWO Lwasxems
Rom god TAN Puha

116 NORTH 7111
MAYFIELD
247-5912

I hope these remarks will be
helpful in your kitchen project. Do careful planning and
consider all alternatives
before you start. The lowest
price is usually not the best
price.

Insulate your home from lop to bottom

ie.Ott

Tues.(.4 Wed.Only

What about the custom
cabinetmaker?
He is the
craftsman. His livelyhood
depends upon the quality of
worluninship.,
But there is no
way he can compete with the
factory units, and put out the
quality product price wise. He
is doing one unit at a time, the
factory hundreds. Time is so
very costly today.

WARM, COUNTRY-STYLE KITCHEN has
random-grooved light oak cabinets. a blue
and white scheme carried out in tiled
backsplasla, wall covering, accessories. Room that
originally ended at counter's edge. left. was
enlarged to include dining area, pantry.

Glilid•O'S nett LOON

Better see the new—very
reliable—A B Dick 990
plain paper copier
The 990 has all of the "most
wanted" features of machines costing 50% rnord
—including the versatility
to make 11" x 17" copies.
copy both sides, and use
most any kind of paper including overhead transparencies and labels
Call us today

An expensive factory unit
usually will have a nicer finish
and will have as long and
useful life if properly assembled and installed. This is where
the reliavle dealer organization comes into play. There
are a lot of people who sell
cabinets and don't know the
first thing about assembly and
installation. Their function is
selling cabinets only. If you
are capable of performing
these functions yourself, you
can probably save a few
dollars by going this route.

Warm look of tradition

„pi

COLOR TELEVISION
The Federal Communications Commission approved a
system of compatible color for
television in 1953.

Copier on
the blink?

You get6 delicious shrimp
sia%sfries,
cocktail sauce,
and 2Southern Style
hush ipuppies.

cabinets, or shop built units
Of course every one has his
own opinion of which is best
there are several factors to
consider as you make your
decision. I Ai Do you intend to
build or install the units
Yourself? (13) If not, do you
have in mind a compentent
cabinetmaker to build them
for you? (C) do you have a
reliable dealer for factory
cabinets whith compentent installation people? All these
things plus oters must be considered at this time. One other
item that I consider to be very
important is the finish to be
applied. Do you wish them
painted or stained and finished
And can you or your
helpers do a satisfactory job of
this.
My own preference is, looking at cast factory cabinets
unless, of Course, you are
capable of bidlding them
yourself. Some say factory
cabinets don't fit right and are
too flimsey my reply is that build on the job cabinets can
be just as bad or worse. The
main thing about either is that
the work of installing and
assembly be done properly.

WIDE FIREPLACES WARM THE living room, dining
room-library, and family room of this home. On the
second
floor, there are four spacious bedrooms. Plan HA1162C
has
1,610 square feet on the first Boor and 1,345 on the
second,
excluding the playroom. For more inforrpaton write
—
enclosing a stamped, self-addressed envelope — to
architect
Derick B. Kipp, 48 West 48th St.. New York, N.Y.
10036.

(Far a free copy of the 16page booklet, "New Methods to
Old Cleaning Madness," write
X-14 New Products, White Laboratories Inc., Box 15335, Orlando, Fla. 32850.)

By ANDY LANG
AP Newsfeatures
Consider the gutters and
downspouts around your house
as the drainage system of the
roof.
When this system is not
working properly, water runs
down the exterior walls and
produces ugly streaks or, worse
yet, it moves to the inside
through gaps where caulking is
no longer effective. The downspouts should carry water away
from the house rather than deposit it next to the foundation,
where it can exert enough pressure to cause leaks and other
kinds of damage.
Like so much other equip-

Building Cerr,sr.
By Roy Harmon

Monthly, or occasionally, a
householder should plan to
clean windows inside and out,
polish furniture and metallic
items, move the furniture to
sweep beneath it and clean out
closets on a rotating basis. Occasionally, turn the mattresses,
wash the bathroom rug, clean
out the medicine closet and defrost the refrigerator.
Once or twice a year, plan to
remove books from the shelves
and dust the books and the
shelves thoroughly, clean pictures, rugs and carpets and
lighting fixtures, dryclean or
wash blankets and spreads and
clean the shower curtain, the
dirty-clothes hamper and the
household blinds, shades or
draperies.
Putting housework on a
schedule such as this will eventually result in a more orderly
house that is easier to clean,
thus freeing household cleaners
(increasingly both husband and
wife) for more pleasurable activities.

Sears Officials Ask For
Stop To Miter Saw Use
Sears, Roebuck and Co.
efficials have asked
customers to stop using
carbide-tipped blades for 10inch miter saws immediately because they pose a

HOMES FOR AMERICANS
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Sports

Murray North, South
Split Tourney Games

Ails Signs With
Bethel College
During the past weekend,
Joe Mark Ails, a graduate of
Murray High where he was a
member of the track team,
signed a scholarship to play
baseball at Freed-Hardernan
College in Henderson, Tennessee.
Although he did not play for
the Murray High baseball
team, he did play summer
baseball for James Hooper's
all-star team in the Colt
League last summer and in
the Senior Babe Ruth League
this summer.
"I am glad he's got a
scholarship," Hooper said.
He will always give 110 percent. At practice, he would
always do what he was told.
He's a super kid."
Ails only played about two
weeks for Hooper's Angels
this summer, while spending

the rest of the time working
out at the Freed-Hardeznan
camp. Hooper said he probably would have been on the
all-star team again if he had
played enough to be eligible.
Ails was signed by coach
Tony Kirk, who has decided to
return to his doctorate work
and has been replaced by
Charles Smith.
"We have been hurting in
speed the last couple of
years," Kirk explained as the
main reason Ails could help
the team. "We need it in the
outfield.
"He (Ails) came down here
for a fun run this summer and
ran quite a few laps in a short
time.
"He will make pretty good
contact with the ball and is going to leg out some hits. He has
a lot of tools. He just has to put
them to use."

Murrayr

baseball for Bethel College as his
JOE MARK ALLS signs his letter of intent to play
Willard Alls watch.
father
his
and
(left)
Hooper
James
coach
league
summer

MAYFIELD, Ky. — In the
Kentucky League tournament
last night, the Murray South
team defeated the Mayfield
no. 2 team, 9-8, with a threerun sixth-inning rally. In the
other game,the Murray North
team lost to Marshall County,
5-4.
Charles Hampton saved the
game for the Murray South
team when he came in in relief
in the third inning after
starter Benji Bogard had
allowed six runs. Bogard had
struckout four batters while
walking five. Hampton came
in to pick up five more
strikeouts, allow just three
hits and walk only one batter.
In the Murray sixth inning,
Corey Wells led off with a triple before Bogard ran for
him.The tying run was scored
by James Yeary after con-

secutive grounders to the infield by Dusty Darnell and
Jeff Summerville.
The winning run carne in
when Mark Whitaker singled
and Hampton scored on an error.
Whitaker then made a play
in the bottom to help save the
game. With runners on second
and third base for Mayfield,
he took a throw from Hampton, who had fielded a
grounder, and blocked the

plate to get the first out.
For the Murray North team,
Eric Grogan pitched until the
sixth inning when he was
relieved by Todd Seargent.
The Murray hitting was led
by Trice Seargent, who had a
double, and by Pat Gupton,
Cary Alexander and Jerry
Winchester, all of whom had
singles.
The game was tied until the
sixth inning when Marshall
scored the winning run.

Correction
All-Stars Going To Paintsville
In yesterday's story about location of the tournament
the donations needed for the was incorrectly given as
Murray Little League All-Star Princeton instead of Paintteam's trip to the sectional sville, where Murray plays its
tournament this week, the first game Thursday.

Soviet Union Just One Medal Short Of Their Previous Record

Track Medalists Are At Different Career Stages

.;

against the Soviet intervention Australian, British and
By FRED ROTHENBERG
Brazilian jackets, frustrated
in Afghanistan.
AP Sports Writer
In a statement signed by 81 by the 11 p.m. closing of the
MOSCOW (AP) — Two
rampage in
track stars who stand today members of the team, the ath- disco, went on a
with Olympic gold medals letes said there is no greater the dining hall at the Olympic
mess, but
around their necks are at dif- honor for an amateur athlete Village. They left a
damage.
real
no
country
his
represent
to
than
athletic
their
in
stages
ferent
"They came through the excareers. After receiving the at the Olympics.
"While we strongly deplore it and started hollering
highest recognition in
said
amateur sports, one is talking overt aggressive acts by one 'Music, Music, Music',"
American
retirement and the other is nation against another, we Mike Perry, the
Swedish basketlooking forward to his next question whether the boycott coaching the
of the Olympic Games is the ball team who witnessed the
major meet.
they went to
Pietro Mennea of Italy is 28. best means available to assist incident. "Then
dining hall
The gold medal he won Mon- the cause of peace," the state- one end of the
hollering "Russians out of
day in the 200-meter dash was ment said.
The Games, the first ever Afghanistan, Russians out of
the culmination of a decade of
sacrifice and dedication. His without an American team, Afghanistan."
Perry, who said there were
is the pet spedive of the man moved into today's program
and
who has won the war but has with the Soviet Union the an equal number of male
runaway medals leader with female athletes involved in the
grown tired of the fight.
row"I won the race I wanted to 46 golds and 124 total, one food fight, attributed the
blowwin. This caps my career. I've short of their Olympic record dyism to Olympic steamwon everything. Now I can haul at the Montreal Games. ing and boredom.
"It's really the first thing
consider retiring," he said. East Germany, with oneterms
"After 10 years of competi- fifteenth the population of the that's happened here in
Village.
tion, if they offered me $8 Soviet Union, was second with of excitement at the
One of the reasons, I think, is
million dollars to start all over 88 medals,including 34 golds.
Today,the Soviet basketball that many athletes have finagain,I wouldn't accept."
now it's
Lutz Dombrowski is a 21- team, the pre-tournament fa- ished competing, and
year-old from East Germany, vorite, needed to beat Cuba partytime.
"I'm afraid for the rest of
a nation fiercely devoted to ex- and have Spain beat Italy to
be a lot
cellence in sport. From the advance into Wednesday's the week it's gonna
nothing for
age of nine, when he started goldmedal game against like this. There's
disco closes
jumping, Dombrowski has Yugoslavia. Both Italy and them to do — the
and
been on a schedule program- Yugoslavia upset the Soviets at 11. All the cartoons
movies are in Russian.
med to winning Monday's over the weekend.
"They wanted something to
Another highlight of today's
Olympic long jump competiWhat you had was a lot of
do.
bout
second
the
was
of
schedule
perspective
the
is
tion. His
for two-time defending heavy- young people with a lot of
the warrior who lives to fight.
"My next ambition is to weight champion Teofilo Ste- energy."
But most of the athletes excompete in next year's World venson. The 29-year-old Cuban
has won all eight of his fights, pended energy in more conCup," he said.
Meanwhile, while Mennea over the course of three Olym- ventional ways Monday. Domsecond
and Dombrowski were pics, inside the three-round browski recorded the
their goals, limit. He was matched against longest jump, winning the
reaching
event with a leap of 28 feet and
America's disenfranchised Grzegorz Skrzecz of Poland.
Today is an off day for track
Olympic team arrived in
Washington for a 5-day honor and field.
A new Olympic category,
program as guests of the U.S.
Olympic Committee. The U.S. food-throwing, was unofficialteam is boycotting the ly added to the program MonMoscow Games as a protest day. About 30-40 athletes in

onequarter inch). Mennea
blew by 100-meter champion
Allan Wells of Great Britain in
the final strides to win the 200
title in 20.19.
Dombrowski didn't know
until three weeks ago that he
would be able to compete
here. He had suffered a pulled
leg muscle earlier in the year,
and he did not compete until
the East German Athletic
Federation arranged a special
meet July 5 to test his condition.
He responded with a leap of
27-834, third best in the world,
and moved into second place
alltime on Monday, actually
becoming the first athlete to
land near the 28-foot mark.
World record holder Bob
Beamon of the United States
"It was all here, starting
with my defeat in the 100 meters," he said, touching his
temple. "It had to do with
what's inside. But coming
down that final stretch I
wanted to win. I wanted it
very badly."
Wells, with a clocking of

20.21, added the silver medal
to his gold and Don Quarrie of
Jamaica, bidding to become
the first two-time sprint winner in Olympic history, finished third at 20.29. In the long
jump, another East German,
Franck Paschek, was second
2 and
/
with a leap of 26-111
Valery Podluztuyi of the
Soviet Union was third at 2610.
Viktor Rasshchupkin of the
Soviet Union won the men's
discus, tossing it 218 feet,8 inches, far short of American
Mac Wilkins' best throw of the
year, 232-10.
There were three Olympic
records set at the sold-out,
103,-000-seat Lenin Stadium.
Vera Komisova DS the Soviet
Union won the women's 100meter dash in 12.54; East Germany's Marita Koch took the
gold medal in the women's 400
meters in 48.88 and Natalya
Bochina of the Soviet Union
won her 200-meter heat in
22.26.
Miruts Yifter of Ethiopia
followed his victory in the

didn't touch down until he had
2 inches in
/
reached 29 feet, 21
his mind-boggling leap into
never-never land at the Mexico City Games in 1968.
"I never thought of
challenging Bob Beamon's
world record and I don't think
I ever will break it," Dombrowski said.
Mennea is the world record
holder in the 200 at 19.72, but
he was not at peak mental
form for these Games. He has
said that he would not have objected if Italy followed America's lead and supported the
Olympic boycott.
"The responsibility of being
the heavy favorite after the
American boycott, and the bitterness for having to compete
in a crippled event, have just
cracked my nerves," he said.

NEW YORK ( AP) — Bob
Homer of the Atlanta Braves,
continuing his torrid long-ball
spree, was named National
League player of the week for
the period ending July 27,
while Jason Thompson of the
California Angels and Joe
Charboneau of the Cleveland
Indians were named co-

10,000 meters with a big burst
to win his 5,000-meter heat in
13.44.4. Cuba's Alberto Juantorena, 400 and 800 winner at
Montreal four years ago,
reached the finals of the 400
after not competing in this
year's 800.
The silver medalist in the
800, Sebastian Coe, Monday
echoed the statements of his
British compatriot Steve
Ovett, saying their rivalry
was merely a press buildup
and that they didn't hate each
other.
"The rivalry is obviously on
the track," said Coe, who
waited too long to make his
move and was beaten by Ovett
on Saturday. "Nothing spills
over into the Village or away
from the running track."
Falk Hoffman also had

something interesting to say
after winning the men's platform event. The East German
said he was wrong to have
questioned his loss in last
week's springboard competition.
It had been announced that
Hoffman had protested the
victory of Aleksandr Portnoy
after the Soviet diver was
allowed to repeat a dive
because of crowd noise. The
protest was disallowed.
But, after beating Soviet divers Vladimir Aleinik and David Ambartsumyan Monday,
he said last week's problem
concerned the angle of the
lights, which bothered him.
"These things happen and a
good sportsma.1 should take
them into account," Hoffman
said.

REMEMBER
THE 10TH!

Horner Is NI Player Of Week

I'M
COLLECTING,
MRS.
PAUL...

winners for the American
League.
Horner blasted four home
runs during the July 21-27 period and has 14 for the month.
Thompson batted .560 during that period. Cluirboneau
hit safely in all five Cleveland
games, hitting a grand slam
and a two run homer against
Seattle on July 23.

WOULD YOU
COME BACK
TOMORROW'
,...__
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Shame On You, Pete

Boyd's
ir
Auto Repa
753-1750
209 So. 7th

Complete
Frame and
Front End Work
•
Wheel
Balancing
Brake
Repairs

, Your Total Auto
Boyd s Repair Service
Gerrald Boyd Owner

Pittsburgh Fans Do Not
Recognize Parker's Skills

An AP Sports Analysis
By HAL BOCK
AP Sports Writer
Nice going, Pittsburgh Pete.
Here you are, blessed with
one of the very best baseball
players of our time in Dave
Parker. But instead of sitting
back and enjoying his home
run swing, you boo him. Instead of marveling at his ability in the field, you throw
things at him. And instead of
celebrating his considerable
skills in this demanding, difficult game, you are driving
him out of town.
Nice going, indeed.
Pittsburgh likes to call itself
the City of Champions. But
Pete, you and your buddies
never really grew up from the
mills and the blue collar, beer
chaser image. You live in a
union town but you resent
Dave Parker because he
makes an outrageous salary, a
salary which his own union
and his own abilities have
helped him achieve.
His contract haunts him. In
an interview with Penthouse
Parker
Magazine,
acknowledged the resentment
It has created.
"You're dealing with playing out of a basically Wile col-

lar city where you're dealing
with the coal industry and
steel, and you got people going
from nine to five, sweating
under those furnaces, going
into the coal mines at the risk
of getting black lung," he said.
"Yeah, it's hard for them to
identify with what I do and
how much I get paid for doing
it
This is an outrageous time
in the economics of baseball
and don't blame Dave Parker
for that.
If Dave Parker makes an error, boo him. You're entitled.
If he strikes out with the bases
loaded, boo him. You buy that
right when you purchase a
ticket. But don't get on him because you don't like his style.
Don't penalize him for for being Dave Parker. You want
his home runs and RBIs, you
take his ear lobe jewelry, too.
You buy the whole package.
Pittsburgh Pete and some of
his bleacher pals don't like
Dave Parker. It has nothing to
do with home runs and RBIs,
either. But instead of just booing, they take their discontent
a step farther. They throw
things at him. Once, on bat
day a 6zouple of years ago,
somebody threw one of the gift
bats at Parker. Last year he

was the target for the gas
valve from a pellet gun. His
car has been vandalized in the
parking lot outside Three Rivers Stadium. Earlier this year
some intellectual lightweight
pegged a bag full of nuts and
bolts at him.
Then, in the Pirates' last
game at home a week ago, the
piece de resistence came. It
was Willie Stargell Day and
one peanut brain celebrated
by firing a nine-volt radio battery at Parker, barely missing
the right fielder's skull.
That, decided Parker, was
that. He removed himself
from the game, sat out the sethe
of
game
cond
doubleheader and now has
asked Pirate management to
trade him.
"It is in the best interests of
both parties — the city of
Pittsburgh and myself — to
complete my career without
bodily harm," he said. "I'm
dead serious about this. Get
me out of Pittsburgh."
The sad part of all this is
that Parker is one of those 100
percent guys, who plays every
game to the hilt.
City of Champions? Are you
kidding?
Shame on you, Pittsburgh
Pete.

The 10th of each month is a very important date to
your newspaper carrier. Your carrier must receive
your payment by the 10th of the month in order to pay
their bill.
You see, these carriers are independent business
men and women. They buy their papers from us at
wholesale cost and sell them to you at the retail
delivery rate. When you don't pay them by the 10th,
they have to dig down into their own pockets to make
up the difference.
Please pay your carrier promptly before the 10th of
each month. They depend on you to write their pay
checks.

PAY BY MAIL
Collection time can be an inconvenience for you and
your carrier.
So...paying by mail is a simple way to avoid getting
caught without the right change and you avoid the
bother of monthly collections.
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Transactions
By TO.. Associated Press
BASEBALL
Amertram League
TEXAS RANGE/LS Acquired Ed
Figueroa, pitcher. Irvin the New York
Yankees for an undisclosed amount of
cash Optioned Steve Comer, pitcher to
Tulsa of tlw Testis league
BASKETBALL
%animal Basketball Assertatimi
SAN DIEGO CLIPPERS Signed Ed
Odom,guard, and Tony Prue,forward
FtKYrBALL
1,t7
7
,0,
1Fil
oelball League
B
COLTS—Released Ron
Lee,
8 back. Keith Brown, Harold
Perry. and Mike Dunn,defensive backs;
Eugene Jacobs and Gerald Hugon',
Linebackers, Bobby Mitchell and Steve
Young, receivers, Scott Collins, offensive guard, Casey Murphy and Neil
Clabo, punters. Lee Groat center
BUFFALO BILLS—Released Mike
Patrick, punter. Larry Reid, running
back, Steve Carpenter and John Quinn,
running backs, and Mark Robbins and
Aaron Wyley, wide receivers Acquired
Kenny Bown, wide receiver
CHICAGO BEARS—Acquired Randy
Harrison, safety, from the Pittsburgh
Steelers
DALLAS
COWBOYS—Released
Maurier Winston, offensive lineman,
Make Vaughn, wide rceiver, and Markel
Harris, defensive beck
LOS ANGELES RAMS—Released Eddie Brown, safety, Robert Farrell and

Brian Nelson. wide woven, 1.•En
Petroll, place-kicker. Dan Melville,
punter, Darrell Blackwood. offensive
tackle
DOLPHINS—Released
MIAMI
Mickey Elam and Joe Gaaper. running
backs. Johnny Stoutanure and Sam
Smith, defensive backs, Brian
Schwartz, strong safety, Ron Taylor,
linebacker, Rick Jaffe, defensive tackle
NEW ORLEANS SAINTS Released
Mike Armand, Elvis Bradley and Jeff
George defensive backs. Don Carter
and Ron Barnes, tackles, Dave Gunder,
guard, Ray South, wide rectever, and
Joe WalMad,center
NEW YORK GIANTS Released Tony
Dungy. safe,: Charlie McShane, linebacker, Jim Moreen, wide receiver
Bob Hurley, guard
NEW YORK JETS— Pieced Brian Doherty, running back, andScott Peplum,
tight end, on the injured reserve list Cut
George Thomas, wide receiver
PITTSBURGH STEELERS—Traded
Mike Kruczek, quarterback, to the
Washington Redskins for an undisclosed
future draft pick
SAN DIEGO CHARGERS—Released
Jeff Mast and Frank Garcia, punters
COLLEGE
NORTHEASTERN UNIVERSITY—
Named Donald Perry assistant football
coach
SIENA—Named Frank Dyer and
Howse Tucker assistant basketball
coaches

Coleman At Loss For Words After Double Play
By The Associated Press
ped on third, he elurunat#
It finally happened: San possible force plays at any
Diego's loquacious manager, other base but first. That rule
Jerry Coleman, was lost for seemingly escaped the
words. Still, it seemed under- memory of Cash, who simply
standable after the bizarre stopped running when
double play the Chicago Cubs Kelleher's throw reached
pulled off against his Padres.
Blackwell at the plate.
Cash, assuming he was out,
headed across the diamond toward the San Diego dugout
and ended up being out for
It came in the 10th inning of running out of the basepatti.
"When you threw it to me, I
a game eventually won 4-2 by
San Diego Monday night. The figured you didn't touch
bases were full of Padres third," said Blackwell to
when Dave Winfield tapped to Kelleher, citing one possible
Chicago third baseman Mick explanation.
"I didn't see the play. I Just
Kelleher.
Kelleher stepped on third to saw him throw home and asforce Gene Richards and had sumed I was out," said Cash.
"It was a crazy play. I've
a double play on his mind
when he threw to catcher Tim never seen it before," said
Blackwell in an effort to get Coleman, who then was asked
Dave Cash at home.
if he said anything to Cash.
That's where things got
"I said nothing," said Colemuddled. When Kelleher step- man, who usually has some-

NI Roundup

thing to say to everyone about
everything. "What can you
say?"
Coleman argued Cash would
not have run out of the
baseline if the umpire hadn't
incorrectly signalled he was
out. The Padres, however, did
not file an official protest of
the game.
Cubs Manager Joe Amalfitano, a former infielder and
the voice of reason in all the
confusion, may have said it
best.
"If it had been me," he said,
"I would have touched third
and thrown to first base."
In the other National
League games, the Cincinnati
Reds beat the Montreal Expos
3-2 in the opener before losing
the nightcap of their twinighter 5-4, the Houston Astros
edged the Philadelphia
Phillies 3-2 in 10 innings, the
Atlanta Braves beat the New

Woodie Fryman set down the who has made his 17 starts this
last three Cincinnati batters to season but still hasn't pitched
preserve the triumph for Nor- a complete game, gave up
man. Combined, Fryman and three first-inning runs to start
Norman have 27 years of ma- New York to its eighth loss in
jor league experience.
11 games.
The Braves' Chris
Astrge 3,P1111111m 2
Cesar Cedeno's 10th-inning Chambliss struck out four
triple drove in Jose Cruz with times in five atbats and had
the run that gave Houston its his 10.aame hitting streak
victory over Philadelphia.
stopped.
Jose Cruz collected a twoPirates 11, Dodgers 4
out walk from Ron Reed
Ed Ott hit two home runs to
before Cedeno rifled a 1-1 power Pittsburgh's 13th vicpitch to the right-field corner.
tory in 16 games. Ott's long
Braves 6, Meta 3
ball display gave the Pirates'
Dale Murphy had three hits, Rick Rhoden his second vicincluding a seventh-inning tory in three decisions this
homer, while Gary Matthews season; both have come over
had three hits, including a his former Los Angeles teamtworun single in the fifth, to mates and both have come in
back Doyle Alexander's the last two weeks.
seven-hit pitching and carry
The loss for Bob Welch, 9-6,
Atlanta over New York.
was his fourth in five deciThe Mets' Pete Falcone, sions.
=111. .
00 114m,

York Meta 6-3 and the- Pittsburgh Pirates topped the Los
Angeles Dodgers 6-4.
The Padres won the game in
the llth inning on a two-run
homer by Gene Tenace off
Cubs reliever George Riley.
Reds 3-4, Expos ,
25
Dave Collins cracked a tworun double with two out in the
ninth inning to give Cincinnati
its victory in the opener before
371year-old Fred Norman
combined with three relievers
on the seven-hitter that
boosted Montreal to victory in
the nightcap.
The Expos carried a 2-1 lead
into the ninth inning of the
first game, but starter Charlie
Lea allowed Reds runners to
reach first and second before
being replaced by Elias Sosa.
Sosa then fumbled a bunt by
Ron Oester, loading the bases
for Collins.
In the nightcap, 40-year-old

USSR Need Help To
Reach Final Game Barker Will Take A No-Hitter All

FIP

MOSCOW(AP) — The oncefavored Soviet Union -now
must depend on help from
Spain to reach the gold medal
game in the Olympic basketball tournament.
The Soviets, overwhelming
favorites to take the gold in
the absence of the boycotting
Americans,can reach the gold
medal game only if Spain
should beat Italy today.
The Russians, twice upset
victims over the weekend,
also must win, but they're expected to have little trouble
against winless Cuba. Brazil
plays Yugoslavia in today's
other game, which completes
semifinal action.
Yugoslavia, unbeaten in the
competition,
semifinal
already is assured of a spot in
the gold medal game. Italy
can gain a spot with a victory
over Spain. Spain and Brazil,
because of critical losses to
the Soviets, can only reach the
bronze medal game.
While the Soviet men's team
is struggling, their women's
team is well on its way to a
successful defense of the
Olympic title it won in Montreal four years ago. They
scored another lop-sided victory Monday, 120-62 over
Hungary.
In other women's semifinal
games Monday, Bulgaria defeated Yugoslavia 81-79 and
Cuba beat Italy 79-62.

The Soviet women, led by 6foot-1,1, 284-pound Iuliyan
Semenova, walloped opponents by margins of 35 to 66
points. Semenova is the top
scorer of the women's tournament with 105 points, mostly
little flips from beside the
basket.
The women's final will pit
the Soviets against Bulgaria,
which succumbed to the host
team 122-83 in the early round.
Yugoslavia and Hungary will
play for the bronze in the allCommunist finals.
Italian men's Coach Alessandro Gamba said momentum was the key to the big
game against Spain, a team
the Italians have beaten twice
this year. "It's very difficult
for us to play our best all the
time," he said.
Led by veteran center Dino
Meneghin and including a native born American in their
lineup — guard Michael Sylvester of Cinncinati — the Italians pulled off the upset of the
tournament by beating the Soviets 87-85 Saturday, but 24
hours later they lost to Brazil
90-77.
Spain, also featuring American native Wayne Brabender
of Minnesota, has been more
consistent.
Sylvester and Brabender
have changed their citizenship
to play for Italy and Spain.

Pizarro Is Only U.S.
Citizen With Medal Shot
MOSCOW (AP) — Luis Pizarro, a 17-year-old Puerto Rican featherweight boxer, is
the only U.S. citizen with a
chance of winning an Olympic
medal. But it won't be easy.
The teenager's next fight
will be a 125-pound class
quarterfinal match Wednesday night against Adolfo Horta, a Pan American Games
and world champion from
Cuba.
The quarterfinals of the 13day boxing competition began
with a 12-bout card this afternoon, including heavyweight

Teofilo Stevenson's second
bout in his bid to win a third
consecutive Olympic title.
The 29-year-old Cuban, whozi
through three Olympics Tuts
won all eight of his fights inside the limit, was matched
against Grzegorz Skrzecz of
Poland. If he gets past the
Pole, Stevenson will fight the
winner of today's bout
between Anders Eklund of
Sweden and Istvai Levai of
Hungary.
"He's good, but I'm just as
good as he is," Pizarro said of
Horta.

The Way After Being Close Twice
By BRUCE Lowirr
AP Sports Writer
One of these days Len
Barker is going to take one of
his nollit games all the way.
"I'm starting to learn how to
pitch," the Cleveland Indians'
right-hander said Monday
night after flirting with a nohitter for the second time in
six nights, both of them
against Seattle.

Al Roundup
On July 22 he pitched five
perfect innings in the weatherproof Kingdome before losing his no-hitter. That time he
finished with a four-hit, 4-0
triumph.
This time, in a game
delayed at the start and
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Thompson Not
Ready To Trade
Gold For Cereal
By WILL GRIMSLEY
AP Special Correspondent
MOSCOW (AP) — Britain's
Daley Thompson, currently
the world's best all-around
athlete, isn't sure he wants to
trade his Olympic gold medal
for his picture on a cereal box.
"It's funny you asked," the
new decathlon champion of
the Olympic Games, said
while relaxing with middle
distance ace Sebastian Coe
and other teammates on the
Village Mall.
"After I set the world record
in Austria last May,I received
a telegram from Bruce Jenner. He told me his Wheaties
contract would be running out
in a year and, if I wished, he
would put in a word for me."
Perhaps it was only half in
jest.
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hampered in the late innings
by rain, Barker went 62-3 innings before Bill Stein singled.
And he didn't even finish what
he started. But he was
delighted nonetheless with his
72-3 innings of four-hit work
and the 7-3 victory that gave
him an 11-7 record.
"I'm 25. It's taken me a long
time (to become a successful
pitcher), but it's worth it," he
said.
Elsewhere in the American
League, New York outlasted
Minnesota 7-6 in 10 innings,
California edged Detroit 3-2
and, in a rain-shortened 72-3
innings, Oakland beat Toronto
5-3.
Victor Cruz came to
Barker's aid in the eighth and
notched his fifth save.
The Indians got a firstinning run off Jim Beattie

Plans To Repeat In 1984

No kid in America can eat
his Wheaties without seeing
the grinning face of the
Hollywood handsome 1976
decathlon king grinning at
him. Jenner has become the
living symbol of what an
Olympic gold medal can bring
in cold commercial cash.
"If somebody came up to
me and said,'Here is a chance
to make a million dollars," I
would be tempted to take it,"
Thompson said. "Instead, all
I've had is about 30 scholarship offers from American col-

Ofler good for 11,00.0 1,0.
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leges (Southern Cal, UCLA,
Oregon, San Diego State,
Washington, BYLI,etc.).
"What do they give you?
Enough money to pay for your
education, books and laundry.
That's about all. It would not
help me as a decathlon
athlete. I prefer to stay with
my sport until one of those
fabulous chances comes
along.
"I plan to compete at Los
Angeles in 1984. I will be much
better. I will win it. Then I will
review my options."
Thompson is a striking
black man, son of a Nigerian
father and Scottish mother.
He has a slight resemblance to
the Pittsburgh Steelers' Franco Harris, although slimmer
at 6-foot-1 and 182 pounds, and
less fearsome.
Outgoing, articulate, sharpwitted, he could easily — with
proper promotion — parlay
his gold medal into a tidy sum,
either in Britain or the United
States, although he notes that
any windfall would have to
come from America.
"In America, in discussing
money, they talk in telephone
numbers," he said. "In England, we speak in single digits."
Thompson already has
strong American ties, having
spent three months in each of
the last four years training at
San Diego State Uhiversity in
California.
He said he had done little
but sleep since his victory, adding: "It was a very tough
decathlon because of the
heavy,soggy weather."
Thompson, strong in the 100
meters, 400, long jump and
hurdles, had the world and
Olympic records within his
sights until the climactic 1,500meter run in which he finished
last..
"Because of the weather, I
was beat," he said. "I have
run the 1,500 meters three
seconds faster than the winning time.
"If I needed, I could beat the
world record tomorrow.'
Thompson shattered Jen
ner's world mark with 8,622
points on May 17-18 in Goetzis.
Austria, only to have West
Germany's Guido ICratschmer
better it a month later with
8,649.

when Miguel Dilone tripled
and Jorge Orta singled. Then
they struck for five in the sixth, the last three on Rick Manning's first homer of the year,
off
reliever
Byron
McLaughlin.
Yankees 7, Twins 6
Catcher Rick Cerone crashed two homers, a three-run
blast in the eighth inning that
put the Yanks on top 6-5 and a
leadoff belt in the 10th off John
Verhoeven for the victory.
A defensive gem by right
fielder Reggie Jackson in the
bottom of the ninth gave Cerone the chance to play hero.
With the bases loaded, Rob
Wilfong singled for the tying
run, but Reggie's throw to
Cerone at the plate nailed Jose
Morales trying, to score the
Twins' winning run from second base.
Angels 3, Tigers 2
You can go home again.
Rick Miller did — and for a
change, he did something worthwhile.
"I was a little surprised
tonight, frankly," Miller said

after rapping out three hits,
including the tie-breaking
single in the Angels' two-run
seventh inning. "I've never hit
well here in Tiger Stadium,
probably because my family's
always here," said the native
of Grand Rapids, Mich.
The Tigers fell into third4
place in the East, nine games
behind the Yankees.
A's 5, Blue Jays 3
Although Jim Essian drove
in three of Oakland's runs, one
of them with a homer,it was a
typical victory for the A's —
and not because it was achieved in a rain-shortened 72-3 innings.
They scrambled for their
runs and had two runners
thrown out at the plate, one on
an unsuccessful squeeze bunt.
Mike Norris pitched a sixhitter for his seventh consecutive complete game while
Essian singled home
Oakland's first run in the first
inning, homered in the second
and doubled home Rickey
Henderson with the winning
run in the seventh.

July Special
New 1979 Scout
Power Steering, Power Brakes, V-8, A/T
Bench Seat
7,059.06
Invoice:
339.98
Year End All. „
750.00
TTB All.
$5969.08
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Psychological Stress Explored
EDITOR'S NOTE: What
happens to • worker's pocketbook when be loses his job Is
obvious. What happens to that
worker psychologically may
not be so obvious.
For most people, losing a
job causes temporary feelings
of anger, worry and uncertainty. That is to be expected, say
mental health professionals,
because people who lose their
jobs have very real, day-today concerns when they lose
their source of Income. Others
are thrown into severe depression that should be treated
professionally.
The following article explores the psychological stress
of unemployment, examines
ways of recognizing severe
depression and suggests ways
of getting help. Ills part of a
series of occasional articles
addressing the current
economic recession and Its effects on Kentuckians.
FRANKFORT, Ky. — As
layoffs and firings increase
throughout Kentucky due to
the current economic recession, more and more people
face feelings of worry, hurt
and depression.
To most anyone who likes
his or her job, losing that job
cause psychological stress. To
some,however,it is more than
a temporary setback.
So far, the recession apparently has not prompted a
large-scale increase in clients
at the state's comprehensive

care centers. Spokesmen for
Louisville,
centers in
Somerset and Frankfort,
areas hard-hit by job losses,
say their caseloads have not
jumped noticeably in recent
weeks. Only the future will tell
whether the state's unemployment rate will rise and more
people will seek help in coping
with the resulting stress.
Regardless of what happens,some workers are beginrung to feel the psychological
effects of losing their jobs.
These workers can perhaps,
take solace in knowing what
they feel is not unusual, said
Dr. Susan Turner, a
psychologist in the Department for Human Resources.
"It's natural for anyone who
loses a job to feel angry, hurt,
'down-in-the-dumps.' In fact,
it would be unusual not to
react that way," Turner said
in a recent interview.
Getting fired or laid off is a
blow to self-esteem, Turner
said. Even a worker who
knows he has been let go simply because of a company's
financial condition, for instance, sometimes cannot
shake the nagging feeling he
was not doing his job well.
Anger and some degree of
depression are frequent companions to the loss of a feeling
of self worth.
Perhaps most affected by
losing a job is the veteran
employee, who often feels
secure in his or her job and

who fears the prospect of finding another one,Turner said.
Turner said some easily
detectable symptoms are warning signs of severe depression and indicate professional
help is needed.
Most persons suffering
severe depression show
several of the following types
of behavior: a change in
eating habit, a change in
sleeping habits, a feeling of
agitation, a loss of interest in
pleasurable activities, lack of
energy, a feeling of worthlessness, problems in concentrating, and frequent
thoughts about death and
suicide.
Anyone who shows at least
four of those symptoms for a
two-week period, could be suffering from a depression
severe enough to require professional help, Turner said.
If left untreated, depression
can lead to destructive
behavior, Turner said. Conflicts with family and friends,
heavy drinking and other problems often accompany
depression.
"Recognizing that a problem exists usually isn't difficult for the depressed person
or others around him," she
said. "Deciding to seek help

Lawyer Switches Fortune From
Doughnuts To Dental Clinics

isn't so easy."
Some people may be reluctant to admit to having
psychological problems and
By ARNOLD ZEITLJN
view those problems as a type
Associated Press Writer
of failure. Others may believe
lit1STON (API — David
treatment won't help them.
Slater, who piled up a modest
Those views may be fortune through a nationally
dangerous to persons with
franchised chain of 350 Mr.
depression, Turner said. Donut shops, is shifting his
Severe depression is a tiring
dollars from doughnuts to denproblem; often, the depressed
tal clinics.
person stops caring about
"My friends say that first I
what happens to him,she said.
gave the customer cavities
While losing a job can lead
with the doughnuts, now I'm
to problems, workers in com- fixing them with the clinics,"
panies where layoffs are freSlater says.
quent may also suffer serious
Slater, a 45-year-old
stress, Turner noted. The fear
Needham, Mass., lawyer, has
may
unemployed
of becoming
two partners: a dentist, Dr.
be about as strong as the
David Pyner, 40, of Wellesley,
worry after the fact.
Mass., and a merchandising
In larger organizations, an
specialist, Ronald Kopeck, a
individual's fears may be
who helped
Floridian
compounded when others with
Benihana of Tokyo develop an
similar concerns frequently
Oriental fast food system.
discuss them. Workers may
On Aug. 4, they will open a
have trouble concentrating on
prototype clinic in a suburban
their jobs and some may find
Medford shopping mall under
themselves getting upset at
the corporate name of Omminor job problems.
nidentix Systems — having
Severe depression is not unweeded out such suggestions
circommon under those
as "The Tooth Fairy" and
cumstances,Turner said.
"TLC."
Severely depressed persons
"It's not unlike opening a
or others with problems can
doughnut shop," said Slater
find help at a local comwho sold the Mr. Donut chain
prehensive care center. All
a decade ago for an undisclosKentucky counties are served
ed sum to Multifoods Internaby centers, which offer
tional.
MSU One Of Three
counseling for any resident.
The partners hope the new
Fees are based on ability to
will multiply across the
clinic
Sites For Test
pay. Alternative is a private
country, earning them annual
psychiatrist.
franchise fees of up to $5
Murray State University psychologist or
has been selected as one of
three West Kentucky sites for
official testing of emergency
medical applicants and personnel.
The designation, which alsq
NEW YORK — The United his announcements. "His includes centers in Paducah
and Bowling Green, was made
Bible Societies (UBS), the 64- cause deserves our prayers."
The theme of the Chiang- by the major emergency
member, international
The giant Banana Bake-Off, and white ribbon, third. Refellowship of Bible Societies, Mai conference, "God's medical services branch of the always a bf event in years maining categories — bread,
has set Aug. 28 as a worldwide Word: Open for All," reflects Department of Human past, will again be an impor- pies and miscellaneous — are
day of prayer for God's the aim of the Bible Societies, Resources in Frankfort.
tant feature of this year's 18th $10 and blue ribbon for first
prize, $7.50 and red ribbon for
The Murray center, accor- Annual International Banana
guidance and power for the Bi- which is to make the Scripding to Bennie Cooper, a Festival in Fulton, Ky., and second place,$5 and white ribble cause, according to the tures available for anyone
bon for third prize.
member of the safety South Fulton,Tenn.
willing to read them.
American Bible Society.
Presentation of awards will
and health faculty
the
are
engineering
The
Societies
Bible
is
competition
Bake-Off
was
announcement
The
at 3 p.m. on Friday, Aug.
be
handle
will
university,
Scripthe
at
of
distributors
largest
15,
Aug.
Friday,
for
scheduled
Dr.
made by UBS President
The grand champion win15.
recertification,
for
In
last
world.
testing
the
all
the
in
tures
Center
Citizens'
Senior
the
at
Oswald C. J. Hoffmann,
and in Fulton. Sponsor for the ners will forfeit their prizes if
basic certification
world-renowned speaker of two years, more than one
challenge examinations for event is the American Legion they fail to appear for the
billion copies of God's Word
"The Lutheran Hour."
the department's Regions I Auxiliary of the local Marshall awards presentation.
have been distributed
The Day of Prayer precedes
and II, an area extending from Alexander Post under the
throughout nations in every
of
meeting
the
month
one
by
Russellville westward to the chairmanship of Mrs. Zearl
corner of the globe.
Societies
Bible
the United
wa•elk
Mississippi River.
The American Bible Society
Robey and Mrs. Travene
Chiang-Mai
Council in
Cooper also will serve as Clark.
a leading and founding
is
to
Thailand. At this meeting,
coordinator for all testing and
member of UBS. Since its forArea cooks look forward to
be held Sept. 28-Oct. 5,
examinations at the new Mur- entering their very own
American
the
1816,
in
mation
representatives from all UB:.
Bible Society has translated, ray center as well as the banana recipes and delectable
member societies will meet to
emergency medical training dishes in this popular event as
published, and distributed the
set guidelines and make plan:
Holy Scriptures, without doc- coordinator for the same two evidenced by even greater
for the Bible cause work in the
regions.
trinal note or comment, and
numbers of requests for entry
decade of the 80s.
All applicants tested in the forms. These forms may be
without profit. Since 1816 the
center, he said, will be refer- obtained at the Banana
"The Bible cause is the ABS has distributed more
red to it from the depart-'
cause of Our Lord Jesus than 3 billion copies of Scrip,Festival headquarters on
ment's offices in Frankfort.
Christ," Dr. Hoffmann said in ture.
Main Street in Fulton or the
Auxiliary. Entries must be
postmarked by Aug. 13 to be
eligible, and prepared food
will be received at the Senior
Citizens Center between 9 and
10 a.m.on Friday, Aug. 15.
Certain stipulations do accompany each entry: (1) no
professional bakers (sellers of
baked goods) may enter the
Bake-Off; (2) each dish must
feature bananas; (3) no entry
using commercial mix will be
cqnsidered; (4) recipes must
b# submitted with each entry
and all entries will remain the
property of the exhibitor; (5)
person may enter as
each
s e0714 gasoline and 10% alCOhol The alcohol in
genenc te/r,
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Bible Society Sets Aug.
28 As Day Of Prayer
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Banana Bake-off Again
To Highlight 1980
Fulton Banana Festival

million within five years.
The first clinic is their vision
of the future of American dentistry — storefront, walk-in,
high-volume, low-cost, cash or
credit card. The office has a
$28,000 computer to keep
records and a white uniformed
receptionist trained along the
lines of a flight attendant to
calm nervous patients.
Since a 1977 US. Supreme
Court decision permitting professionals to advertise, dozens
of self-promoting clinics have
sprung up across the country.
Sears, Montgomery Ward,
Two Guys, Times Square
Stores and Korvettes are
among the merchandising
chains which lease space in
their stores for clinics and
take a percentage of the sales.
They are barred from outright
ownership in most states by
laws forbidding non-dentists
to operate dental clinics.
Slater says he pffers a difference, by virtue of his proven franchising experience
and association vrith a dentist.
Price is one major appeal of
the clinics, which claim they
provide treatment at up to 50
percent less than fees charged
by the traditional private
practice.
Onmidentix's rates range
from $7 for a consultation and
$9 for a routine filling to $69
per root for a root canal and
$999 for a 24-month course of
orthodontics.
Slater also hopes to tap an
overlooked clientele.
"Fifty percent of Americans
haven't seen a dentist in five
years," said Slater. He produces surveys which predict
that by 1990, 60 percent of
American dental work will be
carried out in high-volume,
walk-in retail shops. The
surveys were performed by
Nexus Group, a dental industry research group based
in Phoenix, Ariz.
"We think price has a lot to
do with it. But about 10 percent has to do with fear of going to a dentist," Slater said.
Dentist Pyner is his own

of
first customer. He owns the Massachusetts Board
Dentistry,
prototype shop, an operation Registration of
dentistry
with eight dentists and a which regulates
said,
laboratory, open six days a practice in the state,
skeptical"
"I'm
9:30
to
a.m.
9:30
from
week
Gulbrandsen said he doubts
p.m. and geared for 20,000 pawill be
tients a year at an average of claims the retail clinic
as good as traditional dentists.
five per hour.
But he said the movement Is
He said the 72-hour week so new in Massachusetts, the
runs twice as long as normal board has no policy against it.
hours in the traditional denThe American Dental
tist's office, meaning lower Association in Chicago also
overhead because expensive las no formal policy on retail
equipment is getting heavier ientistry. It has issued a
use. Bulk buying of equipment "standby statement" advising
and supplies also cuts costs, patients to judge retail clinics
he said.
"by the same criteria which
But Dr. Melvin Gulbrand- must apply to all forms of densen, chairman of the tal care."
At
Five
Points
Phone
7535782
Owner,
L.D. AD
Workman
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Like To
ee Our Customers
Leave Smiling!
New Hours: Mon.-Fri.
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We have a full line of tires (all tires carry road
hazard guarantee)
We Do minor repair and mechanic work (repair
work fully guaranteed)
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For A Variety Of Meats Shop
GIBSON HAM CO.
BOLOGNA

Country Whole, Halt or
Center Ske

Cloth

HAM

Afl Meat

BACON

BOLOGNA

SAUSAGE

HAMS Sandwich Style

4 lb., 1 lb. or 2 oz. Patties

100% Ground
2 per I lb. S per 1 lb.
4 per 1 lb. 6 per 1 lb.
Field

PORK RIBS Of
PORK CHOPS (or whole)
PORK BACK BONE
PORK JOWL

WIENERS

Chuck L Shoulder

Rib Eye

ROAST
Freezer Paper
75 Sq. Ft.
150 Sq. Ft.

BEEF PATTIES

STEAK
Freezer Tape
„

•
•
•
•
•

Sliced or In Slab

Field's Round

MORE ENERGY F
i) HIS TOMORROW

•
•
•
0

wee

50 Lb. Can Pure Lard

225Lb. 3251.13•

A
thE

Sides Of Choice Beef
$136
I
Guaranteed Tender
Per Lb

No Charge For Cutting, Wrapping And Freezing

GIBSON HAM CO.

FIRST TV BUYERS
NEW YORK (4\P) — Taverns
were the first buyers of television sets.
Despite initial high costs,
Advertising Age magazine says
tavern owners saw the sales
potential and installed television
sets on which customers could
watch wrestling and boxing
matches, among other programs.

107 N. 3rd St.

Hours.
•

Mon.-Fri.
7:°":"
7:00-12:00 Sat.

Phone 753-1601

Only Federal Inspected Meat Market In Murray"
"
NN•WI,•*"so
.40,%••
VONVimime,
V1/4•%:%%W06•10•AWbsig%*%"0:4:•
NW, %•,
,WIN
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• Members of the site selection committee in Murray Monday were(from left, left side of table)
Chuck Kauffman, Gale F. Johnston Jr. and Reuben Jensen, (right side of table) William Frank
Gay, William H. Fetridge andPhil Carling.

AS
Chuck Kauffman (center), director of communications for the Boy Scouts, talks about the Boy
Scouts at the reception.

Boy Scout Committee
Looks At Murray As
Site For Museum
Phil Carling (left), past museum director, chats with MSU
president Constantine W.Curris.

Ron Christopher, an MSU regent, addresses the site selection
committee about Murray.

By Matt Sanders
A block of ice carved into the the Boy Scout emblem sat by
the food table.

Reuben Jensen, chairman of the site selection committee,
gives his feelings following the presentation.

111

William H. Fetridge (center), site selection committee member, talked to several people
following the reception at the Pogue Library.

"Sur"

There yias plenty to eat and drink at the reception for the Boy Scouts Museum site selection
committee Monday in the Pogue Library,
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HEALTH
Help for hiatal hernia

Of Mental Health Agency

Lawrence E. Lamb,M.D.
DEAR DR LAMB
Do what I eat and if I got any
pain to take some Donnatal
you have any diet for a person
with a hiatal hernia? I've been tablets that they gave me
getting terrible pains in my They didn't say anything
chest and went to the doctor about antacid pills which I
to check for a gallbladder and just about live on.
he gave me an upper GI series
I spent this money on XX-ray and electrocardiogram. rays and still don't know what
It seems like everything I eat to do. She said to lose weight
either comes up and I have to but I don't know what type of
rectiew it or else I have a sour diet to go on. I am overweight.
stomach and 1 need to burp all I'm 5 feet 2 and weigh 150
the time.
pounds. Could you give me
I waited for several weeks some information that would
and called my doctor's nurse help?
and she checked the results of
DEAR READER - It
my tests and said the only sounds like you need quite a
thing I had was a small hiatal bit of help. To start with,
hernia that most people have there's no special diet for hiaand are not aware af. She said tal hernia other than not to
it would never go away unless eat very large meals. You
operated on and that I just may need to eat frequent
had to not eat spicy foods. I small meals to satisfy your
asked about coffee, and I nutritional requirements. Any
drink it lot of it, and she said time you overload the stomthat it was OK.
ach it's apt to leak back into
I asked if she could send me the lower esophagus and
- a diet and she said they didn't cause the problems that
have one but just to watch you're describing.

CROSSWORD PUZZLER
DOWN
ACROSS
Answer to Monday's Puzzle
1 Superlative
ending
1 Without end
4 State Abbr
2 Hindu gar/AII A
ment
6 Famed
a
11 Diversifies
3 Editor's abbr.
0
4 Hear of
13 Glossy paint
15 interjection
5 Item of property
16 Experience
a
18 Period of
6 Obelisks
7
lasting
Preposition
19 Inlet
8 Story
21 Peruse
9 Correct
10 Lair
22 Printer's
W
measure
12 Pronoun
a
14 Army off.
23 Shelves
111
17 Chinese coin
26 Speck
20 Wine cup
29 Actual
31 Meadows
24 Singing voice 36 Cut of meat 54 Row
25 Posed
33 Odin's
37 Built
55 The caama
brother
77 Above
42 Transaction 56 Paid notice
- 34 Near
28 Athletic
44 Consumed
57 Golf mound
group
'35 Article
46 Shouts
59 Suffice
38 As written
29 Rodents
48 Scruffs
62 Tellurium
30 Shod jacket 49 Sagas
Mus.
symbol
39 Digraph
32 Adages
64 Behold!
51 Cravats
40 Preposition
41 Paddles
43 Heat
45 Ship's curved
planking
47 Basest
•
50 Latin conjunction
WI
52 Applaud
al
1
1
1
53 Greek letter
56 Gudrun's
mate
kil
58 Warm
ill
WI
ill
"
60 Exists
61 Strike out
63 Schools' Fr.
MI
111
65 Ancient chara
iot
66 Steamship
WI
(abbr )
ilil
hil
67 Mineral

I'm sending you The Health
Letter number 4-8, Hiatal
Hernia, to give you more complete information on what you
can do to control your symptoms. This includes keeping
the head of the bed elevated,
not wearing a tight belt or girdle and not lying down for at
least two hours* after eating.
Other readers who want this
issue can send 75 cents with a
long, stamped, self-addressed
envelope for it. Send your
request to me, in care of this
newspaper, P.O. Box 1551,
Radio City Station, New York,
NY 10019.
Now I diagree entirely with
the comment that coffee is
OK. It certainly is not. It will
increase the acid digestive
juice formation by your stomach and can even cause burning in the pit of the stomach in
people who don't have a hiatal
hernia. I think you should stop
at once and I would encourage
you to avoid the decaffeinated
products as well. The same
goes for tea, colas and any
beverage that contains
caffeine.
You're absolutely right
about the importance of losing weight. Anything inside
the abdominal cavity that
occupies space or creates
pressure can help to push a
small amount of the stomach
through the hole in the
diaphragm. That, in turn, can
lead to symptoms.
As you'll see in The Health
Letter on hiatal hernia that
I'm sending you, antacids are
frequently used to help relieve
symptoms of burning associated with the hiatal hernia.
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I'VE HEARP THAT OUR
CAPTAIN 1../A5 A FIGHTER
PILOT DURING THE

•

Reagan At Picnic
The Reagan for President
Campaign has announced that
U. S. Congressman Larry J.
Hopkins, serving Kentucky's
Sixth Congressional District,
will represent Governor
Reagan at the famous Fancy
Farm Political Picnic at Fancy Farm, Graves County,
Kentucky, on August 2, 1980.
Hopkins, a native of Wingo,
Kentucky, is returning home
to his native Western Kentucky. Hopkins served as a
member of Governor
1Reagan's National Defense
Advisory Committee,
Former Kentucky Senator
John Sherman Cooper and
Reagan's Kentucky Campaign
Chairman, Larry Forgy, will
also speak at the Fancy Farm
Picnic on behalf of Governor
Reagan.

I PONT SUPPOSE THOSE
EXPERIENCES ARE
EA5ILY FORGOTTEN...

PADUCAH - The Western
Kentucky Regional Mental
Health-Mental Retardation
Board, Inc., has selected
Donald W. Fox, Coeur
d'Alene, Idaho, as executive
director of the agency that
serves the nine western-most
counties of Kentucky.
Fox, 44, has been actively
Involved in the human services field since 1960. A native
of Oklahoma,Fox received his
undergraduate degree in
psychology from Oklahor
Baptist University and Its',
Masters in Social Work from

Workers.
Prior to accepting his new
post in west Kentucky, Fox
was employed by the State of
Idaho. as manager of community rehabilitation programs. In this position, Fox
directed services delivered by
both regional mental health
programs and regional adult
and child development programs for Idaho's Region One.
In addition to his professional training and experience, Fox is a member
and the current president of
the National Council of Community Mental Health
Centers; a member of the National Association of Social
Workers; a member of the
board of the Community Mental Health Institute, Inc. and
serves as a consultant to the
National Institute of Mental
Health in the areas of rural
mental health program planning and program evaluation. ,
Fox and his wife Frances, a
native of McCracken County,
have three children and will
be relocating to the Paducah
area in the near future. Fox
will assume his new duties on
or before Aug. 15th.

OPENING DOOR
Every time you open the
oven door, you cause the oven
temperature to drop at least 25
Donald W.Fox
degrees. So minimize your
the University of Oklahoma. peeking, or look through the
He is certified by the glass instead of opening the
Academy of Certified Social door.

Your Individual
Horoscope
Frances Drake

7,e
154

FOR WEDNESDAY,JULY 30, 1980
What kind of day will tomor- GEMINI
row be? To find out what the ( May 21 to June 20)
stars say, read the forecast
You may have too many .
given for-your birth Sign.
irons in the fire. In any case,
ARIES
it's a busy work day, with the
(Mar.21 to Apr. 19) 4Y1
41
4
,
possibility that you won't comThis is not the time to let plete all tasks.
things build up inside. A CANCER
private talk with family (June 21 to July 22)
members straightens your
Don't rely on others' prohead out. Domestic matters rinses. However, you're an effavored.
fective spokesman for your
TAURUS
own causes. Affairs are com(Apr. 20 to May 2Q) 1.
-SC(17
plicated, but the p.m. is
An up-and-down time con- romantic.
cerning friendships. Don't fall ' LEO
for someone's line. Straight ( July 23 to Aug. 22 4/24riCk
talk with others eliminates
Don't try to force your views
possible misunderstandings.
on others. Watch fixed opinions. Your best bet is to work
from behind the scenes.
NO, I
Research favored.
GUESS NOT
VIRGO
(Aug.23 to Sept.22)
Some feel the strain of close
ties. A party may be just the
thing to improve everyone's
outlook. Do something new
together!
LIBRA
(Sept. 23 to Oct. 22)Talks with higher-ups are
favored, but don't relax work
performance. Investigate an
ingenious plan for improving
income.
SCORPft)
(Oct. 23 to Nov.21) 111114(r.
Don't just sit around
together. Attend a movie or
cultural event. Those who
share ideas will get along best.
Seek mental stimulation.
SAGITTARIUS
Nov.22 to Dec. 211 )
e
JULY-24
Problems that arise now in
connection with family affairs
SOMETIMES IT
can be worked out, but it will
TAKES TILL TUESDAY take much of your time. Stress
TO G ET OVER
logic.
5ATU R DAY'5
CAPRICORN
HANGOVER
(Dec. 22 to Jan. 19)
•
There could be some mix-up
about appointments. Talks
with loved ones and friends
are meaningful, but be wary
in business.
AQUARIUS
(Jan. 20 toFeb. 18)
Be careful of what you buy
now, or later you could be
disappointed. Still, the career
THAT SURE TURNED OUT picture is bright concerning
j3ETTER THAN I EXPECTED income.
PISCES
(Feb. 19 to Mar.20) X
Stress reason rather than
personal will in dealings with
others for your best success.
You're convincing now.
Others will listen.
YOU BORN TODAY have a
flair for the written and
spoken word, but are inclined
to fixed opinions. Your
dramatic nature makes you
.
1
1....da
effective in public life, but individuality will be the keynote
of your success. Cultivate
your originality, overcome a
tendency to scatter your
energies, and find the one
thing at which you wish to succeed. You have selling ability,'
but are more attracted to intellectual pursuits. Writing,
teaching, theater, law and
medicine ,.are some of the
fields in which you'd find
fulfillment. Birthdate of: Paul
Anita, singer; Emily Bronte,
novelist; and Henry Ford,
manufacturer.
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BIRDS LIKE TO BE
UP HIGH-DID YOU
HANG IT

HIGH?/

C IMO United Feature Syndicate, Inc.
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WE WANT HUNTING
LICENSES. THEY
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.
1
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Fox Selected As Head
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1. Legal Notice

1. Inal Notice

NOTICE OF PUBLIC HEARING
Pursuant to EMS 132.027, as enacted by the Kentucky General Assembly Extraordinary Session of
1979, The City of Murray, Kentucky will hold a
Public Hearing on August 7, 1980, 1980, at 5:00 P.M.
in the Council's Chambers, City Hall, Murray, Kentucky, to hear comments from the public regarding
proposed 1980 Tax Rates on Real Property.
As required by state law, this Notice includes the
following information:
Tax Rate Per $100
Revenue
Assessed Valuation
Expected
(1) Preceding Year Tax Rate
and Revenue Produced
.346
$432,643.95
(2)Tax Rate Proposed for
Current Year and
.358
$450,714.82
Expectbd Revenue
(3) Compensating Tax Rate .344
and Expected Revenue •
(4) Revenue Expected
from New Property

$432,858.36

$13,510.56

5) Revenue Expected
from Personal Property
$160,149.81
The City of Murray, Ky. proposes to exceed the
compensating tax rate by levying a proposed tax
rate of .358 which will be spent in the following
general areas of city government: police and fire
protection.
THE KENTUCKY GENERAL ASSEMBLY HAS
REQUIRED PUBLICATION OF THIS ADVERTISEMENT AND THE INFORMATION CONTAINED HEREIN.
Melvin B. Henley
Mayor,City of Murray

LEGAL NOTICE
CITY ORDINANCE
ORDINA
NCE
NUMBER 713
AN ORDINANCE CONCERNING FIRE PROTECTION SERVICE OUTSIDE THE CITY LIMITS •
WHEREAS, City-owned
fire apparatus, equipment
and property, and fire personnel constitute a
substantial expenditure of
tax revenue paid by
citizens and property
owners within the City of
Murray for fire protection;
and
WHEREAS, removing
the fire-apparatus and personnel from the City limits
to engage in fire protection
or fire fighting services
outside of the. City results
in greater response time to
fire danger which may occur within the City, which
could result in loss of life
and property by City
residents and tax payers;
and
WHEREAS, there exists
no adequate way to extend
the City's fire protection
services outside the City
limits without diminishing
the protection afforded to
resident tax payers; and
WHEREAS,the Common
Council is of the opinion,
after due consideration,
that the use of fireapparatus and personnel of
the City of Murray outside
of the City should be
limited to extinguishing
fires only in the event there
is a mutual aid agreement
existing between the City of
Murray and another
governmental entity or in
the event fire threatens an
occupied public school in
Calloway County, or at the
discretion of the Mayor.
BE IT ORDAINED BY
THE COMMON COUNCIL
OF THE CITY OF MURRAY, KENTUCKY, AS
FOLLOWS:
City fire-apparatus and
personnel shall not be
utilized to fight fires outside the City limits unless
pursuant to a mutual aid
agreement with another
governmental entity, or, at
the discretion of the Mayor,
or where fire threatens an
occupied public school in
Calloway County.
ADOPTED ON FIRST
READING ON THE 10
DAY OF JULY,1980.
ADOPTED ON SECOND
READING ON THE 24
DAY OF JULY,1980.
COMMON COUNCIL,CITY OF MURRAY, KENTUCKY
By: Melvin B. Henley,
Mayor
ATTEST:
Jo Crass, City Clerk

2. Notice
Bible.Facts. Free Store for the
needy. 759-4600.
1978 Chevy Silverado
Pickup. Power steering, tilt wheel, air,
AM/FM radio. Call
after 5 p.m. 489-2711.

Legal Notice
City Ordinance
BE IT ORDAINED BY
THE COMMON COUNCIL
OF THE CITY OF MURRAY, KENTUCKY, AS
FOLLOWS:
ORDINANCE
NUMBER 711
AN
ORDINANCE
ESTABLISHING RUT F-S
AND REGULATIONS FOR
MURRAY MUNICIPAL
UTILITIES CUSTOMER
SERVICE.
Adoption of rules and
regulations by reference
which provide for operational details, procedures
and policy of the Murray
Municipal Utilities relating
to customer service. Copies
of the rules and regulations
are available at Murray
Municipal Utilities.
ADOPTED ON FIRST
READING ON THE 10
DAY OF JULY,1980.
ADOPTED ON SECOND
READING ON THE 24
DAY OF JULY,1980.
COMMON COUNCIL,CITY OF MURRAY, KENTUCKY
By:. Melvin B. Henley,
Mayor

1. Legal Notice
The City of Murray
Street Deportment is
requesting bids for Five
Bog concrete mix
Sealed bids should be
delivered to the City
Clerk's Office, City Hall
Building, no later than
500 p.m. Monday,
August 4, 1980
LEGAL NOTICE
CITY ORDINANCE
ORDINANCE
NUMBER 712
AN ORDINANCE CLOSING THE MURRAY AND
MURRAYTHE
COUNTY
CALLOWAY
PARKS LOCATED IN
THE CITY OF MURRAY,
KENTUCKY, TO ALL
PERSONS FOR ANY AND
ALL ACTIVITIES FROM
THE HOUR OF 12:00 MIDPREVAILING
NIGHT
TIME, UNTIL THE HOUR
OF 7:00 A.M., PREVAILING TIME THE FOLLOWING MORNING,AND FIXING PENALTIES FOR
VIOLATION
THE
THEREOF.
BE IT ORDAINED BY
THE COMMON COUNIIII.
OF THE CITY OF MURRAY, KENTUCKY, AS
FOLLOWS:
SECTION I: The Murray
Murray-Calloway
and
County Parks located in the
City of Murray, Kentucky,
shall be closed to all persons for any and all activities from the hour of
12:00 midnight prevailing
time, until the hour of 7:00
a.m, prevailing time the
following morning.
SECTION IL No person
shall enter the Murray ot
the Murray-Calloway
County Parks during the
prohibited hours set forth
above, and/or engage in
any activity of any kind, including, but not limited to,
social, religious, business
and recreational activities.
SECTION HI: Any person, firm, corporation,
partnership or other legal
entity violating any provision of this ordinance shall
be deemed guilty of a
misdemeanor, and, upon
conviction thereof, shall be
fined not less than $10.00
nor more than $20.00 for
each offense.
ADOPTED ON FIRST
READING ON THE 10
DAY OF JULY,1980.
ADOPTED ON SECOND
READING ON THE 24
DAY OF JULY,1980.
COMMON COUNCIL,CITY OF MURRAY, KENTUCKY
By: Melvin B. Henley,
Mayor
ATTEST:
Jo Crass,City Clerk

2. Ni

I

[

CALLOWAY COUNTY PUBLIC HEALTH TAXING
DISTRICT
FINANCIAL STATEMENT
For Fiscal Year Ending June 30, 1980
Published in Accordance with KRS 424.220
RECEIPTS
Balance carried forward from
previous fiscal year
$31,866.16
Amount received from collection
Public Health tax
96,121.65
Amount received from collection Public Health tax
for current fiscal year less sheriff's fee 96,121.65
Certificate (Cash)
10,800.10
Total receipts
$138,587.91
DISBURSEMENTS
To County Health Department for general operation.
DATE PAID
AMOUNT
11-20-79
$30,000.00
03-24-80
15,000.00
05-29-80
18,144.00
Total
$63,144.00
Personal surety bond
No charge
Ledger & Times for publishing previous
years financial statement
40.32
Egyptian water proofing (roof)
250.00
Kentucky surplus property
147.00
Mack's Printing
240.00
Expense for special clinic
900
Labor for outside painting
65.00
4730.00
M&H Construction,repair, paving
Black's (striping parking lot)
81.00
Money mkt. certificates(6 mo.)
80,000.00
Total disbursements
$128,708.32
Balance
$9,881.59
$51,117,70
Certificates
This is to certify that at the close of business on
June 30, 1980, a balance of $9,881.59 was credited to
the account of the Calloway County Public Health
Taxing District.
Anna Bailey
Assistant Operation Officer
Peoples Bank of Murray
Witness my hand this 28th day of July, 1980
Robert O. Miller
Chairman
R. L. Cooper Treas.
Calloway_Co. Public Health Taxing District
COMMONWEALTH OF KENTUCKY
COUNTY OF CALLOWAY
Subscribed and swornlo by Anna Bailey, Robert
0. Miller and R.I. Cooper before me on the 28th day
of July 1980.
My commission expires: 7-11-82.
Dottie Hale
Notgy Public
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7: iliciti
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BARGAINS
GALORE
At The
City-Wide
SIDEWALK
SALE
FRI. & SAT.

11. Instructions

19. Farm Equipment

Gymnastics, through fall, boys
only, 8 to 14. Basics through
intermediate. Start now. Monday, Wednesday, Friday, 11 001 00-10 00. Call 753-7218.

1973 Combine FKS, corn and
soybean special, A-I condition
492 8425
Snapper mower blades, 26",
28", or 30", $5.99. Wallin
Hardware. Paris.

13. For Sale or Trade
Two bedroom cabin at Blood
River, large lot, lots of trees,
trade for house trailer. 2476989

14. Want To Buy

22. Musical
SPINET CONSOLE PIANO FOR
SALE Wasted: Responsible
parry to teke °VW pimp Can
be seen beady. Write Mr.
Powers, Iii 327, Carlyle,
Illinois 62231.

.jf:Ii1111
43 Real Estate
ILISCUII
Energy efficient home
with free standing
fireplace and central
gas heat and air. 3
bedrooms, 2 baths, 2
baths, and den. Has at:
toched green house and
extra lot that may be
purchased with house.
Located in Sherwood
Forest. Only $55,500.

43, Real Estate
Purdue. Thomism
Insereace
Real Estate
Southside Court Square

*array, Kentucky
733-4431

U.Lots For Sale
Lots in Green Valley for sale
436-2261

Want to buy or take over
payments on 3 or 4 bedroom
45. Farms For Sale
house. Call 753-8814.
Beautiful brick home
FOR SALE
Want to buy old milk bottles New and used Baldwin piano
%o 55 05 544 044 5 5000
with sun porch, in the
BY OWNER
marked City Dairy PH Thornton, and organs, Lonardo
Piano
Co
city. 5 bedrooms, 2
Small farm house 1 '
ITS A
Murray. KY. Call 753-1761
across from the Post Office,
baths, with full dry
acre land Good garden
FACT
Paris, IN
"We of OPEC must never lose faith in th
15.
Articles
For
Sale
basement. Has 2 outFree gift wrapping is is
and flower bed area
American public's ability to pay."
Aluminum step ladders; 4', 24. Miscellaneous
1speciafty at:
side storage buildings.
Sell for $20,000 Coll
$22.99; 5', $25.99; 6', $27.99. Two Pioneer HPM-40 three way
Located on shaded corStarks
753-7364
Wallin Hardware, Paris.
ner lot with nice garden
speakers $120. Call 753-1940
.
Hardware
32.
Apts.
For
Rent
753-8287.
74
Aluminum extension ladder, or
Acre farm between Proarea. $53,500.
12th & Poplar
w
vidence and Concord on George
753 1227
14', $31.99; 16', $38.99; 20', Chimneys, all full triple wall Nice large, furnished, one
bedroom
Shoemaker Road. 3 bedroom
Sholey 1011•411 751 1041
apartment. Air51 CLII Lb 9 a LB sto 0_0 0 e Q5 $51.99; 24', $69.99; 28', pipe, 6"x30", $20.99; 8"x30",
Wisume. 151 7474
house, full basement, pole
$94.99; 32', $130.99. Wallin $29.99, 8",•$41.99. Walllin conditioned, private entrance,
Terry Shoessalge. A0404444.
heat
furnished.
barn, tobacco barn. Jay Futrell
Near
Hardware.
hospital,
/51 9314
Hardware, Paris.
university. Graduate student or
farm. Call 527-1525.
We are located in the : For sale Large tame plums, Frost proof'hydrants, 24" bury
married couple. No children or
will
corn
have
by
sweet
Homes For Sale
$85,046.
shopping
downtown
MURRAY CALLOWAY
depth. $26.99. Wallin Hard- pets. Lease required 753weekend Floyd McKenzie, 753- ware, Paris.
center, free parking!
COUNTY REALTY
Deluxe 4 bedroom house in
1299.
4725
Canterbury. Many extras. Must
(S02)753-8146
CARTER STUDIO Frigidare refrigerator, 18 cu. Murray, 8 hp, Riding Mower,
COUNTRY
301 N. 1204 St.
see to appreciate. Call 753electric start, 30 inch cut, good
42071
Aborroy,
Ky.
COUSIN
753-82913
FOR RENT
304 Main
ft., white; 4 maple high back condition, $250. Call 4923903.
Just listed this attracchairs; cedar chest. All in ex- 8241. 9 to 6 days.
Nice furnished apartTwo
bedroom frame house, all
Uve
location
2
On
Good
Doran
bedroom
Road,
brick
cellent condition. 759-1894.
ments for 1, 2, 3 or 4
home in peaceful loca- attractive lot, well kept 3 appliances, wood burning
Order your custom cut, dry
5. lost and Found
college girls. Summer
Misses clothes for sale, sizes 7- seasoned firewood now for next
tion with good bedroom, 2 baths, dining room, stove, in city. Cheap! Call 753and fall semester, with
Lost: Six month old bird dog 13, two years old or less. Call winter. Call 436-2758.
neighbors.
Well- foyer, central gas heat, newly 9785 work or 753-8404. Ask
pup, white with brown spots, 753-5791 anytime.
swimming
pool
maintained lot with painted home. This reasonably for Mike.
air
com71
/
2
Still
hp
new,
wearing red collar. Lost Sunday Victoria 200 tomato 'ulcer. No
privilege. Call 753outside
storage priced home can be yours now. 47. Motorcycles
morning in East Elementary peeling, no cooking, no pre pressor. Need cash. Must
building and chain- Owner being transferred. Pric5865 days or 753
,5108
cost.
sacrifice.
below
$1000
School area. Reward offered. cooking. Does a bushel in 30
link fenced yard. ed in the $40's. John C. 1974 Harley Davidson 1000
after 6 p.m. ana on
502-354-8244.
Sportster, $2500 Call 474753-0144 or 753-5463.
Check out this good
Neubauer, Realtor, 1111
minutes, $22.99.. Wallin Hard
Sunday.
2392 after 6 pm
26.
TV-Radio
value
by
Sycamore,
753-0101
phoning
or
753
Pans.
ware,
753Lost: Small gray tiger cat wear1979 Suzuki GS550L, mint
1222, Kopperud Real- 7531.
ing white collar with the name 16. Home Furnishings Kenwood AM-FM stereo
Two bedroom townhouse apartcondition. $1650. 492-8425.•
ty. $32,900.
Fred on it, in vicinity of 1109
KR-6600,
receiver
SL-20
Beautiful antique dining room
ment, all carpet, range.
Vine Street. REWARD! 753- Panasonic turntable, Teac refrigerator,
1978 Yamaha 250 Enduro.
suite. 489-2775.
disposal, washerTOWNHOUSE
4869.
2300 series reel to reel tape
2400 actual miles Can be seen
DUPLEX
Club aluminum sets, 7 pieces, deck, Hitachi cassette player dryer hookup, central heat and
at Motorcycle Parts and Service
FOR SALE
$27.99; 8 pieces, $39.99; 10 with Sansui reverb, excellerR air, Call 753-7550.
after 4 pm. 759-1919.
6. Help Wanted
Another new listing is
pieces, $49.99; 11 pieces, Sonic speakers. Cost $2500
1978 Yamaha DT-125, exthis brick duplex
Earn $50.00/hunder securing, $59.99. Wallin Hardware, new, will sell $1250. Call 753- 33. Rooms for Rent
cellent condition, 800 miles
stuffing Envelopes. Free Paris.
located near the
Room for rent, one block from
9736.
Call
753-6432.
details, reply: Homeworkersuniversity. Extra care
CABIN IN
Commodes. White, $39.99; col- 27. Mobile Home Sales University. Call 753-1812 or
has been taken to
S12Y, Box 94485, Schaum48.
Auto. Services
759-4909.
THE WOODS
ors, $54.99. Wallin Hardware,
burg, IL 60194.
maintain this property
1971 Wheeler, 12x50, 2
You must see this
Paris
Paris.
Auto Truck Salvage
_
in excellent condition.
bedroom, gas heat and central 34. Houses For Rent
home on one acre to
Experienced muffler installer
Motors, transmissions, glass,
Each
side
has
$5,500.
2
437-4540.
air.
For rent: 2 bedroom house.
appreciate. Spaciotis
wanted. Inquire at Ron's Muffenders, truck parts. Free
upstairs bedrooms and
FOR SALE
den w/woodburning
fler, 400 North 4th.
delivery. 1-901-642-2501 759One 12x60 and one 10x55. Call Stove and refrigerator. 753bath,
with
living
room
stove. Secluded setting
Sideboards to fit long
1739.
Brandon Dill, 753-9104 or 753- 9240.
Experienced auto body man.
and
kitchen
down.
A
with several trees, and
wheel base truck.
1551.
Farm house for rent: 10 miles
Apply at 810 Sycamore, 0.B.'s
49.
Used Cars
nice income property.
stream, with frontage
753-1265
Used Cars.
12x65 1973 Pyramid. 3 East of Murray. Call 753-2480,
$39,500. Phone Kop1972 Chevrolet Caprice, good
on
blacktop
road
10
bedrooms,
2
baths, after 5 pm.
perud Realty, 753-1222,
Position available for a profescondition, local car. $850. 492mi. from Murray. Onanytime for full-time
sional pilot. ATR and SMEL re- Cookware. Stainless steel with redecorated, unfurnished. 753- 36. For Rent Or Lease
8425.
ly $20,000. Phone Kopreal estate service.
qUired. FAR part 135.39 ex- copper bottom. Covered sauce 96'83.
perud Realty, 753-1222.
1971 Firebird. $500. Phone
perience desired. Reply to Sun- pans, 11
We're bringing the
/
2 quart, $4.99; 2 qt.. Star 12x60, 4 bedrooms, Two bedroom unfurnished
492-8836 after 5 pm.
bird Airlines, Inc., Murray - $5.99; 3 qt., $6.99; 5 qt. washer and dryer, dishwasher, duplex apartment. Call 753- Cannibal Casserole! Price
1980's home to you!
For sale 1978 Thunderbird,
Calloway County Airport, Mur- Dutch oven, $12.99; 10" freezer, refrigerator, stove, fur- 8067 after 5 pm.
DIAMOND IN
chewed to the bone! You'll
10.000 actual miles, 20 mpg,
ray, KY 42071. 502-489-2199. topless skillen, $3.99. Wallin niture, patio 12x20, shed
THE ROUGH
know it's a goo
hen you
like new Also a 2 horse trailer,
37. Livestock-Supplies see
All inquiries confidential.
10x12, skirtings and tie downs.
Handyman's special 4Hardware, Paris.
this co
bedroom
new
paint, wood and pads Call
Registered Appaloosa stallion, brick holt?) ced at $33.000.
room home on 2
Wanted Need someone to com- Chest of drawers, night stand, Call 753-8539.
753-2967 after 5 pm
years, chestnut with white Call 75371492, Century 21
beautifully wooded
bine Vetch seed Telephone table. Call 753-9736.
28. Mob. Home Rents 7blanket,
1976 Pinto, $2000 or best of$600. Call 759-1866. Loretta Jobs Realtors, and ask
acres only
miles
(313)545-0491
fer Call 753-9422 after 3:30
Early American couch and For rent: 2 bedroom trailer in
from Murray. This is a
for Glenda.
38. Pets-Supplies
Waitress needed, apply in per- chair, in good condition. Call Murray, no pets. 489-2611.
pm
real pocketbook
son Bentley's Restaurant, Court 753-3371,
pleaser at only $10,500.
For rent: 12x60, 2 bedroom, Basic and Advanced dog obe1976 Toyota Celica, excellent
Square, Murray.
Phone the friendly
condition, one owner. Call 753For sale: Almost new electric mobile home, furnished, nice, dience classes. All breeds and
folks at Kopperud
9043 or after 8. 436-2594, ask
range; automatic washer; bed, air-conditioned, natural gas, ages. Professional instructor.
9. Situation Wanted springs
Realty,753-1222. We're
for Paul
and mattress; living near University. Phone 753- 436-2858.
•
•
working hard to proroom and dinette set; half bed, 3895.
Great Dane pups, champion •
50.
Used Trucks
vide the best possible
,Will do macrame. Can make springs, and mattess. Bought For rent: Trailer space. Water, sired, brindle and fawn, cropBOYD-MAJORS
1964 Chevrolet pickup, long
real estate service for
hanging tables, hangers, etc. new this year. Cheap! Also lots sewer, garbage pickup, lawn ped, shots, $300. Paris, TN, •
REAL ESTATE
wheel base, good condition
you.
Reasonably priced. Call 759- of older furniture. Otto Chester, care. Mobile Home Village. (901)642-6420.
les
753-8080
Phone 436-2594 or 753-9043.
.1155 after 4 pm.
Lynn Grove, or call 435-4128.
Phone 753-3895.
Seven week old, full blooded
"Frofessmaal Services
Workshops, body shops, clean- ask for Paul.
Will flaul anything that will fit No guess work pressure canner, Furnished 3 bedroom, 2 bath, German Shepherd puppy for
.With The Friendly Toucq•
up
shops, or whatever the 1973 Datsun pickup, good conaluminum
heavy
polished
with central air and heat, washer. sale, $20 each. Call 489-2115.
in a pickup truck. Will also do
need. there are 10 individual dition. Call 759-4918 after 5
numbered guage. Holds 7 quart dryer, large lot. 753-4091.
odd robs. Call 753-5857.
NEED MORE
Wanted: Female German
bays in 2 large buildings with pm.
ROOM?
Would like to babysit days or jars, $49.99. Wallin Hardware, 10x56 Mobile home, central Shepherd to be bred to male
6400 square feet. Located on For sale 1973 Ford Ranger.
lovely
4
it,
this
is
Then
nights. Call 753-2211, ask for Paris.
North 16th Street, just outside half ton, 360 motor, automatic.
heat and air, located in Lynn Shepherd. Call 759-4809 or
BR., and study,
Water heaters, round, electric, Grove. Couples or
Mrs. Williams.
city limits with 225 feet of power brakes and steering.
singles. $85 474-2346.
glass
guarantee.
lined,
5
year
treeon
situated
frontage. These buildings are long wheel base hevy duty
per
Will do babysitting in my home.
month. No pets. 41. Public Sale
studded lot. This charlike new and are in excellent trailer sup
Will give references. Call 753- 17 gallon. $84.99; 30 gallon, References required. Call 435Great for farm use
gallon,
$9499.40
Refrigerator,
$104.99;
50
Moving
sale'
large
has
ming home
condition. Complete with air8294.
4526.
gallon. $120.99; table top
stove, dishwasher, clothes of
living-dining area, compressor and toilet facilities. $650. Phone 753-4174.
models, 30 gallon, $140.99; 40 One, two, or three bedroom, several sizes, toys, etc
country kitchen, large
They are presently rented and 1978 Ford truck, F-100, 6
10. Bus. Opportunity gallon
$163.99; 50 gallon, fully furnished, cablevision, Panorama Shores, follow signs
rec. room, 2 baths,
produce good monthly income. cylinder, automatic, no air.
Pacesetter Fashions offers a $177.99. Wallin Hardware, natural gas. Newly decorated. Sale starting today through
elec. heat. Less than
Call Spann Realty Associates power steermg, power brakes
At city limits. Reasonable. 753- Tuesday.
highly profitable Jean, Top, and Paris.
$2500, will come down. 489replacement cost at for more details, 753-7724.
2876.
Sportswear Shop for your very Washerless
2227.
only $52,900.
faucets for lavatory,
Yard sale. 502 Meadow Lane,
awn. Select from over 100
for kitchen sink, Two bedroom mobile home, Wednesday, Thursday, Friday,
$13.99;
Ford grain truck, 2-ton, twin
brands - Levi, Wrangler, Chic,
WANT TO
$16.99; for bathtub, $19.99; $150 per month plus deposit. and Saturday, from 7-6.
hoist. Call 436-4115.
Lee, Sedgefield, Brittania, with
START
YOUR
shower, $29.99. Wallin Phone 753-9290 or 489-2761. 43. Real Estate
1970 Jeep truck with topper
Many more. $16,500 includes Hardware, Pans.
OWN BUSINESS?
Two bedroom central heat and
$1800. Call 753-5889.
beginning inventory, fixtures,
This building on S. 4th
with
air-conditioning, natural gas, Always wanted a home
and training. Open within 15 17. Vacuum Cleaners
small acreage? This is an exSt. with business area
51.
Campers
new
furniture
and
carpet.
days. Call anytime for Mr. New Eureka Industrial vacuum
cellent opportunity because
in front, shop area in
Insulated camper topper for
Hartley (214)937-9876.
cleaner, only $199.95. 759- Walking distance of University. the land is highly productive
back and possible livlong bed pickup truck, $100
753-5209.
NEAR
and the house is sound. New
ing area upstairs could
Start Now - Amway Distributor 1207.
firm Like new Myers snow
DOWNTOWN
Trailers
for
rent,
couples
only.
outbuildings.
5
deep
well.
roof,
offers opportunity for good ear- 19. rarm Equipment
be the answer to your
plow Call 753-9736
Investment opportuninings. You pick the hours. We AC tractor and 'equipment; 2- See Brandon Dill at Dill's Thirty-five acres with 31 acres
needs. Building is on
ty with this large older
Trailer
52,
Boats and Motors
timber
Court.
tendable,
in
2
train. For interview call collect ton truck; 966 IH and plows.
100' x 250' lot. Call tohome near downtown.
618-524-2007 after 4 pm.
Three bedroom, 2 bath mobile Homeplace and buildings ocday for details.
382-2327
Excellent room arhome $125 per month. Call cupy about 2 acres. Call 753FOR SALE
rangement for profes1492 at Century 21 Loretta
354-6144
16
sional
offices or apartFt.
Starcraft
753-8080
Jobs, Realtors and let us show
ments. Also garage
29. Heating-Cooling
Runabout on a Dilly
you this farm today. Located
apartment
behind
brand trailer. ES Cp.
Room air-conditioner, 10,000 Lynn Grove area.
main home included in
Mercery motor. Canopy
BTU, runs on 115 bolts, ex9.4
ACRES
OF
package.
ROLLPrice now
STROUT REALTY, INC.
19...y.
and stern
cellent condition. Call 753- 1
ING LAND with aponly $45,000. Owner
Tla Liman two ION IN 'MINI S.
eluded. $2300 finn.
3245.
proximately 1,100 ft. of
financing available.
Coll 753-05811 ftor
FARMS
NOMIS
frontage
on
121
West
30. Business Rental
"PEACEFUL
4:00.
BUSINESSES
and an additional 1,100
HAVEN"
LAKE AND RECRIATIONAL
PROFESSIONAL
ft. frontage on seconThis lovely 3 bedroom, Pd
PROPIDITT
dary road. Several
For sale Two sailboats One 12
I 'Ai bath home is just
OFFICES
l istIngS needed , CO.
N,
good building spots
ft. Catamaran. Aquacat and
waiting for you and
FOR RENT
Coast to Coast Buyers fro,
and some wooded
one 11 ft strofoam hull. Call
your family. The cool,
Everywhere ''Er..- Catoalnu
Prime location, 1400
area. Near Coldwater
after 3 pm, 753-5994.
inviting covered porch
square
feet,
rest
and only $16,500.
Street laity
and redwood deck with
154 Foot Runabout, 85 hp
ar O. &wow 040040
negotiable. CM 759a beautiful view of
Mercury engine, custom trailer
SMITH
JOHN
1707.
Kentucky
753-0116
Lake
11 Calwraa
await
.
Good shape Call 753-9043. or
-.
- _u5_u5
your arrival. Offered
436-2594, ask ftif Paul in the 30's and owner
MINI
Business Opportunity' One
financing is available.
StoVgas, restaurant, grocery.
INarohouse
for courteous, compeFOR SALE
ice cream parlor, ice dispensertent real estate service
Storeys Space
-This profitable business could
contact one of the
Novssboat,
40'.
753-7411
be yours. For further informaFor Rust
"Home Team"at KopAROUND THE CLOCK
Call 753-5211
tion call 753-1492. Century 21
Realty,
753-1222...
perud
7534758
Loretta lobs Reallors

KOMI, UD
753-1222

Don't be fooled by
a few weekend
specials. It's the
total that counts,
and the total will
be less at Big
John's, because
Big John has the
lowest shelf
prices everyday.

52. Boats and Motors

53. Services Offered

Harris Flote-Bote, most popular
pontoon boat ever built. Deluxe
model, 28 ft. 120 hp stern
drive, sleeper seats, hard top
canopy Excellent condition'
Only $5,950 Evenings 153
8217
.Services Offered
ALL TYPES home remodel
trig
and
maintenance
References Guaranteed work
Free estimates Call 753-8948
after 5 pm
A complete service, washers,
dryers, air-conditioners, and
refrigerators Call 759-1322
Prompt service
All work guaranteed Air
conditioning, appliance repair,
plumbing Experienced Call
753-8950
Atchisons Painting Service, interior and exterior, paperhanging. Also general house repair
Free estimates. References furnished All work guaranteed
Phone 492-8866 or 247-3313.
ALEXANDER SEPTIC TANK
CLEANING Vacuum cleaned
from your driveway. Industrial
or residential. 753-5933.
Bill's Janitorial Service. Custom
CARPET CLEANING. Also
houses, offices, commercial
businesses. Call 753-9736
Barn painting. Tops or sides
Free estimates. 759-1987.

Hand tinting and oiling
specialty at:.

are our

CARTER STUDIO
753 82'8

304 Main

GRIMES
AUTO REPAIR
Reasonable Rates! 6
inks South on 641.
Air

conditioning,

electrical,
engine,
tens-ups.
Phone 492-8972.
K & K Stump Removal. Do you
need stumps' removed from
your yard or land cleared of
stumps? We can remove
stumps up to 24" below the
ground, leaving only sawdust
and chips. Call for free
estimate, Bob Kemp 435-4343
or Bob Kemp, Jr. 435-4319.
Licinsed Electrician and gas installation, heating installation
and repairs Gall 753-7203.
MITCHELL BLACK TOPP I NG
driveways and small lobs a
speciality, also patching and
seal coating. 753-1537
Need work on your trees? Topp
ing, pruning, shaping. complete removal and more. Cali
DOVER'S TREE SERVICE for
professional tree care, 7538536.
Painting, paperhanging, commercial or residential Farm
buildings, etc 20 years ex
perience. Free estimates. 7591987.
Painting and remodeling; tree
trimming and topping; odd
jobs. Call 753-9736.
Refirgeration. air-conditioning.
and electrical repairs. Bob's
Refrigeration Service, Hazel,
KY. 498-8370.
We will pour concrete. Quality
work. Experienced. Call 7531308 or 759-1270.
Will do plumbing, airconditioning, painting, carpentry, concrete, and roofing. 7532211 or 753-9600.
Will haul driveway white rock
and Ag lime, also have any type
of brown or white pea gravel.
Also do backhoe work. Call
Roger Hudson,. 753-4545 or
753-6763.
Will do light hauling Call 7538119 or 436-2455 or 7539337
Wet basement? We make wet
basements dry, work complete
ly guarentetd. Call or write
Morgan Construction Co..
Route 2. Box 409A, Paducah,
KY 42001, or call day or night.
1-442-7026.

Clint and Dave's Odd Jobs -Will
do odd jobs, including trimming and cutting down trees,
carpentry, construction, and
yard work. Free estimates, low
prices. Inquire at 209 Walnut
Street, Murray, anytime.
CARPET CLEANING, free
estimates, satisfied references,
Vibra-Vac steam or dry cleaning. Call Lee's Carpet Cleaning,
753-5827.
Concrete and block work. Block
garages. basements, driveways,
walks, patios, steps, free
estimates. Charles Bai!nett.
753-5476
Driveways and parking areas
white rocked and graded. Free
estimates. Have rip-rap, pea
gravel, lime, one ton and up.
Clifford Garrison, 753-5429.
Fence sales at Sears now. Call
COURTNEY SMALL
Sears, 753-2310 for free
ENGINE REPAIR
estimate for your needs.
Mowers Tillers Chore sows
Guttering by Sears. Sears conGuaranteed
Fast Service
tinous gutters installed per
work Will pickup and deliver
your specifications. Call Sears 753-1144.
753-2310 for free estimate.
Insulation blown in by Sears. 5-6,1reenn
save on these high heating and Free kittens 8 to 12 weeks old
cooling bills. Call Sears, 753- Call 753-3994
2310 for free estimate.

1

57. Wanted

ROOPING
C•ammisrclal

avid

Skink
beiltap rinds.
References, all work
guaranteed. 751-4512
sir 751-1$51.
R•sliasitisl,

and

4104):€

Two adult women want to
share nice house, one block
from MSU. Prefer upper level
student, faculity, or professional person. Private bath and
entrance. Available early
August. Call Rebekah 753-8325
8-4 or after 5, 753-6577.
WE CONTROL

TERMITES

Also Inesishold, lawn Indoors and outdoors
and
Train

FOR DEPENDABLE
Prefessiseal Pest Control-

Kelley's Termite
& Pest Control, Inc.
Termites You spend thousands of dollars taco home but never think
about termites - they couse the most damage next to fire Have
your home treated now! 753-3914, Kelley's Termite & Pent Contral, 100 South 13th Street, Murray, KY Over 33 yeors experience
Horne owned and operated

NORNBIKKLE BARBER Slier
NA Melba shwa

Closed All Day Wed.
NEW OffICE NOURS:
Monday-Friday 7:30-Noon
Saturday 7:30 til 5:00
Orke of
NAINCIFT $1.23
PIKE SOAVE 75'
loll '53 3,5
10115
• .
Woo,Pobbt

nal
!O.
liesactifelly lacmdscaped *re* bedroom brick beaus
wills 2 bustles, living roan dialog room cipaellsheatisa
spacious family rows lank fireplace beilt4a bitches wIsh dishwasher mad garbage disposal sad
refrigoreter. Partially floored ank geed hir
sterdge. two ear garnets wit% rewrote Amide
driveway. Central keel earl air Located I. alto
sseighborlsescl near Murray Nigh at 1712 Plataview Dr. Lew We. Fee as., iselemeatie• call 7538313.
'Imitiowl•=•••
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Chances To Become
Hospital Volunteer
Now Are Available

Deaths and Funerals
Mrs. Bratton Dies
At Local Hospital;
Funeral Is Today
Mrs. Robert ( Vesta May
Bretton died Sunday night at
the Murray-Calloway County
Hospital. She was 42 years of
age and a resident of 316 N.
Porter Street, Paris, Tenn.
She was a 13-year employee
of &dant, Paris, have retired
in 1972 because of ill health.
She was a member of the
Assembly of God. Born April
29, 1938, in Carroll County,
Tenn., she was the daughter of
Nina Orr Morris Wynn, who
survives, and the late Walter
Morris.
Survivors include her husband, Robert, to whom she
was married on Feb. 23, 1962;
her mother, Mrs. Wynn, one
daughter. Mrs. Mary Sue
Boone, one son, John Porter
Bretton, all of Paris. Tenn.;
four sisters — Mrs. Janie
Lewis and Mrs. Emma Sue
Singleton, Paris, Tenn., Mrs.
Fay Wilson, Gleason, Tenn.,
and Mrs Joyce Parham, New
Orleans, La.; four brothers —
Sherman, roy, and Kenneth
Morris, Paris, Tenn., and
William Lloyd Morris, Trezev ant, Tenn.
Two brothers, Herman and
Robin Morris, preceded her in
death.
The funeral is being held today at 2 p.m. at LeDon Chapel
of Ridgeway Morticians,
Paris, Tenn., with Durwood
Worley officiating.
Nephews are serving as
pallbearers and burial will
follow in the Rose Lawn
Memory. Gardens, Paris,
Tenn.

Mrs. Dona C. Hale,
Former Countian,
Dies At Hospital

Sam Knight Dies
At The Age Of 53
At Marion, Ill.

Mrs. Dona C. Hale, former
resident of Calloway County,
died Sunday at the Western
Baptist Hospital, Paducah.
She was 86 years of age and a
resident of Brookport, Ill.
The deceased was the widow
of Curt Hale and was a
member of the Poplar Spring
Baptist Church in Calloway
County.
She is survived by four
daughters — Mrs. Essie
Gratuwi, Madison Heights,
Mich., Plus. Dortha Osterman,
Tallahassee, Fla., and Mrs.
Lela Houston and Miss Frocye
Hale, both of Brookport, Ill.;
two sisters, Mrs. Minnie
Rhoades and Mrs. Lurlene
Colson, Paducah; three
brothers, Troy Colson and
Sanders Colson, Paducah, and
Toy Colson, Royal Oak, Mich.;
two grandchildren; five great
grandchildren.
The funeral will be held
Wednesday at 2 p.m. at the
First Baptist thurch,
Brookport, Ill., with burial to
follow in the Maplelawn
Cemetery,Paducah.
Friends may call at the
Aikins-Farmer Funeral
Home, Brookport, Ill., after 5
p.m. today ( Tuesday and
from noon to 2 p.m. at the
church on Wednesday.

Sam Knight of 603 Main
Street, Murray, died Monday
at 2:35 p.m. at the Marion
Memorial Hospital, Marion,
RI. Reports are he was
stricken while selling real
estate at a project in that
area.
Mr. Knight, 53, formerly
had his trucking firm here
before he suffered a heart attack. He had been in real
estate since that
Survivors include his wife,
Mrs. Edna Starks Knight, and
one daughter, Miss Donna
Knight, 603 Main Street, Murray; two sons,Sammy Knight,
Fairfax, Va., and Jerry
Knight, Indianapolis, Ind.;
one brother, Ed Knight, Murray; three grandchildren.
The body is being returned
to the J. H. Churchill Funeral
Home, but funeral and burial
arrangements are incomplete.

Hog Market
Federal-State Market News Service July
29. 1980
Kentucky Purchase Area Hog Market
Report Includes 5 Buying Stations
Receipts Act. 219 Est. 450 Barrows 14
Gilts.54 75 lower Sows steady 50 lower
143.50-44.00
US 1-2 210.240 Its
143.25-43.50
US 2 210-250 lbs
142.29-43.29
US 2-3 240-260 lbs.
US 2-4 260-2001M.
Sows
934.50-35.50
US 1-2370-320 lbs.
US 1-3 332-4501b.633.50-34.50
134.50-36.50
US 1-3 450-500 Its.
136.50-37.50
US 1-3 500450 lbs.
932.5013.50
US 2,3 300-5001M
Boars over 300 lbs. 211.00-29.00 under 700
Its. 26.0428.00

Stock Market
Prices of stocks of local interest at ii
a.m. CST today furnished to The Murray
Ledger )14 Times by First of Michigan
Corp , ol Morra4y,
+1.62
Industrial Average
43% +2
Air Products
5 +%
American Motors
31144,unc
Ashland
52% +vs
American Telephone
7 unc
Chrysler
2591. +
FordWotor
11 unc
G A.F
17% unc
General Care
73% unc
General Dynamics
+44
50%
General Motors
17% +%
General Tire
20% +44
Goodrich
15 +44
Goodyear
42% As
Gulf 041
+44
15%
Hardees
32%
Heublein
64% -%
IBM
36%826%,A
Jerico
25 +
K-Mart
29 unc
Pennwalt
31% unc
Quaker Oats
37% +44
Texaco
35% +V.1
US Tobacco
43% +%
Wal-Mart
1630 17A
Wendy's

THE NEW
STARCRAFT

GIVEAWAY!
Get over $500 worth of
camping accessories with the purchase
of a new 1980 Starcraft camper.
That new Starcraft camper you've wanted will
never be a better buy. Right now, with THE NEW
STARCRAFT GIVEAWAY, you can make your best
deal and get over $500 worth of tree camping
accessories. And to really make your camping
great, you'll receive an exciting free membership
in the Starcraft Camper Club worth $10.00. Come
on in. Get your FREE accessories with your new
Starcraft camper.

E

GALAXY
You get: The StarLounge room extension.
Retail value — over $500
[1] STARMASTER & STARFLYER
You get. Patio canopy, portable expanding
table; screen enclosure; Porta- Poth
Retail value — over $400.

fl

STARLITE
You get: Patio canopy; portable expanding
table; Porta-Potti. Retail value — over $250.

_ego
8.g 07- Sporting Goods
& Camper Sales
Mac's
Hwy. 641 So., Merrily, Ky.
Open 9 a.m. to 9 p.m. Day, 1 a.m.-6 p.m. Sun.

Hurry! Sale Ends July 31st

Work is available to fit almost
anyone's interest and
schedule, according to Kathy
Hodge, director of hospital
public relations.
Anyone in the community
wishing to participate in this
program may attend the
meeting to enroll as a
volunteer or simply to learn
more about the volunteer program. Persons unable to attend but who would like to apply as a volunteer may call
Mrs. Hodge at 753-5131 Extension 338, or Kathryn Glover,
chairman of volunteers, at
753-5440.

Those who have thought
about becoming a hospital
volunteer now have a chance.
On Tuesday, Aug. 5, current
and prospective volunteers
will meet at 10:30 a.m. in the
cafeteria at Murray-Calloway
County Hospital to plan the
1980-81 volunteer schedule.
Many valuable services are
provided by the volunteers to
the patients and the staff of
the Murray-Calloway County
Hospital. Current volunteers
are working in dietary, x-ray,
mail delivery, visitor information, long-term care unit,
library service, and gift shop.

ve ays at t e
to spen
OFF TO CAMP — Five local persons left Tuesday morning
Lake near the
Hollow
Dale
on
Burkesville
near
Valley
Paradise
Salvation Army Camp
where they boarded
Kentucky-Tennessee border. The boys and girls went to Mayfield
and Wickliffe to the camp.
a bus to go with other youngsters from Paducah, Mayfield,
the camp are furnished by
to
children
local
the
for
Funds
Sunday.
They will return on
chairman of the local unit.
is
Ward
Euple
Army.
the Local Service Unit of the Salvation
Attending from Murray
Donations to the unit may be made through the local banks.
Chandler, Lorri Keller,
Tina
Mattingly,
Ken
right,
to
left
are,
County
and Calloway
Cosand.
Michael Mattingly, and Fred
Staff photo by David Hibbitts

Browns'Son 'Good And Stable
Following Stomach Surgery
LEXINGTON, Ky. (AF) —
Lincoln George-Tyler Brown,
the 6-week-old son of Gov. and
Mrs. John Y. Brown Jr., was
in "good and stable condition"
following surgery to correct a
stomach problem.
The infant underwent a 40minute operation Monday
afternoon for pyloric stenosis
— a blockage at the lower. end
of the stomach.
After the operation — performed at -the University of
Kentucky's Albert B.
Chandler Medical Center —
Dr. Robert P Belin, the
surgeon, said the baby was doing well.
Neither the governor nor his
wife Phyllis appeared at a
news conference after the
operation. But Brown issued a
statement through press
secretary Frank Ashley that
he and his wife "feel that the
weight of the world" has been
lifted from them.
Ashley said Brown described his son as "one tough little
fellow."
The first symptoms of the
infant's problem appeared
last Wednesday night, when
Mrs. Brown called the
pediatrician and said that the
baby was fussy. At first the
problem sounded like cholic,
according to the pediatrician,
Dr. Douglas Cunningham.
Helm said the problem was
diagnosed early and that the

Food remains in the
stomach and the baby eventually vomits when the
stomach becomes overfilled.
Studies of the condition
show that about one in 300 to
one in 800 babies is affected.
The condition normally occurs in first-born male babies
when they are 3 to 12 weeks
old, according to Dr. Joseph
Janik, a pediatric surgeon at
Children's Hospital in Louisville.
It is not known why the condition develops, he said.
In a relatively simple operation, surgeons split the circular muscle, increasing the size
of the opening.
Generally, people who have
had the operation experience
no problems later, Janik said.

opening — called the pylorus
— through which food passes
from the stomach to the small
intestine.
The problem occurs when
the muscle surrounding the
opening grows and blocks the
exit from the stomach.

baby did not become acutely
ill.
He said the infant probably
will stay in the hospital until
Wednesday or Thursday. During the next 12 to 18 hours he
will be fed intravenously.
Pyloric stenosis affects the

Met Murder Victim's
Body Can Be Claimed
After Examiner's Tests
NEW YORK (AP) — The
family of murdered violinist
Helen Hagnes Mintiks, who
was found nude and bound at
the Metropolitan Opera
House, may now claim her
body since tests by the city
medical examiner have been
completed.
Funeral services for the violinist have been held up because of extensive tests in the
complex case. However, it
was not immediately known
when the body would be
released to her family.
Her death was caused by the
fall from the roof of the opera
house,specifically by multiple
fractures of the skull, Dr. Elliott Gross, chief medical examiner,reiterated Monday.
But Gross again refused to
elaborate on the injuries Mrs.
Mintiks sustained before her
fall. "Those are details of the

Vocational School Plans
Announced By Barber

autopsy that I am not going to
go into," he said.
The tests completed Monday revealed "no evidence of
rape," Gross said.
He had released partial autopsy results late Friday.

Mrs. Mintiks was last seen We Accept Visa
at the Met during a perfor- Master Charge
mance of the Berlin Ballet last
Layaways
Wednesday. Her nude, bound'
and gagged body was found
Thursday morning in an air
shaft in the opera house. Officials say the body was thrown
from the roof.

Murray Mayor
Speaks To
Roadrunner Jaycees

FRANKFORT, Ky. — struction.
The projects were approved_
Superintendent of Public Instruction Raymond Barber by the General Assembly durOn Saturday, July 19, the
has announced plans to begin ing the 1979 special session but
three vocational school con- were delayed when Gov. John Roadrunner Jaycees, EdY. Brown Jr. imposed a dyville, were honored with the
struction projects.
presence of Dr. Melvin B.
In a meeting of the Ken- capital construction freeze.
The School Building Henley, mayor of Murray.
tucky School Building AuthoriHenley was the guest
ty, Barber said construction Authority decided to refrian
will begin by the end of this from ranking local school speaker for the governmental
year on the Cumberland districts for facilities con- affairs program, and what a
Valley Health Occupations struction assistance. In the beautiful program it was. His
Center; a diesel mechanics wake of current cutbacks in topic was on "Nuclear Power
facility at the Somerset State spending, authority members and Energy Production."
He talked about nuclear
Vocational Technical School decided to postpone consideraand a phase II expansion of tion of projects rather than energy; it's qualities, quanthe Bowling Green State Voca- give local districts false hope tities, advantages and disadvantages.
tiona: Technical School. The for financing.
This gave the Membership a
Arnold Guess, director of
Northern Kentucky Health Occupations Center will be re- the School Building Authority, better understanding of
evaluated in January 1981 to said he has confidence the nuclear energy and it utilizadetermine feasibility of con- governor will do everything he tion as an energy source, of
can to see appropriations will the future and allayed the
be available to help the natural fear of the unknown,
as perceived by many.
districts.

MANY MORE SALE INNS

STORIEviluilu3UTRhSru

Th

e Decor Store

4710,
Slaughter bulls 1-2 11051775 lb 54 04
60 75; 1560-1940 lb 62.25-46.00, calves and
realer, untested. feeder steers 300-400 lb
77 00-83 25; 400500 lb 73 00-78.75; 500-706
lb 72 00-77 75: 700410 lb 69 0574.25; WO
140 lb 64 5045 70; 300400 lb 65.5473.00,
500.700 lb 67 0072.00 holstein, 209.600 lb
57 42.63 00, 5041033 lb 53.6042 75.
heifers 300500 lb 63.5048.50; 5114700 lb
62 25419.00; 700-7/0 lb 61.0644.30; 30040C
lb 63.004101; stock ems71•4111 lb 0.00
00.50;
Hogs 10010, barrows and gilts steady;
1-2210.256 lb 44.3044.75; 1110200 lb 36.00
41.50; 214245 lb 440044.50; ea7-ne a
436044 00, 2-3 305-346 lb 41064400;
sows steady; 1-2 160454 lb 36.3047.10;
430400 14 371640.50; 510410 lb 31.503050: 1-3 1111406 lb 35.5046.35; Man
mar 30lb 32.11143411;
Amp 11; slasily; allauglitat - lambs;
prime 114-140 lb SA;feeders deice and e
fancy 111 lb native %sobs 56.01.

Sat. 3:00 p.m.
Open 7:00 a.m.

"SUMMER'S HOT"
SALE DAYS

15% Off All Wallpaper Books

In Stock Paper

•
.,1
k‘
‘
St

Fabric Not
Included

2 Weeks Only

Special Order Paper

$12"
$1000
$800

Per Double Prepasted
Per Double Stripable
Per Double Scrubable

Paint Sale - Hy-Klas Paints
441 -111115*
4o4a.,

Livestock Market

LOUISVILLE, Ky. (AP) — USDA —
Cattle 1400; slaughter steers and heifers 4.
steady; cows 1.00 higher; bWls steady; •
calves and vealer9 untested, feeder •
steers 1 00 higher, feeder heifers
steady,
Slaughter steers choice 2-4 9651130 lb
69 10.7032. mixed good and choice 2-3
355-1090 lb 66.80411.00; 2-3 0601300 lb
M.9442.75;
Slaughter heifers choice 3-4 965 lb
66.10; good and choice 2-3 8151020 lb
13.5045.00; standard and good 1-2 065-950
lb 550046.00;
Slaughter cows commercial 3-5 4460
46.50; utility 1-3 4608-4100; high dress49.2542.25. cutter 1.2 4300
Mg

Fri. 8:00 p.m.

Bel-Air Decor
Bel-Air Shopping Center

Phone
753-3642

Meanwhile, with the 116
members of the Berlin Ballet
now in Washington, D.C.,
police were questioning
employees of the Metropolitan
Opera House in the search for
clues to the 31-year-old
woman's murder. They said
about 900interviews remain to
be done.

1/2
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4
1978 Corvette
Approx. 24,000 miles, burgandy, power windows, tilt wheel, cruise, AM-FM, alum.
wheels.

.4II

Latex Exterior
House Paint

$1995

Serif Priming
Rog. Price 520.50

4.•

Oh4h Gewinne GM Owls

DWAIN TAYLOR CHEVROLET, INC.

115
.
•.
641 South •• •

•
imainsimpome4gi%Abu•

$ 1 65
Reg 513 95 only

Interior Latex

V01111 "
(al
atimow.nosing Mins
753-2617

To Match Any Color

2 G. For Only

$9,200.00
nv lo 6,0, GM f eel.as

Latex Semi-Gloss
Enamel

LAM MAT WAIL
,...w-awm•

r, $050
Per Gal. R.10.95
Latex flat
$050
Quick S. Easy u Per Gal. Reg. 9.95
ff $650per gal. Reg. 7.35
Pro_

•

aniPM afflagM

.0%

•

,

•
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WEEK

CAUDILL TIRE CO.

Listings for July 30 thru August 5
Supplement to- Oreyeon JournetEnquirw. Oliye tell Times.
The Montgomery News end The Morehead News

Spartan Steel
Radial
White Wall
4 For Only

89.95
Mounted - Computer Balanced
Federal Excise Tax Of
$2.93 Per Tire Included

Caudill Tire Co.
"Eastern Ky's. Most Modern Tire Dealer••

102

MAIN

PHONE 784-7569

MOREHEAD, KY.

NOC Sperty,,will premise Ow allwes -nide)
, Night rights,- the mewsi of a sporting tradltine- 1, professions! box4'in
Mat will fester. sportscaster Dien ratter', WO(' welterweigbi champ Segar Ray Leeward sled Ira nislie
prime time
Pacheco it ringside Fights have •Iready hems mbedeled for newest 1.1 tied 2E. the first matches es-WBC cbampien
•
&whet of Peerto Rico against Toey Chiaveriel of !Kansas City Ms welterweight bowl

7-7.a
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DAYTIME
5:00 A.M.
(EsPN1- Varied Programs
5:30 A.M.
fcBri1- Varied Programs
6:00 A.M.

ED - Popeye
•- Sesame Street
[CBN1 - Varied Programs
[CNN] - CNN Morning
Report

8:30 A.M.

Ezi _ PTL Club
CO ED _ 700 Club
Varied Programs

co _
ED _ Ed Allen
(F) _ PTL Club

- Town and Country
[CNN]- AM Newswatch

6:15 A.M.

• _ Perspective

Tag
6:30 A.M.

• - Guten

- Summer Serlester
ED - News Conference
03 - New Zoo Revue
ED - Love American Style
[C8N] - Ross Bagley

6:45 A.M.

•_ Morning W.V.

7:00 A.M.

_ Today
-

Morning

(10 €13 - Good Morning
America
•- Super Station Funtime
(F) _ Romper Room

•- Hatha Yoga
7:30 A.M.
- PTL Club

•
_
Pig

Bugs Bunny/ Porky

ED - Varied Programs
8:00 A.M.
00(B
Kangaroo
- Hazel

ED - Lucy Show
ED _ Flintstones
9:00 A.M.
O - Bob Braun Show
a) - Donahue
O _ Porky & Friends

o

- Uncle Al
(I)- Joe Franklin Show
ED - Young and the
Restless
03 - Edge of Night

ED - Family Affair
ED - Tom & Jerry
ED- Bugs Bunny & Friends
- Movie
ED - General Hospital

9:30 A.M.
- Addams Family

€13 - Weather

130ED
9 - News

- Varied Programs

- Captain

U)_ Family Feud
ED - Green

Acres
(D - Star Blazer
- Woody Woodpecker

10:00 A.M.
- The David Letterman
Show
(C)- Days of Our Lives
0
- Jeffersons
0
(91) - Romper Room
ED - John Davidson Show
(10 - Mike Douglas Show

•_ Morning Magazine

ED - Movie
ED - Courtship of Eds.
Father
- Tic Tao Dough
ICON] - 700 Club

ED - Forsythe Saga

1:30 P.M.

ED - Bewitched
€13 - Newlywed Game

11:00 A.M.
0(13 - Wheel of Fortune
_ The Doctors
- Price Is
00
Right
Talk
(.9D - Straight
ED- Love Boat
CD - Odd Couple

stia
•- Varied Programs
11:30 A.M.

_ Password Plus

- Midday
(1) _ Mary Tyler Moore
[C8fSli- Varied Programs

12:00 P.M.
O00CCED aa
aKs _ News

- Bob Braun Show
ED - Freeman Reports
• - Noon Today
- Medical Center
- Prisoner Cell Block

H
Rogers

Mister
ED
Neighborhood
ED - Family Feud
[0BN]- Ross Bagley
[CNN]- Take 2

12:30 P.M.
0 ED - Search for
Tomorrow
- Play the Percentages
Bob Braun Show
(D
ED al
_ Ryan's Hope
ED - Electric Company

a)_

1:00 P.M.
- Days of Our Lives
00en - Young and the
Restless
CU ED - Movie
U) ED ED - All My
Children
ED - Movie: To Be
Announced

42.- Card Sharks
(D - Search for Tomorrow
The Doctors
(CBIN) - Varied Programs

U)-

2:00 P.M.
00
World

a) _

Another

00 ED Ela - As the
World Turns
03(E) ED - One Life to
Live

- War and Peace
[CNN]- CNN Afternoon
ED - Super Station runtime

3:00 P.M.
03 (PREMIERE)

ED - My Three Sons

03 - Superman
ED - Tom & Jerry

Eli - Mayberry, R.F.D.

als _ Superman

ED ED CD-Sesame Street
ED - Six Million Dollar Man

4:30 P.M.
.611- Lone Ranger
- Hogan's Heroes
- John Davidson Show
ED - Beverly Hillbillies
110 - Tom & Jerry
ED(D - Gilligan's Island
Munsters
- Real McCoys
[C1314] - Varied Programs

U)_

2:45 P.M.

00(1)
Light

- Real McCoys
115) - Flintstones

Texas

- Guiding

5:00 P.M.
- Carol Burnett Show
- Big Valley
- Beverly Hillbillies
ED - Andy Griffith

(1)ED a)- Mister Rogers
Neighborhood
ED - Happy Days Again
[CON] - Varied Programs
[HBO]- HBO (Tue. Thu, Fri)

5:30 P.M.
- MASH
- Play the Percentages
(D - Mary Tyler Moore
a)a)ED
- News
•- Happy Days Again
ED - I Dream of Jeannie
(D - My Three Sons

•- Doctor Who

ED CD - Electric Company
[CBIN] - Ross Bagley
[HBO]- HBO (Mon. only)

- Bonanza
- General Hospital
(1)- Popeye
CB

• - Paint
Kominsky

with

N.

€13 - Get Smart
[CSIN] -700 Club
[SHOW]-Showtime(Wed.
only)

3:30 P.M.
(19 - Banana Splits
ED - Flintstones

ais

ED CD - Over Easy
ED - Trm & Jerry and
Friends
[SHOW] Showtime
(Mon., Tue., Thu., & Fri.)

4:00 P.M.
- Mr. Cartoon
- Bionic Woman
- Bob Newhart
- One Day at a Time
0
(I)- Movie
ED - Carol Burnett and
Friends
IB - Dinah!

Key to Listings
WSAZ
WLWT
WCHS
WCPO
WOR
WHAS
WKRC
. WOWK
WTBS
WLEX
WXIX
WKYT
WMUL
INTVO
WKMR
WKLE
CBN
ESPN
SHOW
HBO
CNN

Huntington, WV
Cincinnati. OH
Charleston. WV
Cincinnati, OH
New York. NY
Louisville, KY
Cincinnati, OH
Huntington, WV
Atlanta, GA
Lexington, KY
Cincinnati, OH
Lexington, KY
Huntington, WV
Lexington, KY
Morehead, KY
Lexington, KY
Christian Netwrk
Sports network
Showtime
Home Box Office
Cable Network

013011688e51198 CCM

10:30 A.M.
0
0
- Alice
(E)- Family Feud

Supporting
Carter County,
the friendly
Bank
Peoples
full service
Hill
Olive
bank.
41111111MMIMIIIWs.

NONMMIMIK

MWENIMP•
MIWIP

NOW=

[COM
[(SON!
[SHOW
1111101
Ices]

•

P

a.
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•_

Chico and the Man

_ P.M. Magazine

- MacNeilED ID
Lehrer Rapt.
▪ - All in the Family
- Bible Bowl
[ESPN) Wrestling

NFL

Arm

[SHOW]. - MOVIE: 'Centennial' Pelt 3
[CNN]- Moneyline

7:30 P.M.
o - Country

Roads
€13 - Face the

Music
- Joker's Wild
0- New Joker's Wild

O

- Dating Game
P.M. Magazine
ID - Family Feud
_ All in the Family

(13

• _

Carol Burnett and

Friends

gi _ MASH
0el ED - Dick Cavett
ICBNI - At Home With the
Bible
[ESPN] - ESPN Sports
Center
[CNN]- Sports Tonight

7:45 P.M.
[CNN]- TV Tonight
8:00 P.M.
Op
_ Real People
(D
- Brothers
00

Michael Radford (Charles Levin, left) meets Lee On
Wong (James Hong), who offers him a job in his neighborhood Chinese grocery store, on "Brothers," a comedy
airing Wednesday, July 30, on CBS.

(1) - MOVIE: 'Loves and
Timers of Scaramouche' History's swingingest swashbuckler finds himself caught
up in a plot to assassinate
Napoleon. Michael Serrazin, Ursula Andress.

isistioas reserve lox nom to make last-minute changes

aE) at

_

Eight is

Enough

•- MOVIE:'The Stepford

5:15 A.M.
0{) -

MOVIE: The Set Up'
An ex-convict is tricked into
breaking into the home of a
wealthy businessman who
wants to get rid of his wife
and then frame him for murder Maurice Denham. John
Carson. Maria Corvin. 1963

8:00 A.M.
(ESPN] - U.S. Tebble
Tennis

▪

A police detective resigns
inorder to practice his
unique talent catching fugitives, runaway husbands,
missing youngsters, etc for
private clients Michael Wit.
nay. Jan-Michael Vicent
Tony Franciosa. 1971
110 - Dinah end Friendsl

5:30 P.M.
[SHOW) - MOVIE: 'Bugs

9:00 A.M.
MOVIE:
_

'The
Adventures Of Marco Polo'
Biography of Marco Polo,
merchant
who
brouoht
many inventions from China
to the Western world. Gary
Cooper, Sigrid Gurie, 1938

9:30 A.M.
iESPNI - NFL

4:00 P.M.
(ID- MOVIE:'The Catcher'

Arm

Wrestling

10:00 A.M.
▪ _

MOVIE: The Perfect
Furlough' An Army corporal
wins a week's furloup in
Paris with a movie star accompanied by a female
Army psychologist. Tony
Curtis. Janet Leigh, Keenan
Wynn 1959

11:00 A.M.
lEsPNI - Tennis Grand
Masters

1:00 P.M.
- MOVIE: 'Midnight
Lace' A woman is terrorized
by obscene phone calls
Dons Day. Rex Harrison.
John Gavin. 1960
• - MOVIE:'Three Sailors
And A Girl' Three sailors in
New York with 8 months
back pay. are delegated by
the crew to invest their money They decide to 'anger a
show. Jane Powell, Gordon
MacRae. Gene Nelson, Jack
E Leonard 1953

Bunny/ Road Runner Movie'
Bugs
reminisces
about
some of his antics with the
Road Runner and his other
cartoon cohorts in this
blend of new animation and
classic footage 1979

6:00 P.M.
0000GI ID
• efi - News
(1)- Joker's Wild
• _ Andy Griffith
•_ Mayberry, R.F.D.
a)ED (11) - Zoom
[ESPN)- Pro-Celebrity Golf
[HBO] - MOVIE: 'Sgt.
Pepper's Lonely Hearts Club
Band' A rock and roll band
comes to the rescue of a
town suffering from boredom The Bee Gees, Peter
Frampton fluted PG 1978
(CNN) - Sports and
Newsworld

6:30 P.M.
00
_ NBC News
- CBS News
0al
0
C91 - Tic Tac Dough
_ ABC News
(f)- I Love Lucy
Carol Burnett and
Friends
•
- Wild World of Animals
(1)
- Cookin' Cajun

7:00 P.M.

[SHOW]

MOVIE: 'Jet
Pilot' *emotional diplo
macy is threatened when an
. American pilot falls in love
with a 'Russian defector
John Wayne, Janet Leigh

aft^NW

7

AS NIL II II

0-

8:30 P.M.
(I)
- MOVIE:
'Four Days in Dallas' A dramatic re-creation drawn
from authenticated events
that retrace the lives of Jack
Ruby and Lee Harvey Oswald over a four-day span
preceding and following the
assassination of President
John F. Kennedy in Dallas.
Michael Lerner, Frederic
Forrest, Doris Roberts, Lou
Frizzell 1980
(C13611 - Presence of God

9:00 P.M.
00
_ Duffrent
Strokes
(
Angels

-

Charlie's

•-

MOVIE: 'For a Few
Dollars More' Two bounty
hunters pursue the leader of
a band of cutthroats tortoni
mg the Southwest Clint
Etg
asetrod. Lee Van Cleef

9:30 P.M.
00fir) - Facts of Life

Crosswits
Jan
- Tie Tee Dough

o - News
ro-,
_ Face the Music
• _ Louisville Tonight
• _ Hogan's Heroes
• _ Sanford and Son

[CNN]- Primenews/120

and Bundance: The Early
Days' An outlaw and a
sharpshooter lake on cattle
companies, banks and railroads Tom B•renger, William Kart Rated PG

GD -

2:00 P.M.
_ Major League
Baseball: Atlanta at New
York
•

[ESPN]- European Soccer
[HBO] - MOVIE: 'Paper
Moon' A con artist is out.
conned when he falls prey
to the charms of a not-soinnocent 9-year-old girl.
Ryan O'Neal. Tatum O'Neal.
M
19
13
eline Kahn. Rated PG.

ICON)- 700 Club
[SHOW] - MOVIE: 'Butch

a)a)

▪

Wives' Suburban wives begin behaving like docile windup dolls in this adaptation
of Ira Levin's chilling novel
Katharine
Ross, Patrick
O'Neal, and Tina Louise "
1976
ID - Gunsmoke
CD ED el) - Great
Performances: Sarah
ICBN1 - Focus on the
Family

€19 103
Treasures

ilk..

-

Irish

10:00 P.M.
- Quincy
U ID
- Newark and Reality

•OD

- v•es•

• TBS Evening News
a)a)a _ Meaning of
Modern Art
[ESPN]- PKA Full Contact
ol
IKH
eraate
Baseball: Race for
Pennant
[CNN]- Freeman Reports

10:30 P.M.
- Moot the Mayors
ICBNI - Max Morris
Houdini Never

[HBO] - Dom

of

the

Middleweights

al0
10
2:45_ sa
Ars
.M
tt..
1:00 A.M.
00(1)- Tomorrow
[CBN]- Good News
[SHOW]- Best Joke I Ever
Heard Part 2
[CNN]- People Tonight

[HBO] Died

1:30 A.M.
ID - Baseball Replay:

1 1:00 P.M.
00ID 05
O
(l)a)
el_ News

Atlanta at New York
ICBM - Jewish Voice

41)- Ironside
01 - Last of the Wild
• _ All in the Family
•- David Allen at Large
[CB611- Jewish Voice
[SHOW]- MOVIE: 'Carnal
Knowledge' Two Amherst
roommates compete for the
affections of a Smith co-ed
Jack Nicholson, Candice
Garfunkel.
Bergen,
Art
1971
MOVIE:
'The
Lady
[HBO)in Red' A young farm girl in
the 1920's becomes John
Dillinger's infamous companion. Robert Conrad, Louise
Fletcher. Rated R. 1979
(CNN)- Sports Tonight
1 1:30 P.M.
_ Tonight Show

a
00ID
a
_

- uint

ABC News
- MOWS:'You're Never
Too Young' The theft of a
large diamond and the
search for it by the thief
creates a background for
zany escapades. Dean Martin. Jerry Lewis, Diana Lynn
1955
MASH
€1)- Captioned ABC News

(111-

tam)- Ross Bagley
IESPNI - ESPN Sports
Center
[CNN]- Nemsdesk

1 1:45 P.M.
ID GO ID- Love Boat
12:00 A.M.
CC- MOVIE: Thunder Bay'

2:00 A.M.
(1)- Joe Franklin Show
ID - Soul Train
[ESPN1- PKA Full Contact
Karate
[SHOW] - MOVIE: 'Jet
Pilot' International diplomacy is threatened when an
American pilot falls in love
with a Russian defector.
John Wayne. Janet Leigh.
(CNN)- Sports Update

2:30A.M.
[CNN)- Overnight Doak
3:00 A.M.
CE)- MOVIE.'Five Gates to
Hell' Guerrillas kidnap doctors and nurses from a Red
Cross field hospital, taking
them to live with soldiers
Neville Brand Ken Scott
Dolores Michaels 1959
MOVIE: 'Night Must
Fall' The dark broodings of a
Welsh boy are hidden be
hind his pleasant way with
people Albert Finney, Susan Hampshire 1964

•-

3:30 A.M.
[ESPN] - ESPN Sports
Center

4:00 A.M.
• _

MOVIE: The Wild
Racers' A devil-may-care
racing driver is paid by a
race car czar to be a runnerup, not a winner, but he rebels against the crooked
deal and becomes an internationally famous racer
Fabian, Mimsy Farmer,Judy
Cornwall ,1968

ASK ME ABOUT TV
By VAL CAREW
RESEMBLANCE — I was
recently reading a book in
which there were photographs
of famous people before
World War 1. One of them was
Sam Gompers, the founder of
the A.F.L. The picture of Mr.
Gompers bore an astounding
resemblance to Redd Foss. Is
there any relationship
between these gentlemen? —
Percy Ingram, Fanny Bay,
B.C., Canada
I checked Redd Foxx's office and was told not only was
there no relationship between
the gentlemen (which I
suspected), but also that they
didn't know who Samuel
Gompers was. Boy, are they
young!

BLAKES BACK TO BACK
— Are Whitney Blake and
Robert Blake related? —
Panama City, Fla.
No, Robert Blake isn't
related to anyone named
Blake, since his real name is
Gobitosi. Whitney created the
series, "One Day At a Time,"
with her husband, Allan
Manning.

MT. STERLING

LIQUOR & BEER
DEPOT
Corner of

KEY QUESTION — My
family and I have been bothered by something for a long
time. When we watch the
credits at the end of shows we
see one for a job called "key
grip." What is that? — S.
Minshull, Dackville, N.B.,
12:30A.M.
Canada
M
The grips are the men (and
'Gunfight
ightin
la
Horse
Canyon' A recently released women now, too) who make
convict
seeks
revenge the changes for the sets, movagainst Wells Fargo troub- ing walls around and so forth.
leshooter Jim Hardie by
posting phony wanted pos- They are the maintenance
ters with Hardie's picture men of the set, and the key
bale Robertson, Ellen Bur- grip is the boss of the crew.

Oil drillers fight the sabotage of shrimp fishermen off
the Louisiana coast James
Stewart, Joanne Dru, Gilbert Roland 1953
• - Mission Impossible
[ESPN]- European Soccer

3 Willow Drive and
East Main St.
Mt. Sterling, Ky.
Phone 498-9177

--Drivo-In Window
For Your
Convonionco

styn. George Kennedy
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KPC TV Week, July 30-August 6, Paige 4
SD - All in the Family
_ MASH
000- Dick Cavan
[aft - Zola Levitt
[ESPN] - ESPN Sports
Center
[HBO] - Crazy and
Wonderful
7:45 P.M.
ID [CNN]- TV Tonight
8:00 P.M.
00SD _ Buck Rogers
in the 25th Century
0000_ White
Shadow
0- MOVIE: 'Living Free'
Three domesticated lion
cubs must learn to live in the
wilderness Nigel DavenHampshire
port, Susan
1972

- Mork and
(1)
Mindy
0[CNN] - Primenews/
120
ED - Gunsmoke
- Ben Wattenberg's
1980
ED SD - Bill Moyers'
Journal
[CBN] - Missionaries in
Action
[ESPN] - NFL Racquetball
[SHOW] - MOVIE: 'Cube'
Melodrama set in the midst
of the Cuban revolution
SD

The true story of dedicated parents who helped their son
leave the Isolation of autism is told in a dramatic film,
"Son-Rise: A Miracle of Love," Thursday, July,3l, on
NBC. Kathryn Harrold, young Michael Adams and
James Farentino portray the Kaufman family.
(REPEAT) (Stations reserve the right to make last mlnute changes

sm.I THURSDAY
5:15 A.M.
(1) - MOVIE: Trail Street'
Men and women carve a
great wheat empire out of
the wilds of early Kansas
Randolph Scott. Robert
Ryan, Anne Jeffreys 1947
8:00 A.M.
(ESPN] - Summer Basketball
9:00 A.M.
d;mMOVIE: -Lone Star

e

10:00 A.M.
no_ MOVIE:'King Of The
Pecos* Young lawyer, seeking revenge for the murder
of his parents John Wayne,
Muriel Evans 1938
11:00 A.M.
- Tennis Otend
. .....
Masters
1:00 P.M.
CU-MOVIE:•Fernale on the
Beech' A woman marries a
man whom she later suspects of wanting to murder
her for her money Joan
Crawford, Jeff Chandler,
Jan Sterling 1955
- MOVIE:'Stop, You're
Killing Me' Beer baron racketeer is persuaded by his
wife to go legitimate Broderick Crawford. Claire Yrs-

•

vor, Virginia Gibson, 1953

3:30 P.M.
[SHOW] - MOVIE: TenWier Part 4
4:00 P.M.
CU - MOVIE: "Day of the
Wolves' Seven bearded
men, known to each other
only by number. gather under the leadership of the
'Brain; Number One. and
plan the perfect crime- to isolate a small town-cut it off
from the outside world for
three hours, and sack it Richard Egan, Rock Jason,
Martha Nye', Jan Murray
1971
- Divieh

and Friendel
5:30 P.M.
[HBO)- MOVIE. 'Voices' A
struggling rock singer and a
deaf dance teacher find the
strength to realize their
dreams. Michael Ontkeen,
Amy Irving, Alex Rocco

Rated PG. 1979
6:00 P.M.
IED 42100(I)(ID
ova_ News
- Joker's Wild
SD [CNN] - Sports and
Newsworid
- Mayberry. R.F.D.
- Zoom
ED ED
[ESPN] - Australian Rules
Football
[SHOW]- MOVIE: 'AmeriCithOe It's 1998,and America's run out of gas and
money John Ritter, Harvey
Korman. Rated PG.
6:30 P.M.
00 - NBC News
0000-CBS News
(I)- Tie Tao Dough
1.al
_ ABC News
Carol Burnett and
Friends

ED- Wild World of Animals
- 0. E. D.
ED
7:00 P.M.

showing the contrasting lifestyles, corruption and political unrest that eventually
led Fidel Castro to power
Sean
Cannery,
Brooke
Adams. Rated R 1979
[HBO]- MOVIE:'Death on

the Nile' This is a dramatization of one of Agatha Crishe s masterpieces. • •Peter
Ustinov, Bette Davis. David
Niven Rated PG
8:30 P.M.
00ED - Angie
SF)- Sneak Previews
[OBN]- Wake Up America
9:00 P.M.
- MOVIE: 'Tourist' A
tour through Europe provides the setting for this film
Bradford Dillman, Lee Menwether, Adrian Barbeau
00- MOVIE:'Son Rise:
A Miracle of Love' The parents of an autistic boy help
him out of his isolated existence and into the real world.
James Farentino, Kathryn
Harrold, Michael Adams,
1979
0 0 0 - Bernaby
Jones
SD _ Palace
ID 131)0- Barney Miller
SD _ Mery Griffin
•_ Righteous Apples
map_ Ben Wattenbete's
1980
(CBNI - 700 Club
(ESPN]- Top Rank Sexing
9:30 P.M.
(D 00 _ Nobody's
Perfect
ED - Good Neighbors
SD Camera Three
10:00 P.M.
0000 _ Knots
Landing
(IE)- Rev. Ike Special
00SD - 20/20
110 [CNN) - Freeman
Reports
SD - Soundstage: Chick
Corea and Friends
OD0- Soundstag•
[SHOW] - MOVIE: 'Monteith and Rand' All the fads
and foibles of the decade
are examined by this unusual comedy team John
Monteith, Suzanne Rand
10:30 P.M.
(CON) - Norman Vincent
Peeks
[HOW - HBO Sneak
Preview
1 1:00 P.M.
00000
MiN0-News
- Dating Game
(CNN]_ Sports Tonight
•
0- All In the Family
_ David Allen at Large
€1:0

0 c
Hoilywo
maiwtSquares
- Tic Tem Dough
0- News
_ Face the Music
CC
SD _ Louisville Tonight
0[CNN]- Moneyline
(L)- Sanford and Son
SD - Chico and the Man
SD - P.M. Magazine
al
lefirerep
Repa3
t.
MacN".
SD - All in the Family
icsh1- Backyard
7:30 P.M.
- Country Roads
00- Face the Music
O - Joker's Wild
0_ New Joker's Wild
1211) - Dating Game
O - Our Incredibie World
- P.M. Megazine
513 _ Bobby Vinton
0[CNN]- Sports Tonight
carc.4 Burnett and

-

[OBISI] - John Ankerberg
[HBO] - Summer Sports
Special
11:30 P.M.
- Tonight Show
0 al
Jeffersons
- Harness Racing
- ABC News
[CNN] _ Newsdesk
- M•A'S*1-1
DE)- Captioned ABC News
[OBN]- Ross Bagley
[ESPN] - ESPN Sports
Center
11:45 P.M.
- Charlie's
Angels
12:00 A.M.
CD up
_ MOVIE:
o
'In the Matter of Karen Ann
Quinlan' The Quinlans attempt to have a life support
system removed from their
terminally ill daughter and
encounter unexpected resworld-wide
and
istance
publicity Brian Keith, Piper
Laurie, David Spielberg
1977

MOVIE: 'Call
Northside 777'
a)_ Medical Center
[ESPN1- NFL Racquetball
[SHOW] - MOVIE: 'Sheehan at Cannes' Hollywood
insider David Sheehan
takes you to the Riviera for
this famous film festival
David Sheehan Rated G.

MOVIE: The Eiger
Sanction' A retired hit-man
is hired to seek out two men
who have stolen secret United .States microfilm. Clint
Eastwood. George Kennedy,
Vonetta McGee Rated R
1975
12:45.A.M.
000- Beretta
1:00 A.M.
00(1)- Tomorrow
0[CNN)- People Tonight
ICBM - Koinonia
[ESPN]- Top Rank Boxing
[SHOW] - MOVIE: 'Centinier Part 4
1:30 A.M.
- Hour of Power
2:00 A.M.
CI)- Joe Franklin Show
MOVIE:'Three Bullets
for a Long Gun Two partners search for a hidden
treasure Beau Brummell,
Keith Van Der Wet 1973
[HBO)-

1CNNi - Sports Update
2:30 A.M.
0 (CNN) - Overnight
Desk
3:00 A.M.
CID - MOVIE:'Sitting Bull' A
cavalry major is accused of
being s traitor because of
his sympathetic ettitude toward the Indians. Dale Robertson. Mary Murphy. J
Carrot N•ish. 1954
3:30 A.M.
(EsPhl - ESPN Sports
Center

Complete Line Of
Building Materials
and Hardware
"We Offer You
More Quality
For Less Money "
"The F.S.T. Store"

WARREN
LUMBER CO.
Winchester Rd.
Mt. Sterling

4:30 A.M.
'Shield For
513 - MOVIE:
Murder' A detective murders a bookmaker to get
825.000 Edmond O'Brien,
John Agar, Marla English
1954

5:15 A.M.
- MOVIE: 'Crossfire' A
crazed, intolerant soldier
becomes a killer who is
trapped by his own AntiSemitism
Robert Young,
Robert Ryan, Robert Mitchum. Sam Levene 1947

8:00 A.M.
[ESPNI- European Soccer
9:00 A.M.
- MOVIE:'An Inspector
Calls' An inspector, investigating a girl's suicide, tricks
her family into confessing
their responsibility for her
death Alastair Sum, Eileen
Moore

10:00 A.M.
- MOVIE: 'The Girls of
Pleasure Island' A British
gentleman and his three
daughters live peacefully on
an island until invaded by
1500 marines. Leo Genn,
Gene Barry, Elsa Lanchester 1953

11:00 A.M.
IESPN1- Auto Racing '80
1:00 P.M.
COD - MOVIE: 'Divided
Heart' A young couple
learns their 10-year-old foster son's mother is alive and
wants him back. Alexander
Knox, Cornell Borchers,
Yvonne Mitchell. 1954
SD - MOVIE: The Savage'
A young white boy, rescued
by the Sioux, is torn between his loyalties for his
race and his tribe. Charlton
Heston, Susan Morrow. Peter Hanson. 1952
ID _ MOVIE: The Big
Carnival' A jobless ace reporter browbeats an Albuquerque newspaper owner.
editor into giving him a job.
His treatment of the wife of
a man trapped underground
leads Se his death. Kirk
Douglas, Jan Sterling, Bob
Arthur. 1951
3:30 P.M.
(SHOW) - MOVIE: 'Butch
Sundence:
The Early
and
Days' An outlaw and a
sharpshooter take on cattle
companies, banks and railroads. Tom Bei-m.19er, William Katt. Rated PG.
4:00 P.M.
op _MOVIE:The Men Who
Never Was'British Naval Intelligence officers devise a
plan to throw the Germans
off guard, making the invasion of Sicily easier for the
Allies. Clifton Webb, Gloria
Grahame, Robert Fleming
Stephen Boyd 1958
aD- Dinah and Frionds1
5:00 P.M.
mew - MOVIE: 'Mission:
Galactic.'
6:00 P.M.
00000
(3)0- News
- Joker's Wild
SD _ Andy Griffith
SD - Mayberry, R.F.D.
- zoo.
ED ED
[EsPh] - US. -Nibble
Tennis
[SHOW] - MOVIE: The
Great Train Robbery' A pair
of con men pull off the robbery of the century. Sean
Connery, Donald Seth*,
land, Lesley-Anne Down
1979
(CNN) - Sports ' and
Newsworld
6:30 P.M.
00(11) - NBC News
0000-CRS News
- Tic Tac Dough
000- ABC News
SD love Lucy
-

I

4:45 A.M.
MOVIE:'Yellow Jack'
n Army surgeon sets out to
fi
the cause of yellow
fe er Robert Montgomery.
Virginia Bruce 1938
d_

7

Hop
Sull.
198
ID
ED
clerl
ice

and
cash
Cool
196

(D - Carol Burnett and
Friends
0-Wild World of Animals
5130- Footsteps
7:00 P.M.
- Crosswits
0- Hollywood Squares
- Tic Tac Dough
0- News
11:0 - Face the Music
- T-Ber-V Ranch Hayloft
Hoedown Revisited
- Hogan's Heroes
(D - Sanford and Son
ED - Chico and the Man
SD - P.M. Magazine
ED ED CD - MacNeilLehrer Rapt.
ED - All in the Family
[OEM]- Stuff
[HBO] - Summer Sports
Special
[CNN]- Moneyline
7:30 P.M.
0- Price Is Right
0ED - Face the Music
_ Joker's Wild
0- New Joker's Wild
CE - Dating Game
- P.M. Magazine
- Popl Goes the Country
Major League
Baseball: Atlanta at Montreal
ID - Carol Burnett and
Friends
SD - All in the Family
SD - MWS'14
€13- Dick Covert
ED - Comment on
ED
Kentucky
(CON)- Lesson
(ESPN) - ESPN Sports
Center
[CNN]- Sports Tonight
7:45 P.M.
(Chri)- TV Tonight
8:00 P.M.
_ Diffrent
00
Strokes/Fects of Ufe
0000_ Incredible
Hulk
- Major League
Baseball: Houston at New
York
Benson
- Gunstnoke
0ED SD - Wash Week
in Review
- Hard Time
ICBM - Intouch
[ESPN]-Peak Tour Bowling
[SHOW) - MOVIE: The
Champ' A strugglin9 boxer
gains strength and inspiration from a little boy. John
Voight. Rated PG 1979
[HBO]- MOVIE: 'Sunburn'
A trio of sleuths team up for
action. intrigue and eonie
fun in the sun Farrah Fawcett Charles Grodin and Art
Carney Rated PG. 1979
(CNN)- Prirniminva/120
8:30 P.M.
(E) 13) SD GoodtIme
Girls
Si) ED SD - Wall Street
Week
9:00 P.M.
00 513 - Speak Up'
America (PREMIERE)
ID0- Dukes of
b
Hazzard
0 0 SD _ MOVIE:
'Casino' A suave and sophisticated gambler's floating
hotel and gambling ship is
stalked, by sabotage on it's
Mika Conmaidvoyage
en
ners, Lynda Day George, Bo
4:19
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unini FRIDAYcour..
Hopkins, Robert Reed, Barry
Sullivan, Joseph Cotten
1980

_ Mery Griffin
_ MOVIE: 'Billy Liar' A
ai
clerk in an undertaker's office is engaged to two girls
and has spent the petty
cash Julie Christie, Tom
Courtnay, Wilfred Pickles
1963
GD(E)- Ofd Friends, New
Friends

ECBNI - 700 Club
9:30 P.M.

ED
GD _ Human Face of
Chine
[ESPNI -

Summer Basket-

ball

10:00 P.M.
In
- Friday
Fights
O - Donahue PM

ocuilefg_ Dallas

OD - IBS Evening News
El) (I) - Jazz at the
Maintenance Shop
(SHOW]- MOVIE: 'Crimebusters A 'law and order'
comedy

[HBO]

- Standing Room
Only: Lido de Paris
[CNN]- Freeman Reports

10:30 P.M.
- Kiners Korner
GD - Crosswits
ICI3N I - Richard Hogue

1 1:00 P.M.
ID0
001111 OD
ID ID IED 0- News
X - lronside

GD - Last of the Wild
GD - All in the Family
GD David Allen at Large
(CBMI1- Dan Griffin Show
[HBO] - MOVIE: 'From

_

Russia with Love' The beautiful Russian defector that
James Bond is trying to help
is actually a pawn in a plot
to destroy him. Sean Connery, Pedro Armendariz,
Lotto Lenya, Robert Shaw
Rated PG. 1963

[CNN]- Sports Tonight
11:30 P.M.

_

_ Tonight Show

Paid Political
Broad- cast
- MOVIE:'Look Back in
Darkness' Bradford Dillman. Catherine Schell, Ray
Smith 1975
PGA Championship
O
- Fridays

terrorize
Japan after the H-bomb
tests.
Yumi
Shirakawa,
Kenji Sahara. 1959
OD - PA*A*S*H
01- America's Top Ten
GD - Captioned ABC News
ICBNI - Ross Bagley

[ESPN]

-

ESPN

Sports

River' A wagon train guide
returns to Portland seeking
cattle and provisions for settlers and ends up steeling
provisions and escaping across Mt. Hood's snowy
slopes James Stewart. Arthur Kennedy, Julie Adams
1952

_

GD Avengers
GD - To Be Announced
GI - MOVIE: 'Legend

Of
Lizzie Borden' The story of
the notortous New England
spinster accused of the ase
murders of her father and
stepmother. .frits Werra,:
Katherine Helmond, Elisabeth Montgomery, Helen
Craig 1975

ea- Live from Second City
OD - David Susakind
(ESPN1- PBA Tour Bowling
(SHOW] - MOVIE: 'Dona
Fler and Her Two Husbands'
A widow discovers there is

GD - Harold Lloyd
ECEINI - Manna
[ESPNI - ESPN

1:00 A.M.
Midnight
00

a) _

Sports

[CNN)- Freeman Reports
10:30 A.M.

ices scruples and honor for
money, but redeems himself
in the end Humphrey Bogart, Eleanor Parker, Raymond Massey 1950
1119 - Baseball Replay:
Atlanta at Montreal
[CBN] - Michael Manning

]ESPN] - European Soccer
11:00 A.M.

People get the chance to speak out on the issues of the
day when NBC's "Speak Up America" airs Friday, Aug.
I. Jayne Kennedy and Marjoe Gortner (top) are co-

princess in plot to seize Ali
Baba's wealth Takes Ali prisoner but son comes to rescue. winning
hand
of

[CNN]- People Tonight
1:15 A.M.
1:30 A.M.
(um]- Jimmy Sweggart
[ESPN[ - Summer Basketball

N..
5:00 A.M.

1:45 A.M.

2:30 A.M.
[HBO] - MOVIE: 'Sorcerer'
Four men try to work their
way out of a nightmarish
jungle Roy Scherder Rated
PG.
[CNN)- Overnight Desk

2:45 A.M.

ag
_ MOVIE:'Slaughter' Alter a bomb kills his parents,
an es-Green Beret captain
discovers it was the work of
the syndicate He joins with
the US Treasury department in breaking up the organization
Brown.
Jim
Stella Stevens, Cameron
Mitchell 1972

3:00 A.M.

_

MOVIE: 'Broken
Journey' Study of the survivors of a Swiss plane crash
and how each one faces the
struggle for survival Phyllis
Calvert. James
Donald.
Francis L Sullivan 1948

3:30 A.M.
Sports

Center

1:913 A.M.
(ESPN[ - PKA Fall Contact

5:15 A.M.
(1) -

MOVIE: 'Carry on
Admirer A Naval Officer
and a statesman engage inn
twin impersonation Peggy
Cummins, David Tomlinson,
A.E. Matthews 1956

5:30 A.M.
GD - Love American Style
[CB8[ - Just Passing Thru
[ESPN]- Australian Rugby
6:00 A.M.
GD - Kids Are People Too
- Ifs Your Business
[CEIN] - Blackwood Brothers

_

News/Weather
no/Upcoming TV

S

6:15A.M.
GD Perspectiveo6:A M.
0- Summer Semester
GD - Rebop
- Agriculture

[CBN]- Rou Begley
(CNN)- Week
7:00 A.M.

a _ Big Blue Marble

(I)- U S Farm Report
0- Porky & Friends
0- Call the Doctor
- News
GD - Kentucky Afield
fla

GD - Vegetable Soup
- Flintstonsis
- MOVIE. 'Sagebrush
Trail' Western John Wayne
1933

fESPNI

- NASL Soccer
Rochester at Minnesota
[CNN] - Everybody's
Buslnees

7:30 A.M.

Karate

4:30 A.M.

- little Rascals
Hot Fudge
(,) - Newark and Reality
-

OD - MOVIE:ltort of All
Baba' Caliph uses beautiful

princess Tony Curtis, Piper
Laurie, Susan Cabot Victor
Jory, 1952
a)-Maverick

SATURDAY

ag _ News

2:00 A.M.

GD

_

Wash.

Week

in

U a GD _ The Jetsons

2:00 P.M.

_ Voyage to the Bottom
o
of the Sea

- Star Trek
X
MOVIE
- Viewpoint
'13
Frightened Girls' A London
Flintstones
diplomat's teenage daugh
ter sets up her own brand of (E)- Emergency One
international spying MurGD - Kidsworld
ray Hamilton, Joyce Taylor,
GD - Here's to Your Health
Hugh Marlowe 1963
GD - Let's Face It
ECBN1- Stuff
[CNN]- From Hollywood
[CNN]- Art of Cooking

o
a•

-

hosts; below are producer George Schlatter and reporter Rhonda Bates.(PREMIERE)
,Nt.itiona reserve the right to make last mtnute changes

[HBO] -

- Joe Franklin Show
[SHOW]- MOVIE:'Malibu
Beach' The surf's up when
boys meet bikinis on 'Malibu Beech.' Kim Lankford,
James Daughton, Susan
Player Jarreau. Rated R
ICNNI - Sports Update

MOVIE: 'P.T. 109' Lt
John F Kennedy and his PT
crew
6 are stranded on a Pacific island Cliff Robertson,
Ty Hardin. Robert Culp

00 GD _ Daffy Duck (D
"
R"
- Focus
Show
[SHOW] - MOVIE: 'Oh
000OD_ All-New Coward!' A trio celebrates
Popeye Hour
the melody and wit of Noel
(E)
Er) - Scooby and Coward Roderick Cook, Jamie Ross, Pat Galloway
Scrappy Don
[CNN]- N/W/S _
ECBNI - Lesson

GD _ Return of the Saint
ag
_ MOVIE: 'Chain
Lightning' A let pilot sacrif-

01- Maverick
[ESPN] - ESPN

GD _

Center

0- MOVIE:'The Owl and
the Pussycat' An offbeat
love story of two highly incompatible city dwellers
who learn to get along in
spite of their differences
Barbra Streisand, George
Segal 1973

Center

[CNN]- Newsdesk
12:00 A.M.
(I)- MOVIE: 'Bend of the

_

1 2:45 A.M.

_

_

_

if)- 81.98 Beauty Show

MOVIE: 'Tennessee
Johnson' Historical drama
of Andrew Johnson,successor to the Presidency after
Lincoln's
assassination
Van Heflin. Ruth Hussey,
Lionel Barrymore 1943

- Extension People

GD - Well Street Week
[CBN]- Best of 700 Club
lESP511- Tennis
1:30 P.M.

MOVIE: 'Cheyenne
Autumn' The
Cheyenne
Indians return to their native 0
U - This Week in
grounds in a struggle that
aroused the entire American
Baseball
al GD - Invisible
nation Richard Widmark, 0
Carroll Baker, James Ste- Children
wart 1964
GD MOVIE: 'Dog Pound
Two men get toGD MOVIE: 'In Society' Shuffle'
Two plumbers and a girl tax- gether to save a dog from
icab driver are mistaken for impoundment Ron Moody,
David Soul 1975
guests at a swank party
Bud Abbott, Lou Costello,
- Hot Fudge
K119r4
b4
y Grant, Marion Hutton
GD Public Affairs

GD - MOVIE:'Lay' Suicidal
derelict is stopped from
Jumping off the bridge by an
old school chum who takes
him home for dinner hoping
he will fall in love with his
wife so that he will be free to
marry his mistress. Jack
Lemmon. Peter Falk. Elaine
May, 1967

o

ag a)
_ MOVIE: 'The H-Man'
Mysterious killings

GD

o - TBA

MOVIE: 'Posse' A
ruthless U S. Marshal cuts a
swathe of murder, lies and
betrayal across the Southwest in his maniacal pursuit
of power Kirk Douglas.
Bruce Dern, Be Hopkins,
James Stacy Rated PG
1975

snakebite
Joel McCrea,
Frances Dee, Charles Bickford /90

- Dr. Who

12:30 A.M.

GD

9:30 A.M.

[CBIN]- Rock
10:00 A.M.

sex after death in a Brazilian
retreat Sonia Braga, Jose
Wilker Rated R

Special
Night

-

a)
m S
Superman
Tw
u
.
pe

Flintstones
(E)- Animals, Animals
Laff-A-Lym- pica
GD - Romper Room
GD - Family Affair

•_

GD - PoCulYzi
GD - Tom & Jerry
[CNN]- Sports Review
8:00 A.M.
0 0 (I) - Godzilla/
Globetrotters
Hour

Adventure

0 0 ID
OD Adventures
of
Mighty
Mouse and Heckle & Jeckle
(It) - Davey/Goliath
(ID GE)_ World's
Greatest Superfriends

GD - Ultrarnan
GD - Bugs Bunny/

Porky

Pig
- Goodies
- Ever Increasing
Faith

ECBNI

[CNN]- Medicine and Your
Health

8:30 A.M.
(10- Viewpoint on Nutrition
▪ - MOVIE: 'Slaughter
Trair Robber pug, aided by
woman accomplice, kills
three Indians and an Army
fort commanoant
Brian
Donlevy. Gig Young. Virginia Grey 1951
(1)- Torn & Jerry
GD - Fawlty Towers
[CNN]- Style

9:00 A.M.

U

a (E) _

Fred and
Barney Meet the Shmoo

0000 lams
Bunny/Road Runner Show
(1)- Daniel Boone
0 OD - Plasticrnan
rnedy/ Adventure Show
cD _ Popeye
OD - Fell a Rise of R. Perrin
[CBN]- Life in the Spirit
[CNN]- N/W/S

R

a)_

_

ail _

2:30 P.M.

11:30 A.M.
Jonny Quest
00
0000- New Fat
Albert Show
WI GD - Loft A•Lym- pins
- News for Kids
GD MOVIE: 'Chariots of
the Gods? Poses the question of the possibility of
extra-terrestrial visitors inhabiting the Earth many
years ago Dr Harold Reinl
1971

eg _ Good Neighbors

[CBN]- Backyard
[CNN]- Here's How
12:00 P.M.
EI _
0-Godzilla
Wrestling
Bu
-nSnhylai
Bug
e
?
zaFmrilends
GD -113

ag
ag0- ABC Weekend
Special

O - Julia Child & More
Company

ICBN]- Puppet Tree
[CNN]- Sportsweek
12:30 P.M.
0- Flash Gordon
O OD GD - Taman and the
Super Seven

O

- MOVIE: 'Camelot'
King Arthur end his Queen
Guinevere are happy to
gather until Sir Lancelot an
rives and falls in love with
the queen Richard H•rns,
Vanessa Redgrave, Franco
Nero 1967
11)- Bowling
0
American
Bandstand

fig _ Victory Garden
ECEIN] - Bible Bowl
EESPNI - ESPN Sports
Center

[CNN]- Newsmaker
1:00 P.M.

O-

MOVIE: 'Day of the
Wolves' Seven
bearded
men, known to each other
only by number, gather under the leadership of the
Brain,' Number One. and
plan the perfect crime to isolate a small town-cut it off
from the outside world for
three hours. and sack it Richard Egan, Rick Jason,
Martha Flyer, Jan Murray
1971

ao _

Brady Bunch
0.- Can Am Races
GD - Tobacco Talk
GD Old Houseworks
GD - Marcus Welby, M. D.

_

[CBN] - New Hope
3:00 P.M.

a a)

Pre-Game
U
Show
C9i) - MOVIE, 'Thief Of
Baghdad' A young thief
meets a genie in old Bagdad Sabu, June Duprez,
Conrad Veldt 1940
GD MOVIE:'The Brothers
O'Toole'
The
misadventures of a pair of slick
drifters who by chance ride
into the sleepy brokendown mining town of Molybdenum. Colorado, in the
1890's. John Astir', Pat Carroll, Hans Conned 1972
-

_

- Wide World of Sports

GD - Mission Impossible
ED - Tony Brown's Journal
- Masterpiece Theatre:
Lillie

[CBN]- Just Passing Thru
[HBO]- MOVIE:'Promises
In the Dark' A strong willed
compassionate
doctor
fights to maintain her °bloctivity as a young patient
struggles mustn't cancer
Marsha Mason Rated PG
1979

[CNN]- TV Week
3:15 P.M.

- Great Sports Legends
Major Lupus
0- Battle of the Planets
Baseball:
California
at
Toronto /or Chicago at San
Lip - MOVIE: 'The Way
*name- Stift deletes* be- Franciscocome a hard-frghttng close3:30 P.M.
knit machine, serving in
OD - Wide World of Sports
North Africa during World
War II David Niven, Stanley
GD - Otnsmoke
Holloway, Leo Germ 1944
OD - AFC-NFC Hall of Fame
OD - MOVIE: 'Four FOOS* Game'
San Diego vs. Green
West' An outlaw and girl he
Bey
loves win out against bank
robbery. mortgage foreclo- IcaN1- Ford Phllphot
sure, siege of diphtheria and [SHOW] - Truekin' In

O

-

is—
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SATURDAY

SATURDAYcoNT..
4
1
Nashville
[CNN]- Ross and Wilson
4:00 P.M.

ED - Nashville Music
(j - MOVIE: For Pates
Sake' A woman borrows
money from a loan shark so
her husband can go to college. When her investment
plan backfires, the loan
shark expects her to work
off her loan. Barbra Streisand. Michael Sarrazin, Estelle Parsons 1974
- Flambards
- Kenneth Copetand
[CNN]- Take 2
4:30 P.M.
CBS Sports
Spectacular
- Kiners Korner

0

0

ED- Nashville on the Road.
5:00 P.M.
- Outer Limits

CD - Bonanza
- This Week in Baseball
ED - Country Roads
ED - Free to Choose
ED (13 - Time Management
[CEIN1- Bob Gass
[ESPN]- Boxing

.

[SHOW] - MOVIE: 'Hard
Times' A fighter and his
manager take on impromptu
matches for high stakes in
New Orleans during the Depression. Rated PG. Charles
Bronson. James Coburn,Jill
Ireland 1975
[H130) - MOVIE: The
Champ' A struggling boxer
gains strength and inspiration from a little boy. John
Voight Rated PG. 1979
[CNN]- Best of Fred
5:30 P.M.
ED - Championship Wrestling
- Pop! Goes the Country
ED ED - Market to Market
[CBNI - Ross Bagley
[CNN]- Week
6:00 P.M.
Wane)ED - News
0- Concern
from
Racing
Acqueduct
Nashville
Music
That
ED
OD - My Three Sons
ED - Catch 25
New Shapes:
Education
[CNN]- Press Box

_

-

7:30 P.M.
- Inside Look
0- Joker. Joker. Joker
- Name That Tune

6:30 P.M.
In Search of

- Nluppets
0
(D ED - CBS News
X.) - Apple Polishers
(E)- Bexters
- Newsmakers
if - NBC News
Mayberry, R.F.D.
0Friends Old Friends. New

•_

ED(D - Righteous Apple'
[CNN]- Medicine and Your
Health
7:00 P.M.
- Dance Fever
Lawrence Welk

_

- Hee Haw
0IS ID
0- Juvenile Court
(1]
Major
League
Baseball Houston at New
York
Fooling*

ao _

•- She Na Na
- Evening at Pops
ap - Onoe Upon a

[CNN]- Sports
11:15P.M.
ED - ABC News

Major
League
Baseball: Atlanta at Montreal
ED - World of the Sea
ED - she-Nei-N.
ED ED - Dick Cavan Show
[CEIN] - Lundstrorns
[ESPN) - ESPN Sports
Center

11:30 P.M.
In (I) - Saturday
Night Live
- MOVIE: Tell Me
Where It Hurts' A middle
aged housewife changes
her life when she forms a
consciousnesswomen's
raising group with her
friends. Maureen Stapleton,
Paul Sorvino, Ayn Ruyman
1974
0- Avengers

o

8:00 P.M.
CID - EU and the

-

CL
ED - Pop! Goes the Country
CL

[HBO] - Whodunit? Greatest Unsolved Mysteries
[CNN]- Sports Saturday

CD - Betts Middle, in
Concert Cleveland
EL)- Reflections of the 3rd
Reich
ED ED - Monty Python
[SHOW] - MOVIE: 'Jet
Pilot' International diplomacy is threatened when an
American pilot falls in love
with a Russian defector
John Wayne, Janet Leigh.

Bear
- Universe
0
0ED
0ED - 240-Robert
- Dolly!
129 ED CO - All Creatures
Great and Small
[CBN]- Best of 700 Club
[ESPN]- NFL Racquetball

X - Harness Racing
- MOVIE: 'Panic in
Needle Park' A girl from Indiana falls in love with a
New York heroin addict and
becomes addicted herself.
Al Pacino, Kitty Winn, Richard Bright 1971

[HBO]- MOVIE:'Defiance'
An off-duty seaman dares to
stand up to a New York
gang. Rated PG. 1980
[CNN]-

ruthless gangster has a
mother complex, but is
known as a heartless killer.
James Cooney, Virginia
Mayo, Edmond
O'Brien
1949
ABC
News
ED
ED- Live from Second City
- Wrestling

8:30 PM.
0
010 ED - MOVIE:
The Prince of Central Park'
A 12-year-old Robinson Crusoe, driven from the emotional pain of a foster home,
builds an oasis for himself
and his younger sister Ruth
Gordon, T.J. Hargrave, Lisa
Richard. 1975
(E)- Popl Goes the Country
9:00 P.M.
- TBA

ED (E)ED - Love Boat

_
_

Porter Wagoner
MOVIE:'Cowboy And
The Lady' A cattle-rancher
gets a blind date with a heiress and marries her before
she quite knows what is
happening. Gary Cooper,
Merle Oberon, Walter Brennan 1938
ED ED - Ascent of Man
[ESPN] - NASL Soccer:
Rochester at Minnesota
[SHOW] - MOVIE: 'Ore
cuts The arrival of Count
Dracula in England heralds
the beginning of a reign of
terror for a man and his fiance. Louis Jordan
[CNN]- Newsmaker
9:30 P.M.

_ Muppets

- Kiners Korner
- Country Roads
[CBN]- Lesson
10:00 P.M.
Six O'Clock

a
Follies

_

CBS News
0a)
Hour
€6 - Meet the Mayors
(DIDED - Fantasy Island
(D - TBS Evening News
OD - Nashville on the Road
ED ED - Murder Most
English
[CBN] - Rock Church
Proclaims
(HBO] - MOVIE: The Ace'
A Marine jet pilot runs his
family like a battalion in
pe
t97
9
etime. Robert Duvall,
Blythe Danner Rated PG
[CNN]- NAN/S
10:30 P.M.
Good Time

wa
U ED _
Harry

R

X - New York Report
OD - That Nashville Wide

(CBNI - Blackwood BrothOr/
MOVIE Sheik
hen et Cannes' Hollywood
Sheehan
David
insider
takes you to the Riviera for
this fiances him festival
Dowd Sheehan Rayed

000000
Now*
CID - Benny Hill Show
_ Dick Meurlos end
Cant/

11:00 P.M.

OD OD €9 410 -

en

ED - MOVIE:'White Heat' A
Joe(Ramon Bien)Is shocked when his angry wife Katie
(K Callan) gives him a lapful of water when she hears
his reasons for allowing one of his employees to nurse
her child on the Job, on "Joe's World," Saturday, Aug. 2,
on NBC.(REPEAT)
(Stations reserve the'VA to make last minute changes

Nomadic instincts help
actors' employability
By RUTH THOMPSON

movie, "M Station: Hawaii,"
that starred Andrew Prine

Before movies and television, a standard advertisement placed by actors and
vaudevillians- looking for
work was, "Have tuxedo, will
travel."
How much have things
changed? Not that much.
Actors who have done well
buy themselves dream houses,
but most of them, who want to
continue to prosper, can't
afford to lose their nomandic
flexibility. It isn't often the
work comes to you ... you go
to it.
In fact, there have been
only three major stars who
have persuaded networks they
were worth hiring though they
wouldn't leave their home
bases: Jackie Gleason, who
had rooted himself in Miami,
Dick Van Dyke, who favored
Phoenix, and Jack Lord. Basic
to each of these deals was the
implication that once facilitiesi.were upgraded in these
regions, other network productions would follow.
Gleason's series is long gone,
and Van Dyke's second series
never warmed the response in
the public that his first (with

and Dana Wynter.
Which meant Lord

Mary Tyler Moore) had.
Now Lord's series, too,

has
ended, but there are indications that Hawaii may remain
an active center for an occasional network series. The
reasons are sound. The Gleason variety show and the Van
Dyke situation comedy could
have
been
produced
anywhere. But as Jack Lord
proved with his 12-year run in
"Hawaii Five-0," if you're
going to do a show with
Hawaii as a setting. Hawaii is
the place to be. And Lord's
own company is in the forefront of production outfits
trying to mint pertinent new
shows. In fact, he also directed

last

month's

CBS

TV-

could
continue to stay home. It also
meant that Ms. Wynter, Prine,
Andrew Duggan and the rest
of the large cast had to pick
themselves up and go to
Hawaii from wherever it is
they call home. Not that
Hawaii, with its fine hotels, is
considered a hardship post.
The same cannot be said of
some other islands, which also
boast palm trees and pounding surf. One fine actor who
says so is Trevor Howard.
Mention words like Bora-Bora
to him, or a movie called
"Hurricane," and you evoke a

reflexive shudder. The actors
had to start work before the
local hOtel was finished. In
fact the actors had finished
their several months of joboriented exile about the time
the plumbing was installed.
This season Chris Sarandon
is working in London and Paris on "A Tale of Two Cities,"
the first of next fall's
Hallmark super-specials in
the CRS schedule. But last
year he spent two months in
the desert in Tunisia for "The
Day Christ Died." The year
before that, his big location
job was in the town of Jim
Thorpe, Pa., for "You Can't
Go Home Again." About that
he told us, it was a charming

place, but it doesn't matter
too much where you are when
you're working, your concentration is on the role.
Not all actors share the
Sarandon role-immersion, of
course, but someone who went
Sarandon one better was
actress Signe Basso. She is on
record as saying 16 years ago,
that every time she got her
travel orders she started worrying about her possessions.
"So one day I Just decided to
give them away."

ESPN

[ESPN] Center
[CNN]- Press Box

Sports

11:45 P.M.
ED MOVIE: The Twisted
Brain' A brillant teenager is
transformed into a half-man,
half-beast, and is controlled
by an evil force commanding him to kill. Pat Cardi,
John Niland, Rosie Holotik.
1974
-

12:00 A.M.
CL - Championship Wrestling
- Rock Concert

ED

[CEIN] - Hi Doup
[ESPN1 - Boxing

[H1301- MOVIE:'Heartbeat'
A romance between a
schooled lady pickpocket
and a polished diplomat
with a yen for dancing takes
many turns in this different
story Ginger Rogers. Jean.
Pierre Aumont, Basil Rath bone. 1946
[CNN]- Freeman Reports

12:30 A.M.

O - Return of the Saint
ED r- Racers
- MOVIE:'Bunny Lake Is
Missing' A young mother,
just arrived from America,
puts her 4-year-old daughter in e London day school
and the girl vanishes. Laurence Olivier.-Carole Lynley.
Keir Dullea 1965
[CBN]- Holiday at Melody
Land
1:00 A.M.
MOVIE: The Prince
and the Pauper' The story of
a prince and a beggar boy
who change clothes and
Flynn,
Errol
identities.
Claude Rens, Alen Hale
1937
- Second City TV
- MOVIE: 'Dr. Jekyll &
Sister Hyde' A young doctor/Wier changes himself
into a woman and the female personality becomes
dominant.
72
Ralph Bates. Martine Beswich. Gerald Sim

O-

CL

- MOVIE:'Stanley' Vietnam vet uses a rattlesnake
as his personal weapon of
revenge against mankind
Chris Robinson. Alex Rocco,
Susan Carroll 1972.
ED - MOVIE: The Female
Trap' A hitch-hiker is picked
up by young girl who takes
him to a desert out post
house. Jack Lord, Susan
Strasberg, Collin Wilox.
1968
ED - World Championship
Tennis
- America's Top Ton

ED

[CEIN] - Best of 700 Club
[SHOW]- MOVIE: 'Carnal
Knowledge' Two Amherst
roommates compete for the
affections of a Smith co-.d
Jack Nicholson, Candice
Garfunkel.
Bergen,
Art
1971
[CNN]- N/W/S
1:30 A.M.
- Don Kirschnor's Rock
Concert
OD - News
ID- MOVIE:'Rage' A physician at an isolated construction camp in Mexico is
bitten by a rabid dog. Glenn
Ford, Stella Stevens. 1966
- Baseball Replay:
Atlanta at Montreal

ED

2:00 A.M.
[ESPN]- NFL Racquetball
3:00 A.M.
[EsPN1 - ESPN Sports
Center
3:30 A.M.
[EsPNI - Canadian Football: British Columbia at
Edmonton

rtUNDAY
5:00 A.M.
[CNN]- From Hollywood
5:30 A.M.
- Agriculture U.S.A

0
- Jerry Falwell
- Play It Safe
- News

O

110 - Voice of Victory

(1)- Directions
6:00 A.M.
ED - Newsmakers
(E)- Max B. Nimble
- James Robison
- Between the Lines
- Today/Nelson PatterED - Kentucky Afield
son
[CEIN] - Christopher CloseED - Tobacco Talk
Up
NFL
Arm 0- Insight
LESPNI
Wrestling
[CBN]- Story
[CNN] - News/Sports/ [CNN]- Hem's How
Weather
7:30 A.M.
6:15 A.M.
TV Chapel
- Perspective
- Sunday Soul

ED

O

6:30 A.M.
0
0- A it•tew Way
- Louisville Tonight

-

O - Invisible Children

_

ED - Chivies Fold Sln9mm
(13 - Catholic Mess
ECBNI - Koinonis
(ESPN] US. Tab., Tennis

Christopher*
- Search the Quiet Hour
OD - Bible Answers
- lIla Written
- Rev R.A. West
ED - Lone Ranger

(CNN]- Prom Sok

O - Jimmy Sweigart

7:00 A.M.
- This IS the Ufe
0-For you, Blecli Woman

[CNN]- Art of Cooking

- Dawson Memorial
Church

•

131C C
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SUNDAY
8:00 A.M.
- Mormon Choir
- Catholic Mass
- Day of Discovery
- Black Memo
James
Robison
Presents
(10 - Hour of Power

o
o
O

_

ED

- Today
Prophecy

In

Bible

ED - Evangelistic Outreach
ED - Three Stooges
CD - Lower Lighthouse
- Jerry Falwell

(86) - Rex Humbard
€E)El)ED - Sesame Street
(UM]- Lesson
(CNN]- Freeman Reports
8:30 A.M.
- Oral Roberts
0- Rex Humbard
0- Rev. Leonard Repass
- Police Call
CC ER - Day of Discovery
Lower Lighthouse
CD - Story

O

ED -

ED - Dawn of• New Day
(CBN]- Chapel Hour

0- New Life
0 10
- Sunday
Morning
128 - Oral Roberts
(18 - Rev. Jim Franklin
(D - Partridge Family

ED

[CNN]- N/W/S
9:30 A.M.

0- NAACP
0- Hour of Power
CV) - Nine on New Jersey
(D - Jimmy Swaggart
- R.A. West
Gilligan's Island

ED
ff _

(D - World Tomorrow
- The Monkees
ED - Big Blue Marble
ED - Animals Animals,
Animals

ED

10:00 A.M.
- Rex Humbard
Tony Brown's Journal
.1)
1
- Sunday Mass
- It Is Written

0ER

▪ _ Jimmy Swaggart

ED

Major
League
Baseball: Atlanta at Montreal
CD - MOVIE: The Stalking
Moon' An Indian fighter
trapped in deadly combat
with a ruthless Apache will
stop at nothing to recapture
his son,even if it means murdering the boy's mother
Gregory Peck. Eva Marie
Saint 1969
0-- Issues and Answers
03 CD - Wall Street Matti—
(SHOW] - MOVIE: 'Cam
tinier Part 4
(CNN]- N/W/S

(a)_ Once Upon a Classic
ED - One Way
ED CD - Mister Rogers
Neighborhood
(CBN] - Intouch
(CNN)- Take 2
11:30 A.M.
0- Tony Brown's Journal
- World Tomorrow
0 I - Face the Nation
- Animals, Animals.
Animals

in

- Superman

- Baptist Church
(CGN) - Changed Lives
(ESPN] - ESPN Sports
Center
(CNN)
Newsmaker
Sunday
10:30 A.M.
1811- Church Today
- Ernest Angley

O
0-

National Handgun
Test
(1C) - Point of View
(I)- It Is Written
- Dialogue

ED

- MOVIE: The Quiet
Man' An Irish-Arneric•n
fighter who killed • man in
the ring returns to Ireland
for peace end quiet, but instead gets romance and
very little peace. John
Wayne, Maureen O'Hara,
Berry Fitzgerald 1982
▪ - Baptist Church
- MOVIE: Bowery
ombeholl' A street photographer lands the boys in the
middle of • bank holdup
The Bowery Boys 1946

2:00 P.M.
Major
a) League
Baseball: Houston at New
York

ED - MOVIE:'Battle for the

ff

• _ Leisure

12:00 P.M.
At Issue
- Archie Campbell Show
0- Viewpoint

O

- Hour of Power
ED - Moral Side of the
News

01) E

MOVIE: '633
ER
Squadron' Squadron 633
makes a suicidal but successful attack on a Nazi factory in Norway, a source of
fuel for German rocketlaunching. Cliff Robertson,
George Chakiris, Maria Perachy 1964
- Issues and Answers
Your Government
- MOVIE: 'Inspector
Clouseau' Bumbling Inspector Clouseau is called in to
help Scotland Yard Alan Arkin. Frank Finlay 1968
Directions
- MOVIE: 'Frontier
Horizon' A promoter is swindling ranchers out of land in
order to build a dam to flood
the lend for a reservoir
John Wayne, Phyllis Islay.
Jennifer Jones 1938
CD - Studio See
(CBN)
Time
of
Deliverance

•_
ED

agi _

a!)

12:30 P.M.

ER ED CD -Sesame Street

ED

_ Big Valley

COD - Rex Humbard

(CNN)- Best of the Week

ED - Leave it to Beaver
ED

1:30 P.M.
0
0
- Major League
Baseball
p
Cincinnati
at

(D - Baptist Church

o - Face the Nation

- Gosoel Singing Jubilee
• - Tom & Jerry
- Studio See
- Revival Tabernacle
(13 ED - Sesame Street
(CBN1- Hour of Power

Shapes

1:15 P.M.

00- Call the Doctor

-

0 U if) - Meet the
Press
0- Wild Kingdom
CI - Roy Rogers

(D - Face the Nation
- Kids Are People Too
- Newsmaker '80
•
Zoom
[CCM) Larry
Jones
Ministry
(ESPN( - ESPN Sports
Center

(CNN)

-

Everybody's

Business
1:00 P.M.

_ I Dream of Jeannie
- Little Rascals
0- MOVIE:'Fire Chasers'
An insurance investigator
sets out to find an arsonist
who is terrorizing London
Chad Everett. Anjenette
Comer. Keith Barron. 1970

'LK

An American businessmen. living in London,
ia asked brthe British Intelligence to do a crucial job
for them on • business trip
to East Germany with his
young son Frank Sinatra,
Peter Vaughan, Michael
Newport 1967
CU - MOVIE: 'Clearing the

LESPN]- Tennis Finals
[CNN]- Medicine and Your
Health

- Pre-Game Show

11:00 A.M.
Human Dimensions
Circle Square

ED - World of the Sea
(13 - Once Upon a
Classic

9:00 A.M.
Singing Jubilee

- New
Education

CD- Day of Discovery
ED - R.A. West Revival
ECBNI - Spiritual Awakening
)ESPNI - Summer Basketball

08 - Hour of Power
08 - Rev. Henry Mahan
- It Is Written

ED

_

SUNDAY1

(CBNI- Dr. James Kennedy
Religion

Joan Goodfellow stars as a military doctor whose comforting words only cheer an army -sergeant (William
Devine) briefly — he soon learns he has a heart condition — in "From Here to Eternity,- Sunday, Aug. 3, on
N BC.
;Slat IAN reserve the right to make last-minute changes I
Range' A cowboy poses as a
coward by day to cover his
identity as a champion
against crime by night. Hoot
Gibson 1931
DOI- Ten Who Dared
- Love American Style

ED

11) - 1980
Highlights

ED - It's

Indy

500

Your Business

ED - MOVIE:'Cowboy And
The Lady A cattle-rancher
gets a blind date with a heiress and marries her before
she quite knows what is
happening. Gary Cooper,
Merle Oberon, Walter Brennan 1938
- New Life

ED

ED ED - Wash. Week in
Review

Planet of the Apes' The ape
civilization is trying to live
peacefully with the human
beings but the humans plan
to attack and there is more
trouble from within the ape
community Roddy McDowell, Claude Akins, Natalie
Trundy 1973
- MOVIE: 'My Darling
Clementine Story of a singer's unrequited love for the
alcoholic and bitter Doc Holliday Henry Fonda. Linda
Darnell,
Victor
Mature
1946
- MOVIE:'A Hole in the
Head' The problems of a
foot-loose widower with a
twelve-year-old son, a nearbankrupt Miami Beach hotel. a bongo-Ow/mg showgirl, and a match-making
sister-in-law Frank Sinatra,
Edward
Robinson,
G.
Eleanor Parker. 1959
- MOVIE:'Casbah' The
story of a jewel thief, hiding
in Casbah, who is captured
and killed due to love Tony
Martin.
Toren,
Marta
Yvonne De Carlo. Peter
Lorre. 1948
Comment on
123Kentua3cky
Missionaries
in
(CBN) Action

ER

ED

ED

Scandinavian paper
awards Bo's hubby '0'
By CINDY ADAMS
NEW YORK - Norway
gives Bo Derek's husband a
"zero" rating. The star of
"Ten" copped a lengthy newspaper story in Oslo, but the
editor wouldn't run a single
photo on account of John
Derek insisted they only use
his. He manages his wife,
poses her photos, takes her
photos. OK's her photos and
gets paid for her photos. The
Norwegians told him what he
could do wi,h her p otos ...
Following the iew trend, Shirley MacLaine has, found a
beau who is 10 years her
Junior. It beats Chinese checkers is all I can say
Leonid Brezhnev, first
Communist of the USSR, has
an expensive hobby: He collects cars. I don't even know
too many capitalists who can
do that ... Catherine Deneuve
and an ex-lover with whom
she hasn't played post office
in at least 10 years, fell on one
another again, if you should
pardon the expression, when
they met on a movie set ...
Cher, who lives in a log cabin
in Malibu with Chastity (that's
the name- of*he.'litid not her
state of mind and body) and
Elijah Blue, the other kid,
says "I'm too old for dating I
don't like dating "She's 34.
The Phillipines minted a

solid gold coin in the image of
Gen. Douglas MacArthur. I
sat close enough to see his
widow. Jean, shed a tear when
she thanked them on behalf of
"My General"... I hear Prince
Charles visited the frail Duchess of Windsor to dissuade her
from publishing (posthumously. long after she's someday
gone) a book she's written
where she washes, irons,
starches and hangs out very
dirty family linen.
Bette Midler: "I'm Sagittarius with Aries rising, a Scorpio moon and with lots of Leo.
I'm almost completely a fire
chart. I'm strong. Nothing can
stop me"... Elizabeth Taylor's
kid, Maria, razzberry'd an
offer to go a little bit naked in
a movie. Mommy said "no."
Mommy said she's an oldfashioned girl.
Pam Dawber's idol? Jane
Fonda I don't know why,
however, she didn't tell me
Carroll O'Connor making
large money even when not
being an actor. His West Coast
gin mill is a big success .. The
Dunes Hotel & Country Club is
sending me notes on George
Plimpton. who was in the
backgammon tournament at
the Vegas Hotel. Terrific
Robin Williams is planning to
have two Children.

(CNN]- From Hollywood
2:30 P.M.
ED CD - All: The Man
(UM]- Deaf Hear
(ESPN] - Baseball Hall of
Fame Induction

ER - MOVIE:'How to Save
a Marriage end Ruin Your
Life' A bachelor tries to en.
courage his unhappily married friend to end hos
relationship with his mistress by becoming involved
with a girl he thinks is his
friend's mistress Dean Martin. Stella Stevens, Eli wailach 1968
Scouting Is

05) _

ED - SportsWorkt
- MOVIE: 'File of the
Golden Goose' An American
secret agent infiltrates a
counterfeiting ring in London with the help of Scotland Yard Yul Brynner
Charles Grey 1969
- Great Performances
CD - MOVIE: 'Fair Wind to
Java' An American sea cap
lain tangles with pirates
while hunting for diamonds
Fred MacMurray, Vera Pal
McLaglen
Victor
ston,
1952
ED ED - Footsteps
[CBNI - He Lives
[CNN]- style

ER

4:30 P.M.
0
0- SportsWorld JIP
- Kiners Korner
- MOVIE: 'Stagecoach'
A stagecoach with six passengers leaves for Cheyenne and comes under an
Indian
Ann'
attack
Margaret. Bing Crosby. Alex
Cord 1966
- Emergency One
ED ED - To Be Announced

ED

(CBN] Tomorrow

CBS

Report

5:00 P.M.
- Joker, Joker, Joker
- Untouchables
•- Fight Against Slavery
O ED - Julia Child and
Company
any
- Wide World of
(C
Tr
(H801 - Houdini Never
Died
[CNN]- Freeman Reports
5:30 P.M.
O - I Dream of Jeannie
Great Sports Legends
(3E) - Quiz Kids
(18 - In -State Today/
Tomorrow

-

•
_
Preview

Football

NCAA

(50 - With Kingdom
ED ED - Old Houseworks
(CBN)- Jerry Falwell
(SHOW] - MOVIE: 'The
Champ' A struggling boxer
gains strength and inspiration from a little boy John
Voight. Rated PG 1979
[HBO] - HB(' Sneak
Preview, August

3:00 P.M.
00 Spectacular

About

Think

[CNN]- Ferns

6:00 P.M.
Sports

ER - Like Ills
iceNI - At Homo With the
Bible
(HBO)- MOVIE:'Voices' A

7:;:?=cc'er7::A:?7,r41:
strength to realize their
dreams. Michael Ontkean,
Amy Irving. Aloi Rocco
Rated PG. 1979
(CNN]
Newsmaker
Sunday
3:30 P.M.
(10 - MOVIE:'Red Pony' A
sensitive lad, amid tangled
family relationships, finds
joy in his red pony. Myrna
by Robert Mitchum. Louis
Calhern 1949
Lancer
- Another Voice
ED
- Photography

fria _

(C8N] - Methodist Hour
(ESPN( - Tennis Finials
(SNOW) - Monteith and
Rend
4:00 P.M.
▪
- MOVIE: 'Men:lege:
Year One' A medical student
and • girl struggle to find
themselves in the confusion
of a large American city.
Sally Field. Robert Pratt.
Cicely Tyson 1971

00OD - News
0_ Impact
0

Wick
Men
:OTaliiE'island
off the
isIa
LE)
'Then
English Channel the people
are practicing the ancient
Pagan religion that calls for
sacrifices at harvest time
When a Scottish inspector
comes to the island, horror
ensues Christopher Lee.
Britt Ecklund
- CBS
fig - Wild
Antmela
C m
A tp
fling

ED

hos

- One to One
- MOVIE:'Flame of the
Barbary Coast' Villainy
romance and music in a
gambling casino i-limaxed
by the San Francisco earth
quake
John
and
firs
Wayne. Ann Dvorak 1945
Baxter*
ED - Bill Moyers Journal
- ABC News
- Victory Gorden
IBO( - MOVIE 'Paper
Moon' A con artist is outconned when he falls Prey
to the charms of a not-so.
innocent 9-ysitir-old girl
R
Ryan O'Neal. Tatum O'Neal.
Madeline Kohn Rated PG

ED

ED -

ED

(CNN]- Week

0-•

t"ril.11"479:51r.'1,71".11$11,

KPC TV Week, July 30-Aupost 5, Pogo

SUNDftYcoNT.
6:30 P.M.

O - Muppets
0- CBS News
0
CD - News Conference
CE) - Wild Kingdom
ffU - ABC News
AD _ NBC News
611 - Family Feud
ED - Guinness Game
ED CD - Cookin' Cajun
[CON] - Oral Roberts and
You
[CNN]- TV Week
7:00 P.M.

O

- Disney's
0
Wonderful World

CD 0
Minutes

ap

-

60

ED

(E)
- Galactica
1980
ED - Nashville on the Road
- War and Peace

• cr) _ First Churchhills
[CON]- Jimmy Swaggart
[ESPN[ - ESPN Sports
Canter
[CNN]- Sports Sunday
7:30 P.M.
(D - MOVIE The Thirty
Foot Bride Of Candy Rock'
Amateur scientist turns himself into space exploring
rocket and his girl into thirty
foot giant Lou Costello, Dorothy Prowne. 1959
[ESPISO - Auto Racing '80
[SHOW] - MOVIE: 'Bugs
Bunny/ Road Runner Movie'
Bugs
reminisces
about
some of his antics with the
Road Runner and his other
cartoon cohorts in this
blend of new animation and
classic footage 1979
8:00 P.M.
(D - CHiPs
0
0
00(DED- Archia's
Place
_,
9.
_ [CBN] - Rex Plumbed
ED OD ED - When the
Whistle Blows
(E) - MOVIE: 'Against the
Wind' Part 8
ED - Edward the King
ED(0 - Evening at Pops
[HBO]- MOVIE: 'Hair' The
screen version of the smash
Broadway hit that captured
the mood of the Age of
Aquarius in music and
dance John Savage, Beverly D'Angelo Rated PG
[CNN]- N/W/S
8:30 P.M.
- Ono Day

0
0
(D
At a Time

9:00 P.M.
0
0
(1)- MOVIE,'From
Here to Eternity: Island and
Homecoming'
Sergeant
Warden tries to join his men
when reports of heavy casualties after the first major
combat start filtering back
to Honolulu William De
vane, Roy Thinnes, Don
Johnson and Barbara Herthey 1980
Alio*
SOW
- It Is Written
0 0 - MOVIE:
' A small-town
ORME, is forced to oppose
an old friend who 'Flakes his
living robbing tritons Dean
Melon, Rock Hudson, Susan
Clark 1973
0

-

ID - Upstairs. Downsteirs
OD - Mery Griffin
0OD en _ Masterpiece
Theatre: Lillie
[C8NI - Bost of 700 Club
(SHOW) - What's Up,
America

(CNN]

-

Newsmaker

Sunday
9:30 P.M.
0 0 0 0 .1off•rsort•
fr - World Tomorrow.
•
10:00 P.M.
00ell0 - T r•r•••
John, M D

- Jimmy Swaggart
ED
ED - TES Evening News
ED - Firing Line
ED CD - U.S. Chronicle
[CON]- Kenneth Copeland
[ESPN] - Baseball Hall of
Fame Induction
(SHOW] - MOVIE. 'Dona
Flor and Her Two Husbands'
A widow discovers there is
sex after death in a Brazilian
retreat Sonia Braga, Jose
Wilker Rated R
[HBO]- MOVIE:'The Lady
in Red' A young farm girl in
the 1920's becomes John
Dillinger's infamous companion Robert Conrad, Louise
Fletcher Rated R 1979
[CNN]- N/VV/S
10:30 P.M.
ED • CD - Inside San
Quentin
1 1:00 P.M.
0
00
0(1) OD
(1)11) flE1 ED - News
- Dave Allen
(D - Open Up
(E)- Jerry Falwell
ED - Free to Choose
[CON]- NawSight
[CNN] -Sports
1 1:15 P.M.
CBS News
ED - ABC News

itp

_

11:30 P.M.
_ MOVIE: 'Saturday's
Children' A father teaches
his daughter and son-in-law
the relative unimportance of
rnoneN. John Garfield, Anne
Shirley, Claude Rains 1940
O - MOVIE: 'Tall Them
Willie Boy Is Here' The story
of an American Indian's desperate search for an identity
the white man's world refuses to grant Robert Redford, Katherine Ross, Robert
Blake 1969
0- MOVIE:'Cry Terror' A
criminally minded intellectual forces an electronics
expert to fabricate tiny
boinqs which he places in
airliners in order to extort
money. James Mason, Rod
Steiger, Inger
Stevens
1958

- MOVIE: 'Jeremiah
Johnson' A discontented
adventurer flees civilization
in the 1830's to begin a new
life as a fur trapper in the
Rocky Mountain wilderness Robert Redford, Will
Goer 1972
Ruff House
0 - MOVIE: The Great
White Hope' The story of the
world's first black heavyweight champion James
Earl Jones, Jane Alexander
1970

cic _

(Et-MOVIE:'Camille' Story
of a Parisienno courtesan
who finds true love too late
Greta Garbo, Robert Taylor,
Lionel Berrymore 1936
ED - ABC News
er)_ Eischied/Kate Loves a
Mystery
- Avengers
ED - 700 Club
IC81111- The King is Coming
[H801- MOVIE: "Voices' A
struggling rock singer and a
deaf dance teacher find the
strength to realize their
dreams Michael Ontkean,
Amy Irving, Alex Rocco
Rated PG 1979
[CNN] Everybody's
Business

•

11:45 P.M.
_ PTL Club
12:00 A.M.
C1E) - MOVIE: 'Sapphire'
Scotland Yard investigates
the murder of • beautiful
pregnant girl Superintery
dent Hazard's discovery that
she was • Negro who was
passing' as white leads to
racial complications as he
slowly arrives at the awful
truth Nigel Patrick and
Yvonne Mitchel 1959

- MOVIE: 'The Young
Land' Tension reaches a
boiling point when for the
first time an American is to
be tried for killing a Mexican. Pat Wayne, Dan O'Herlihy, Yvonne Craig. 1959

2:00 A.M.

•

ED - Rev. W.V. Grant Jr.
LESPNi - Auto Racing '80
[SHOW]- MOVIE: 'Crime
busters' A 'law and order.
comedy
[CNN)- Take 2
12:30 A.M.
(D - David Susskind
Return
of the Saint
ED - Ironside

•

1:00 A.M.
[CNN]- N/VV/S
1:30 A.M.
- MOVIE: 'Journey to
Shiloh'. Seven young Texans, leave Dallas to loin the
Confederate forces, not
even vaguely aware of what
the war is about. James
Caen, Brenda Scott, Michael Sarrazin 1968
1119 - Issues and Answers
-

1:45 A.M.
IDD - News
OD- MOVIE:'2arak' A man,
driven from his village, becomes the leader of an outlaw band Victor Mature,
Michael Wilding, Anita Ekberg 1957

_ Ironside
- ABC News
[SHOW] - Monteith and
Rand
[CNN]- Best of Fred

•

2:15 A.M.
(D - insight
2:30 A.M.

- Life of Riley
[ESPN] - ESPN Sports
Center
[CNN]- Medicine and Your
Health
3:00 A.M.
(1) - MOVIE: 'Waterfront'
Drama depicting life on the
Liverpool 'Waterfront • Robert Newton, Richard Burton,
Kathleen Harrison 1952
[ESPN1 - Baseball Hall of
Fame Induction
[CNN]- News Wrapup
4:00 A.M.
- MOVIE: 'Summer
Holiday' A busload of young
musicians, forming a vacation travel service, tour Europe and pick up some
stranded American girls
Cliff Richards, Lauri Peters,
David Kossoff 1963
(CNN]- Sports Wrap-up

ED

4:30 A.M.
[ESPN]- Tennis Finals
(CNN)- Style

TV makes celebs of
many, not just stars
By RUTH THOMPSON
Television is now the mass
medium of communication,
and it has bred a species of
communicator whose jobs
depend on it — Phil Donahue
and Dick Cavett to drop two
big names — and whose high
visibility has made them
instantly recognizable celebrities. They are as pursued by
clots of fans when they venture in public as were movie
stars in the golden age of
11101/1es.

Certainly hosting your own
nationwide show is one fast
route to becoming a household
face, but it isn't the only way.
There are, interestingly,
other categories of celebrities
who pop up often on the
airwaves and whose careers,
though undoubtedly enhanced
by television, are not dependent on it.
The list is as eclectic as it is
big name. When the subject is
foreign policy the man the
major talk hosts and news
anchors try to get is former
Secretary of State Dr. Henry
Kissinger, of course.
Someone once defined a
true celebrity as someone
about whom you needed to
add no other biographical
facts once you'd stated the
name. Or, Kissinger's eminence on the current scene
goes one step beyond that.
When a comedian after quick
snickers with an impersonation slips into a soft German
accent, he doesn't have to tell
you which pundit he's ribbing.
Of course, nobody does
Kissinger as well as the man
himself He is comfortable
with television and relaxed
enough to inject his famous
sense of humor into the giveand-take of interviews. o
Relaxed, suitable humor
has proven a plus, also, for
two physicians — Dr. Art
Uiiese of NBC's "Today" and
Dr. Tim JOERIS011 of ABC's
"Good Morning America —
who put their health tipo into
perspective

Dr. Ullene believes that
while minor symptoms should
not cause undue alarm, neither should potentially serious
ones be ignored, and that television education on the early
detection of breast cancer has
already saved many lives.
How to create a good selfimage also has a reigning
spokesman. Or rather spokeswoman. She's the dazzling
Adrien Arpel, the founder of a
$14 million cosmetics company. In repose, she is as exotic
as Cleopatra. But she's a nononsense dynamo when she
starts talking. And what she's
talking about this season is
her new "How to Look 10
Years Younger" book published by Rawson, Wade.
She launched a recent
national tour with a week of
demonstrations on the Mike
Douglas show. After that, she
was booked on local TV stations in every city she visited,
often on the news programs.
She's generous with formulas
about facial potions that can
be whipped up at home in the
blender and realistic with
suggestions for camouflaging
what cannot be corrected.
Another celebrity with a
cause is former astronaut
Charles "Pete" Conrad, the
third man to walk on the
moon. He's having his say via
commercials, instead of news
shows for a good reason. The
news media, which told — and
properly, says Pete -- the
tragic news of the DC-10 Chicago air crash in May of 1979,
didn't give equal time to the
subsequent news that placed
the blame on faulty maintenance, not on the design of the
plane or its subsequent fine
performance in daily flights
the world over. Pete isn't just
a famous face. He's one of the
experts, works for McDonnell
Douglas, which makes the
plane, and notes that before
joining NASA, he was a test
pilot.

..;
1 MONDAY lam
5:15 A.M.
C99 - MOVIE: 'Waterloo
Road' The story of a soldiers relentless hunt for local 'lady killer' John Mills,
Stewart Granger, Alastatr
Sim 1945
8:00 A.M.

0- News

(f)(f)- Face the Music
(D - Louisville Tonight
(D - Hogan's Heroes
•_ Sanford and Son
• - Chico and the Man
- P.M. Magazine
- MacNeiltpLehrefiprRept33
t.
- All in the Family

•

lESPN1- Pro Volleyball: All
Star Game
9:00 A.M.
- MOVIE: 'The Lady
With A Lamp' The bitter
struggle of Florence Nightingales as she fought
against disease from London luxury to the Crimean
war flont Anna Neagle, Michael Wilding 1". 1952.

ED

10:00 A.M.
(D - MOVIE: 'Mardi Gras'
VMI cadets learn life is
worth living at the 'Mardi
Gras, Pat Boone, Tommy
Sands, Sheree North 1958
11:00 A.M.
[ESPN] - Canadian Football: British Columbia at
Edmonton
1:00 P.M.
- MOVIE:'Nicholas and
Alexandra' Part 1 The events leading up to the Russian revolution form the
background of this story of
Tsar Nicholas II, his failings
as a monarch and the great
love he had for his German
born wife. Empress Alexandra Michael Jayston, Janet
Notle
Suzman, Roderic
1971
ED - MOVIE:'I Confess' An
innocent priest stands trial
for murder. Montgomery
Cliff, Anne Baxter, Karl Malden. 1953
- MOVIE: 'Outer Space
Connection' An elaboration
of the theory first discussed
in the movie 'Chariots of the
Gods'. Narrated by Rod
Sterling. 1974

•

3:30 P.M.
Sheehan

at

(SHOW] Cannes

4:00 P.M.
CID - MOVIE:'We Dive At
Dawn' Submarine's exploits
in sinking German battleship in Kiel Canal. Eric Portman, John Mills. 1942
5:00 P.M.
IsHowl - MOVIE: 'Butch
end Sundence: The Early
Days' An outlaw and a
sharpshooter take on cattle
companies, banks and railroads. Tom Berenger, William Katt. Rated pq
5:30 P.M.
Disol - MOVIE: 'Sgt
Pepper's Lonely Hearts Club
Band' A rock and roll band
comes to the rescue of a
town suffering from boredom. The Bee Gess, Peter
Frampton Rated PG 1978
P.1.
:00
0
6
0
0
0
OD ED - News
•- Joker's Wild
, Ft
ag Andy Griffith
ED

ICON) - Norman Vincent
Peale
[SHOW]- Best Joke I Ever
Heard, Part 2
[CNN]- Monayline

110

-

7:30 P.M.
That Nashville Music

0ED - Face the Music
- Joker's Wild
O - New Joker's Wild
- Dating Game
(D - Weekend Gardener
ldud
'79
F:m
lidilyGo
Fe
0
4:9 S

o

ED El) - All in the Family
Carol Burnett and
11:1
Friends
MASH
ED
ED ED CD - Dick Cavett
[CON]- Words of Hope
[ESPN) Center

ESPN

Sports

[HBO] - Harry
Blackstone's Magical Tour
[CNN] - Sports Tonight
7:45 P.M.
[CNN]- TV Tonight
8:00 P.M.
Little House

O0ED on the Prairie
0al

- Flo
-

That's

Incredible
wA6
American Style
nk
oat t
g
me
) Gn
5u_sFiringe
Evening
Pops
ine
[CON]- Rock Church
(ESPN)- TBA
[SHOW] - MOVIE: 'Hard
Times' A fighter and his
manager take on impromptu
matches for high stakes in
New Orleans during the Depression. Rated PG. Charles
Bronson, James Coburn, Jill
Ireland. 1975
[CNN)- Primisnews/120
8:30 P.M.
- WKRP in

000
Cincinnati

•_

Mobil
Summorshow

[HBO) Wonderful

Showcase

Crazy

and

9:00 P.M.
00ED _ MOVIE:'From
H•r• to Eternity: Crossroads
and Secrets' Warden is
transferred toe combat unit
and places himself jeopardy
when he refuses his officer's
commission. William De
vlagnee0
. Barbara Hershey, Don
Johnson and Roy Thinnes.

Zoom

N.M
C
6:30_ P
00(I)
News

0
041)
PA'A*S'H
- MOVIE'A Walk in the
Sun' A war drama focusing
upon this emotions. reactions and characters of
American infantrymen executing a beachhead maneuv1e
9r48
Dana Andrews, Richard
Conte, Sterling Holloway

(D ED - CBS News
00
(11{) - Tic Tac Dough
0ED - ABC News
•
(E)- I Love Lucy
(I) - Carol Burnett and
F rionds
ED -Wild World of Animals

ED (I) ED - MOVIE:
'Intimate Strangers' A couple finds that their deep love
for each other can not overcome the explosive emotions which threaten to
destroy their Marriage. Dennis Wesvet, Sally Strothets

€151CBN€1?-183Rein-

"'
Factory
- Baseball Hall of
Fame Induction

iESPN1

[CNN) Newsworld

Sports

end

ED CE) - Julia Child and
Company
(COM - Door
7:00 P.M.

-

- Mery Griffin
OD - Window on the World
T4ip
t - Mutlical Comedy

0

O

Nashville Music
0- Hollywood Squares
0(E)- Tic Tee Dough

[CCM]- 700 Club
[HBO] - MOVIE:'Death on

OrCi

r‘nri

et,

KPC TV
2:00 A.M.
_ Joe Franklin Show
[CNN]- Sports Update
2:30 A.M.
(CNN]- Overnight Desk
3:00 A.M.

the Ides of March Amanda
Barrie, Sidney James, Kenneth Williams 1965

TUESDAY
5:15 A.M.
Newsworld
- MOVIE: 'Tower Of
6:30 P.M.
London' Upon the death of
_ NBC News
Edward II Richard murders
the king's brother Clarence
0 0-CBS News
0
in order that he be named
- Tic Tac Dough
Protector then sets out to
murder the two young 0
00- ABC News
princes to obtain his insane
ag _ I Love Lucy
ambition
and
win
the
throne
Thoroughly
- Carol Burnett and
demented, he is tortured by Friends
dreams of his victims Vin- 0- Wild World of Animals
cent Price. Michael Pate
Joan Freeman, 1962
ED CD - G. E. D.
[CBN] - 20th Century
8:00 A.M.
Guidelines
(ESPN)- European Soccer
7:00 P.M.
Championship West Germany vs. Holland
- Crosswits
C91)

Quinn Cummings and Brian Andrews watch as a familiar scene is played out: mommy (Sally Struthers) and
daddy (Dennis Weaver) in an argument that will lead to
violence, on "Intimate Strangers," Monday, Aug. 4, on
ABC.(REPEAT)
(Stations reser,e the right to make last minute changes

0- Hollywood

9:00 A.M.
1118 -

MOVIE: 'Billy Liar' A
clerk in an undertaker's office is engaged to two girls
and has spent the petty
cash Julie Christie, Torn
Courtney, Wilfred Pickles
1963

10:00 A.M.
CD -

the Nile' This is a dramatization of one of Agatha Cris.
tie's masterpieces Peter
Ustinov, Bette Dims, David
Niven Rated PG

Housecalls
Basket.

ball

10:00 P.M.
(DM - Lou Grant
0
0
• _ TBS Evening News
12) Jazz
at
Maintenance Shop

the

[SHOW)

- MOVIE: 'Oh
Coward!' A trio celebrates
the melody and wit of Noel
Coward Roderick Cook. Jamie Ross. Pet Galloway.
[CNN]- Freemen Reports

10:30 P.M.
fiff) - Croswell*

0ED - 'Doc' The

Oldest

Men/See
!COW - Rise and Be Heeled

11:00 P.M.
10000ID el
09113 dB CD - New*
Li)- After Benny Hill
11)- Last of the Wild
GD - All in the Family
- David Allen at Large
MOM - Festival of Praise
(CNN)- Sports Tonight
11:30 P.M.
0a(1)- Tonight Show
0
0(1)fp - Harry 0
- MOVIE: 'Desperate
Moment' Murder, black
marketing, romance and intrigue in war-ravaged Berlin
take place when displaced
persons are tricked into
making confessions Dirk
Bog•rde, Mai Zetterling. Albert lieven. Theodore Bikal
1953

CD OD 60)- ABC News
_ MOVIE 'Along Came

•

Jones' A lanky cowpoke is
being hunted by a posse
and by en outlaw who looks
like Wen -fiery Cooper. Loretta Young, William Dernarust 1945
- M*11*S•H
•
- Captioned ABC News
Roes Begley
•

icon]-

-

ESPN

Sports

Center

(SHOW)- MOVIE:'Malibu
Beach' The surf's up when
boys meet bikinis on 'Malibu Beach Kim Lankford,
James Daughton, Susan
Player Jarrow Rated R

9:30 P.M.
[ESPN) - 81011111Or

[ESPN)

(HBO]

- MOVIE: 'Front
Russia with Love' The beautiful Russian defector that
James Bond is trying to help
is actually a pawn in a plot
to destroy him Sean Connery, Pedro Armenderiz,
Lotte lenye, Robert Shaw
Rated PG 1963
[CNN)- Newsdeek

11:45P.M.
(El
0- Barney Miller
12:00 A.M.
(1)- Mission improsiblia
(0)- ABC News
[ESPN) - Motorcycle
Racing

12:30 A.M.
elleaffil- MOVIE:
'The Converse tion' A professional eavesdropper becomes involved with the
characters whose privacy
he invades by wiretapping
Gene Hackman, Allan Garfield. Frederic Forrest 1974

1:00 A.M.
Tornorrow

(110_ News
(CBNI- Transformed
(SHOW] - MOVIE: 'Hard
Times' A fighter and his
manager take on impromptu
matches for high stakes in
New Orleans during the Depression Rated PG Charles
Bronson, James Coburn,.1111
Ireland. 1975
[CNN]- People Tonight
1:30 A.M.
- Life of Riley
_
MOVIE:
'The
Conspirators' A soldier of
fortune helps refugees from
the Nazis in Lisbon, Portu
gel, _toward the and . of
World War 11 HIdli Lamirr.
Paul Henreid, Peter Lorre
1944

•

ftNlz. Dr. D.J. Kennedy
IESPN) - Summer Basket-

MOVIE:'How I Spent
My Summer Vacation' A
young man's struggle between illusion and reality is
told against the background
of a powerful international
conspiracy Robert Wagner,
Lola Albright, Peter Law
ford, Walter Pidgeon 1967

11:00 A.M.
IESPN] - Tennis Semifinals

1:00 P.M.
(1E)- MOVIE:'Nicholas and
Alexandra' Part 2
MOVIE:'This Charge at
Feather River' American
Cavalrymen turn back the
tide of an Indian uprising,
caused by the rescue of two
white women Guy Madison,
Frank Lovejoy, Vera Miles
1953

Squares
(111 - Tic Tac Dough
0_ News
Lv) go _ Face the Music
- Louisville Tonight
- Hogan's Heroes
(ID - Sanford and Son
liD - Chico and the Man
P.M. Magazine
0 0 0 - MacNeilLehrer Rapt.

ED-

• - All in

the Family
- Gerald Derstine
[CNN]- Moneyline

o

7:30 P.M.

Hollywood Squares
Face the
Music
Joker's Wild
0- New Joker's Wild
- Dating Game
-

0 GD 0 _
413 -

fiD -

0- MOVIE: Violent Road'
During a dangerous trip six
men discover the true values
of life Brian Keith, Dick
Foran, Efrem Zimbalist Jr
1958

- Solid Gold '79
ID - She-Na-Na
CIO0- All in the Family
- Carol Burnett and
Friends
- MASH

- Dick Cavell
ICSEI1- Faith That Lives
(ESPN) - ESPN Sports
Center
(H601 - Baseball: Race for

3:30 P.M.
[snow] - MOVIE:

Pennant

The
Great Train Robbery' A pair
of con men pull off the robbery of the century Seen
Connery, Donald Sutherland, Lesley-Anne Down
1079

(CNN)- Sports Tonight
7:45 P.M.
(CNN)- TV Tonight
8:00 P.M.
Medina',
tures of Sheriff Lobo
(I)

4:00 P.M.

5:30 P.M.
fusol - MOVIE: 'Mission:
Galactic&

8:00 P.M.
00I:D
II) OD
(D efa - News
- Joker's Wild
0_ Andy Griffith
- Mayberry. R.F.D
•
0- Zoom
0

ICBM)- Puppet Tree
- Australian Rules
Football

[SHOW)

- MOVIE The
Champ' A struggling boxer
gains strength and inspire'
non from e little boy John
Voight Rated PG 1979

[CNN)

-

-

0000- While

Razzmatazz
JE)- MOVIE:'Tom Brown's
School Days' The story of
life among the boys in an English school during the Victorian era; their trials,
pleasures. games and heartaches Cedric Harwicke.
Jimmy Lydon, Freddie Bartholomew 1940

Sports

and

IN FOCUS

3:30 A.M.
(El- MOVIE:'No Time to Be

Young' Three youths hold
up a supermarket One kills
the cashier and the other
- MOVIE 'Carry on Cleo' *two are picked up by the
Marc Anthony joins Cleopa- police Robert Vaughn. Rotra in aiding slaves to es- ger Smith, Kathy Nolan
1957
cape and rejoin their loved
ones and Caesar gets his [ESPINO - ESPN Sports
historic comeuppance on Center

Shadow
(:t) - MOVIE: The Man
Between' A man is caught in
the East-West intrigue and
the Black Market James
Mason, Claire Bloom 1954

Kids will watch,so
make the best of it
Have you "thrown in the
towel" as far as trying to regulate the amount and type of
television your children
watch? Don't feel alone —
most parents and teachers
have too.
According to Dr. James J.
Betres, associate professor of
elementary education at
Rhode Island College, "Most
parents and teachers- have
given up telling their children
that they can't watch TV."
The latest consensus of
researchers, says Prof.
Betres, is that television "does
not cause violence" in children, and television "doesn't
make children poor readers or
under-achievers in school."
What it does do is
"displace" something else
your child could and probably
should be doing. Also, it
apparently "disinhibits" children, in other words, given a
large dose of TV, a child tends
to "become less concerned"
about what he sees. He
becomes more tolerant of it.
If your child sees constant
agony of, say, the people in
Southeast Asia, he or she is
likely to become apathetic
about these conditions, the
thought (perhaps subconscious) being, "That's the way
life is. Nothing can be done
about it."
"These effects," say Prof.
Betres,"will be almost impossible to discern" through
research. The implications
can be terrible to contemplate.
The remedy, says Prof.
Betres, "is to help children
become a little more selective" in what they watch. His
summer workshop is taking a
look at the television industry,
some of the effects of television on children, the future of
children's television and the
use of commercial television
in the elementary classroom.
"The most important thing
regarding children and television is the parent," says Prof.
Betres. "What do you do if
you're a teacher and your
students' parents aren't doing
a thine"
His views parallel those of
the National Council for
Children's Television, a think
tank of some 35 people from
the television industry and
education. "I think their posi-

Days
MOVIE:'Promise Her
Anything' Young widow's
campaign to catch a husband for herself and father
for her baby results in riotous mixtip Warren Beatty,
Leslie Caron, Robert Cummings, Hermione Gingold,
Lionel Stander, Keenan
Wynn. Michael Bredley.
1986
GD - Gunstrooks

EID - Nov.: Why Do Birds
Sing?
ED0- New
. Refligees
ICON] - Oral Roberts
IESPNI - Canadian Foot
bell: Hemilton at Ottawa
,[SHOW] - MOVIE: 'Cantennfat Part 6
11480) - Pri0V1E: 'Sunburn'
A trio of sleuths team up for
action, intrigue and sonic
fun in the sun Farrah Few

is
ilk B.

IP\

In the days prior to TV, a
normal child had a "listening"
vocabulary of 10,000 words,
learned mostly from family
interaction. Today, with television exposure, children have
listening vocabularies of
24.000 to 27,000 words.
What this means is that an
average child is familiar with
say 24,000 words he hears
constantly on television. It
does not mean he knows the
connotation or deeper meaning of those words.
"For instance," he says, "a
teacher asks her class how
many have heard the word
'ayatollah.' Most of them will
raise their hands. But when
asked what an 'ayatollah' is,
they don't know We have the
opportunity to develop this
familiarity the children have
(with more words) into some
depth."
Of course, this will take
time and is based on (as you
already know) the proven fact
that Kids will watch TV. The
sum total of accumulated wisdom to date, based on that
fact, is As a parent, don't let
them watch just to "fill time"

_

We Service All Makes

TV's & Stereos
Fast, Dependable Service
Phon4 498-2932

Sat*
113 N. Mayiville St.

ty. st-

ma

tion on children and television
seems to be the most realistic,
in the sense that they believe
children are just going to sit
and watch it. They want more
selectivity, however."
The ideal situation, he
suggests, is to have children
taught to be more selective
and have the support and guidance of their parents.
Elaborating tvrther—ott-the---belief of some that television
causes violence in children.
Prof. Betres says that
research indicates violence
comes from "children pre-disposed to violence," and TV
merely sets them off. "In such
cases, these children should
not be exposed to violence on
television."
On the positive side of constant TV exposure, points out
Prof. Betres. is the fact that
"kids are coming into kindergarten with double or triple
the language capacity." He
added that this may only be a
"superficial" aspect of such
exposure. He explained that of
the four human vocabularies
— listening, speaking, writing
and reading — "The listening
vocabulary is the largest."
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Appliance
Center
Mt. Sterling, Ky.

RIK TV Wolk Juip

30•Aripset &Pope 10

TUESDAY

TUESDAYcout
cat. Charles Grodin and Art
Carney Rated PG. 1979
[CNN)- PrImenews/120

8:30 P.M.
ID

CS E2) - Laverne and
Shirley

[CBINI] - Good News

9:00 P.M.
00lb - MOVIE:'From
Here to Eternity: Aftermath
and Revenge' Warden starts
a personal vendetta against
a major when his wife fails
in her attempt to bring
charges against her husband William Devane, Barbara Hershey and Don
Johnson 1980
00al lb - MOVIE:
'Ono in a Million: The non
LeFlore Story' This drama
chronicles the incredible
rise of Detroit Tiger center.
fielder Ron LeFlore from prison to the major leagues.
LeVer Burton, Madge Sinclair, Paul Benjamin 1978
03) (E)
Three's
Company

_

(1)- Mary Griffin
- Flembards

0 ID -

Nov.: Why Do
Birds Sing7
[CBN)- 700 Club

Richard Pryor's
was soaring, his problems
seemed to be settling and his new love, Jennifer Lee (I.)
was with him when Barbara Walters interviewed him
last year for "The Barbara Walters Special," Tuesday,
Aug. 5, on ABC.(REPEAT)

9:30 P.M.
CD (El

- Taxi

10:00 P.M.

0lb - The Barbara
Wafters Summer Special

oStateans reierve the rkibl to make lam minute changes

lb - TBS Evening News
lb _ Lord Montbetten: A

Cast change on `Y&R';
soaper does talk show
By NANCY M. REICHARDT
been very ill with infectious
HOLLYWOOD — There has
hepatitis. Eileen should be
been another switch on "The
back on your screens soon,
however, but in the meantime
Young and The Restless," and
Betsy von Furstenberg has
Deborah Adair has stepped in
been substituting for Eileen.
to replace Bond Gideon in the
There were lots of happy
role of Jill Brooks Helen Suni
is the actress who is playing
faces surrounding the fifth
New World leader Sumeko in
anniversary cake on the
the show's summer storyline "Ryan's Hope" set a few
weeks back, which is only fiton youth cults_
Josh Taylor (Chris Kostiting for the Emmy Award'
chek on "Days of Our Lives") winning show. There was
is always ready to appear on a
plenty of champagne to go
talk show or two, and he was
along with the cake, lots of
recently a guest at a taping of
conversation and a little remdaytime's new "The John
iniscing when headwriters
Davidson Show.- Since the
Claire Labine and Paul Avila
show airs at different times
Mayer featured a tape of the
around the country, check
very first episode of "RH" at
local listings for time and
the party. The best surprise of
date.
all was the arrival of Kate
Antony Ponzini was a very
Mulgrew shortly after the fespopular cast member when he
tivities began Kate, who origappeared on "One Life to inated the role of Mary Ryan.
was sorely missed by "RH"
Live- as Vince Wolek And
now, to the delight of his fans. fans when she opted to leave
Antony has been appearing on
the soaper for the nighttime
series, "Mrs. Columbo."
"General Hospital" as Dr
Purcelli, Heather Webber's
psychiatrist
(Have a question about soap
Back on the East Coast we operas' Drop us a line in care
were saddened to hear that of Newspaper Enterprise
Eileen Fulton (Lisa Colman
Assn., 200 Park Avenue. New
on "As the World Turns") has
York, NY 10166.)

Man for the Century
- Flambards
[SHOW]- MOVIE: 'Carnal
Knowledge' Two Amherst
roommates compete for the
affections of a Smith co-ed.
Jack Nicholson, Candice
Bergen.
Art
Garfunkel
1971
[HBO] - Standing Room
Only: Lido de Paris
[CNN]- Freeman Reports

10:30 P.M.
- Nine on New Jersey
IND - Crosswits
[CAN]- Faith Twenty
1 1:00 P.M.
000(1)ED ED
(I)ED ID - News
CE - After Benny Hill
lb - Last of the Wild
- All in the Family
ID - David Allen at Largo
IpCr0BpNh
Today in Bible
acy
[HBO]- Baseball: Race for
Pennant
[CNN]- Sports Tonight

CI CI(1)Eli - Cannon
- MOVIE: 'Svengali' A
man completely dominates
and possesses a young actress of his creation. Hildegarde Neff, Donald Wolfit,
Terence Morgan. 1955
IF) lb(13 - ABC News
lb - MOVIE: 'I Died a
Thousand Timee' Story of
Roy Earle. America's most
wanted criminal Jack Palance, Shelley Winters. Lee
Marvin 1955
- M•A•S•41

ID - Captioned

ABC News
Ross Bagley

(ESPN] Center

ESPN

Sports

[HBO] - MOVIE 'Mission:
Ooleotice'
[CNN) - Newsdesk
1 1:45 P.M.

(r.). Moe *man at•tune, that Is

led Fidel Castro to power.
Sean
Connery.
Brooke
Adams Rated R 1979

12:00 A.M.
(1)- ne.aosai Canto.
[ESPN].1turf,tioatt
!SHOW) - MOVIE: 'Cutts'
M•Iodrama set in tit* midst
of the Cuban revolution
showing the contrasting lifestyles, iterrup1Mtvead
itical unrest that eventually

3

5

6

7

12:15 A.M.
6) - MOVIE:'King
of Marvin Gardens' A radio
personality is obsessed with
inventing a tragic autobiography for his listeners Jack
Nicholson. Bruce Darn, Ellen Burstyn. 1972

12:30 A.M.
000)1M- Bamaby

'f.•

I

th

5

11

14

•

12

17
UU

,6

Jones

2'
34

1:00 A.M.
Ei U
_ Tomorrow

39

ICBN)- Charisma

20

rg
23

[ESPN] - Canadian FootHamilton at Ottawa

213

21

22

14

25

35

30uuu
37
38

26

29

31

UU

36

41

40

42

44

32

111

43

45

[CNN]- People Tonight

1:30 A.M.
- Life of Riley
• _ MOVIE: 'Charlie
Chins Secret Missing heir
to millions is found murdered at a seance and Chan
is called in Warner Oland,
Astrid Allwyn. Charles Quigley. 1936
[CBN]- Jerry Falwell

2:00 A.M.
- Joe Franklin Show
[SHOW) - MOVIE: This
Great Train Robbery' A pair
of con men pull off the robbery of the century. Sean
Connery, Donald Sutherland, Lesley-Anne Down
1979
[CNN]- Sports Update

2:30 A.M.
[CNN1- Overnight Desk
3:00 A.M.

_

MOVIE: 'Homo at
Seven' A bank clerk finds
that 24 hours are missing
from his life, during which
time his friend was murdered and the bank had
Ralph Ribeen robbed
chardson, Margaret Leighton, Jack Hawkins 1953

3:15 A.M.
- MOVIE:'Colossus and
the Headhunters' The survivor of a spectacular earthquake pledges his aid to a
dethroned queen Kirk Morris. Laura Brown 1960
3:30 A.M.
[ESPN] - ESPN Sports
Center

(Do you have a quesbon
about TY' Drop us a hoe in
rare of Newspaper Enterprise
Assn, 200 Park Armor, New
York, NY 10118,)

11:30 P.M.
000-Bost of Carson

[CAN) -

Josh Taylor 0.), who stars io "The Days of Our Lives," wan
recently voted the sexiest man en dnytime TV.
a onevaisemealsaa, be recently told talk-show boat, John nevithoo

CROSSWORD

BUILDING
SUPPLIES

46

47

49

48

55

57

56

60

61

63

64

ACROSS
1 News lady
Barbara —
8 Burning
13 Jack — is
14 Vegetable
concoction
15 Tease
16 Theatre lobby
sign (abbr )
17 Condiment
18 Victim
20 Baseball term
(abbr
22 Sdisk
un
23 Raised rail
way
25 Level
27 Singer —
Midler
30 Talk show
host Phil
34 Great time
span
35 Roman six
37 Continent
(abbr)
Donkey
onke
38 D
39 Actor Erik —
4
44
2 E b ba
nea p
Minerals
45 AAmcteosr —
46 Bud
49 Saint (fern

51

50

abbr)
51 Frankfurt's
river
55 Foreign
57 Large vase
agency
60
59 Trap
apble
61 Actress Gene
63 Jennifer and
Jonathan
64 Main dishes
DOWN
1 — In Cincinnati
2 Winglike
3 Olympic sled
4 Type genut

se

52
59

53

54
.

62

24 Roots sta
— Burton
26 Growing out
of
27 — Gees
(singers)
28 Dawn god •
dens
29 Blasting cornpound (abbr)
31 Owned
32 Employ
33 Feminine end
ing
36 Roman date
40 — Mandan
plays Chester
in Soap

41 Sagacious
43 Artificial Ian
guage
46 Smash
47 Arm bone
48 Tall tale teller
50 Ireland
52 Completed
53 Fencing
sword
54 Beams
56 Not else
where specilied (abbr )
58 Tennis acces
sory
62 Means of
travel (abbr )

4

measures
6
5 Scarce
arerrs
7 Kept compan
ions awake
8 Ark State
9 CL
D licer Lola
10 Island (Var )
11 Rant
12 b
Actress
ress
_ Bar
19 Still
21 River in Brit
am

Carson film deal
Columbia Pictures Industries has entered into agreements with Carson Productions, the indie company
owned by Johnny Carson,
involving both motion pictures and television activities.
In the film area, Columbia has

firmed a multiple-pictures
deal with Carson Productions,
under the aegis of the indie's
president, John J. McMahon.
Columbia also acquired the
exclusive worldwide distribution rights to television programming.

<NE>

Whirlpool

APPLIANCE KALB
SPECIAL DISCOUNT
TO BUILDERS

MUTUAL PAINTS
ROOFING MATERIALS
WINDOWS 8 DOORS'

498-4130

KEITH'S_
NONE CEBU
esipslis

WAR.

0
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-4 't

4

4.
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KIDS WILI: WATCH TV — Research suggesWihat the best
solution to the problem of constant televisioetxposnre Is to
tnaeb children to be selective in whet they watch.(Pinto Ira
.
Peter P Tobin)
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Growing up female in TI/TATT1-E1
America: then and now
Lucky pre bay deal

By EVE MERRIAM
In July "Great Performagces" is celebrating The Month
of The Woman on _public television with a series of programs about gifted women in
a variety of fields. "Out of
Our Fathers House." airing
this week, is based on Eve
Merriam's book "Growing Up
Female in America: Ten
Lives."
"All the higher mathematics any girl had to know was
how many places to set at the
table ... Chemistry enough to
keep the pot boiling, and geography enough to know the
location of the different
rooms in her house — these
were learnings sufficient for
any woman."
That was the prevailing
opinion in the 19th century
expressed in newspaper editorials and delivered from
speakers' platforms and
church pulpits.
Young women could look
forward to four principal
careers. First, foremost, beall and consume all, was
marriage. Beyond that goal
the choices ranged from
seamstress to governess to
teacher in a "dames" school
where the curriculum stressed
vocal music, letter writing
and femal^, manners and
deportment. Physicians solemnly argued that too much
mental activity could strain
the female brain.
Business and professional
worlds were entirely masculine: Even when typewriters
were introduced, the typists
were all men, because it was
felt that the machines were
too heavy for women to operate.
Although they were bearers
of life, women were denied
any knowledge of the human
body. When they were sick,
they were expected to point to
a doll and indicate to the doctor which region he should
examine. The doctor was
invariably a he.
Discouraged from public
speaking and apearing on
stage, women were discouraged even from attending in
the audience. Dio Lewis' 1871
best-selling manual offered
"Hints for Health to Females"
and began with this exhortation: "Girls, I advise you not
to go to the theater. My first
objection is that it is never
well ventilated. My second
objection, likewise physiological, is that it keeps you up till
midnight ..."
There was scarcely any
sports in the feminine sphere;
clothing alone kept the potential woman athlete in a bind.

Universal's "Coal Miner s
Daughter." which has produced more than $50 million
in box-office gross since its
March 7 release, was licensed
to ABC prior to release for a
mere $3 million for several
runs As reported in Variety
on Dec 18 1979. Universal
sells a significant amount of
its product to ABC. Given the
success of "Coal Miner's
Daughter." ABC appears to
have gotten a good deal for
itself, particularly if there are
no dramatic escalation
clauses in the contract
Newspaper's cable show

That was the way it was in
the 19th century. Now fast forward to Junior Wonderwomen
of 1980, jogging in shorts and
T-shirtl bearing liberating
slogans: "A woman's place is
in the House ... and Senate,"
"Uppity women unite," "Sexual equality 'is for slow
learners." Today's women are
almost everywhere in the public eye. On television they are
not restricted to being mere
sex objects or weather girls;
A weekly wrap-up of
they have gained acceptance Broward County. Fla , local
as newscasters, sports news is now the topic of a 30minute cable television show
announcers, panelists on pro- produced
by the Fort Laudergrams about the economy. dale News and Sun-Sentinel
They also serve on the techni- "WRAP UP" is an every-Friday show that includes an
cal crews.
overview of the area's top
Women drive cabs, trucks, local stories,
plus interviews
buses; they are police officers, with some of the paper's
forest wardens, mechanics, reporters, editors and special
of local interest It
plumbers, mail carriers, guests
begins with the lead stories of
carpenters, house painters the week, which are illustratand plasterers, chemists, biol- ed by photos, followed by Se:
ogists, excavators. They are eral interview segments
Give 'Quincy' credit
judges, mayors, members of
Congress and the Cabinet; if
NBC's "Quincy" has been
not presdent of the U.S., then credited in part for the paspresident of a film company. sage of a bill in the Missouri
Is it time to join in a trium- State Legislature protecting
elderly citizens from abuse by
phant victory chorus?
other adults. it was revealed
Not quite. The paradise of in a letter of thanks to series
parity has not yet arrived. star Jack Klugman from
Missouri State Senator HarSuch negative judgment is not riet
Woods The
based solely on resistance to "Honor Thy Elders," episode,
telecast
passing an Equal Rights in January and May, was
Amendment in the required shown to members of the
Missouri body in a special
two-thirds states of the union. screening.
Sen Woods wrote
Nor on the fact that the "The segment presented t'c
Supreme Court still lacks need far better than any
or printed material
even a token woman member. speech
could possibly have
Nor that although more than Thank you for your help,done
the
two-thirds of all banking governor signed the bill last
employees are female, less week " The bill provides legal
protection for the senior citithan a quarter of their num- zen as other legislation does
ber are bank officials or for the battered child.
managers.
Paychecks are still woefully lopsided. The most recent
figures show that women on
the average continue to earn
only 60 percent of the salary
of men with the same educational backgrounds. Responsibilities for child care, indeed
for most domestic tasks, continue to remain a female ghetto.
But certain achievements
are incontrovertible. Law
suits challenging sexual discrimination and harassment
on the job are not only
brought into court, they are
Sandi Freeman. host of the
being won. The phenomenon (
able
of "speaking bitterness" and duced News Netts ork proaudience participaconsciousness-raising ha,s led
tion interview show. Freeto a growing sense of Sisterman Reports, appears
hood among many women and
weekdays
of sensitivity on the part of NTBSIromat midnight on
%Hanle
many men.
So farewell to pink is for
'Texas' cuts
umbilical cord
passive and pretty and pallid,
and blue is for boyish and bril- ''Texas."
new NBC dayliant and bold; hail to all the time dramaa focusing
on the
colors of the rainbow for each •volatile, fast-moving glarnorous way of life in America's
individual.

Mr. Businessman:
This space reaches 17,000
homes for less than you'd think.

glittering new heartland"(this
is how the press release puts
ill will cut the umbilical cord
with "Another World- and
heroine its own series on
Monday. Aug 4 Beverlee
McKinsey leaves 'Another
World" to continue her role as
Iris Bancroft in the new
series The action revolves
around several generations of
wealthy and or powerful Tex
as (smiles
Duey Thomas record
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There is real life love
In what may have been the
most ambitious on-location
project in daytime television
drama, "One Life to Live,"
the popular ABC series,
recently went to Paris to tape
a love story tinged with
mystery.
Jo Ann Emmerich, vice
president of daytime programs in the East Coast, said
that the Paris sequences were
taped from June 17 to June
27, and are airing through
mid-August.
"This will give our viewers,
who may never be able to go
to Paris, the opportunity to
live vicariously and to see the
City of Light at its most
glamorous," she said. "With
the extensive plans made by
producer Joe Stuart, we
believe that the Paris
sequences are visually
stunning."
The love story involves Pat
Ashley. host of the Pat Ashley
television interview program,
and Bo Buchanan, a tall Texan who is as impetuous as he
is rich and handsome. Pat,
played by Jacqueline Courtney, and Bo, portrayed by
Robert Woods, have had an
on-again, off-again relationship. In Paris the romance is
definitely on again.
Producer Joe Stuart and
director Norman Hall worked
with a French camera crew
and hired local actors for bit
roles. Although Paris experienced the rainiest June weather in dozens of years,"OLTL"
taped between downpours and
managed to do a dream
sequence shot in the Tuileries
Gardens where Bo fantasizes
he's a swashbuckler out to
save a Marie Antoinettebew igged Pat.
Jacquie insists that all the
romantic notions of Paris are
true, "No matter where you
look, it's picture-book beautiful," says the actress. She
adds that although the French
people were gracious and cordial and "totally unlike the
stereotypes one is led to
believe them to be," the men
were generally "saucy."
Once, while taping in front
of Notre Dame, a busload of
American tourists recognized

Jacqueline Courtney and Robert Woods pose in front of the
Cathedral of Notre Dame.
the soapsters and halted
shooting while autographs
were signed.
Befitting her role as a leading television personality sent
to Paris to cover a fashion
story, blonde, green-eyed Jacquie wore fashions from an
extensive collection by Christian Dior. Woods, the six-foot,
dark-haired actor who plays
Be, also wore clothes designed
by Dior. In addition, in his role
as the scion of the wealthy
Buchanan clan, he drove a
big, custom-made French
convertible.
Pat and Bo's adventures
took them to sights every
tourist wants to see, as well as
to some locations few tourists
visit. They went to the Eiffel
Tower, of course, took a
bateau mouche along the
Seine by moonlight. saw Notre
Dame Cathedral, SacreCoeur. the Arc de Triomphe,
the Champs Elysees and the
Tuileries Gardens, walked the
winding, narrow streets of
Montmartre. visited the Cafe
des Deux Magots. meandered
along the streets of the Left
Bank and stopped at open air
food markets.
And in the midst of this
beautiful city, Pat discovers a
dark secret about the powerful Buchanan clan! The only
thing for sure is that the
suspense will be continued
Stay tuned.

EXCLUSIVELY ON CABLE TV

NEWS NOW

SPORTS NEWS LIKE NEVER BEFORE
Wake up to a recap of yesterday's big events. Get set with a
preview of what to expect. Then follow sports all day. All
night live on T.V.

SPORTS NEWS AND ALL THE NEWS
Presented By Turner Broadcasting
For More Information Call 498-3342

Mt. Sterling Antenna vision
- • or- - Morehead Cable TV at 784-4226
Cable News Network
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